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Language and Silence
by Brooke Hopkins

ln the Bhagavad-Cita, Lord Krishna, speaking of the thor- But I feel that my own life is especially sealed with this great

oughly integrated man, the man of non-attachment, tells his 5l8h/ Which babtr5rh/ ahd mbhastlb br°te55lbh/ and Priestly

friend and disciple Arjuna: “The action of the best men others Ordlnatlon has burned lntctthe rO(_)tS otmy bang’ beC.auS.e like

nd their rule of action/The path that follows Jonashimselflfind myselttravellingtoward my destinyinthe

belly of a paradox . . . (S.]., p. 21)

becomes a guide to the world.”‘ If human beings have made

any spiritual progress, they have done so by aspiring to live

according to standards set by predecessors who have attained The paradox was that, despite his vow of silence, his vOiCe

5Qme rhea5Ure Qt ehllghtehrheht Eaeh Qt the WQrld'5 rhaiQr grew louder and louder, and that for all his desire to escape

religions offers models to follow: first, the lives of the founders, "the World," he had become more deeply inyolyed in it than

5Ueh a5 CQhtUClU5» the Buddha, Chrl5ti r‘/tQharhmeti thQ5e ever. Merton was a monk who had made the best-seller list,

WhQ5e behaVlQr l5 bQrtraYed a5 eQ'hDletelY eXeh"'DlarY2 ahd a public figure who could not make an “appearance.”

then a host of lesser if slightly more accessible figures, bod- indeed, Thomas Merton has told U5 an enQrmQu5 amount

hisattvas, saints and wise men. Even today, in our own largely about himself, in his autobiography, his iournaisy his note-

secular culture, we have such models as C-handi, Bonhoeffer books and the yery personal essays and poems he wrQte

ahd Martlh Luther Klh8- Ohe Qt the WaY5 We 8rQW a5 hdrhah throughout his life. Why? Of course, there must have been a

berh85 l5 bY dl5eQ\’erlh8 Qther5 WhQ5e ll\’e5 5eerh WQrthY Qt deep need to talk about himself, and to communicate his

lrhltattQh/ beeaU5e theY are tdlhlled rh a deep Way, ahd their ideas, observations and feelings to others, for the community

WQrd5 ahd deed5 allQW U5 tQ reallle Qt" QWh 5el\/e5 rhQre such communication involves. This need his superiors wisely

tUllY- ThQma5 r‘/tertQh Wa5 Qhe Qt the5e- realized when, much against his will, they encouraged him to

Whether he Wa5 aWare Qt thl5 Qr hQt l5 a trrel<Y dUe5tlQh- He continue writing during the middle and late forties. And his

Wt5hed/ Qt CQUr5ei tQ beeQrhe a 5athti tQ attaih 5Qrhe real autobiography, The Seven Storey Mountain, like its illustrious

rhea5Ure Qt 5blrttdal DerteettQh- Ahd there bah be hQ dde5tlQh predecessor, Augustine's Confessions, was written in part as

that he viewed his life as in some profound way symbolic. an iiaet of therapy/’3 to out his old self behind him_ Yet

At least from the time of his conversion onward, he lived with Merton's motives for recording his experience in so many

the utmost seriousness and deliberation, like a prophet, whose forms obyiousiy go much further than that Like Augustine, he

rQle th the rhQderh WQrldi a5 a rhQhl<i he eQh5ldered hlrh5elt too wrote with hisfellow men in mind, in order that they might

tQ have lhherlted FQr "the DrQPhet/l he had Wrttteh lh the come to a more complete understanding of themselves in the

"i3rQlQ8Ue” tQ The 5/'8" Qr/Qha5/ course of reading about his experience, a deeper understand-

ing of God in the process. The greatest solitaries have been like

:Cii?§g:V£$3i;V3‘(:'iJg§k'j5 ‘Z3:3i:!gFiiSiiOat:fg:r(;:jd§twat that: Augustine and other fathers of the Church, Montaigne,

Ofchrist Every monkiin Whom Christ lives’ and in Whom Kierkegaard, Thoreau and Merton. lt is the fruit of their solitude

therefore all the prophesies are fulfilled, is a witness and a to be able tQ 5hare thelr exbertehee Wlth Qther5 While 5tlll

sign of the kingdom of C-od. Even our mistakes are eloquent remaining themselves, alone, mysterious, and inaccessible to

mQrethah We ea" l<hQW-2
the end. It is a great gift, possibly the greatest of all, and

demands enormous emotional and spiritual resources to prac-

Every moment, then, has significance in the light of one’s tiCe_

ml55lQhi Whreh l5 tQ bear Wlthe55/ thrQU8h l3>raYer and CQh" How did Merton achieve this? One is astounded by his

templation, to the reality of Christ’s love, and to the ultimate eaoaeity to giye Without being diminished by it, the eXtra_

8QQdhe55 Qt the WQrld GQd ha5 Created But a5 he Weht Qh lh ordinary outlook on the world he seems to have achieved by

the 5arhe Pa55agei he telt that there Wa5 5Qrhethth8 e\/eh rhQre the end of his life, his almost complete sense of his own un-

5i3eelal abQut hi5 QWh ber5Qhal ealllhgi that he had been importance, and of the beauty of the universe around him.

a5l<ed tQ dQ rhQre?
ln a real sense Thomas Merton's life was his finest creation;

_Richard Morris
99
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it is what, in the end, we admire most about him, and what had wanted to be all along. For as his life so amply and beauti-

draws us to him beyond anything else. And so we want to see fully demonstrates, we must first lose ourselves in God to dis-

if we cannot realize some of the same potential in ourselves. Cover who We really are. Only then, as a result of our willing-

The first half of this life, of course, Merton himself described ness to give ourselves up, to give our selves up, can we be

in The Seven Storey Mountain, the journey which ultimately said to be truly alive.

took him to Gethsemani. It was not until he entered the Before examining the journal, however, it Would be Worth

monastery, however, that he really began to grow, to experi- reflecting upon what is perhaps the greatest paradox of Mer-

encethe world, himself included, in ways that would lead to his ton’s career, his use of the written word to convey “wordless”

later vision; to comprehend the true nature of God's love and experiences. Like many contemplatives, Merton craved

therefore to begin to be able to express his own; to love others silence, which as Kazantzakis noted, is “the voice of God.”

the way he had begun to acknowledge that he was |o\/ed_ Only in the midSt Ot silence COUld Merton really feel the

The aim of this essay, then, will be twofold: first, to reach ireedbrh bi Gedis bre5ehee- His most brbtbuhd exberiehees

a deeper understanding of the way in which Thomas Merton Were iiwbrdlessiiih Werdswerthis bhra5e/ “tar hiddeh irbrh

came to see the world as he did, by examining the journal the reach bi Words-it Arrd Yetr like WerdsWbrth/ he telt
he kenr between 1946 and 1952, the years in which he under_ compelled to try to translate the “wordless” into words, to con-

went his most radical transformation; second, to show how \/eY sbme sehse Oi the h0lY 5ilehee Whieh laY beneath these

Merrenrs experiences during these years affected his ~rheO|O_ words, to help others reflect upon the role of silence in their

gy/r by examining the additions he made to the text of geeds own lives. Havingtaken a vow of silence himself, Merton knew

ofContemplation which he had originally composed in 1946.‘ how misleading Werds Could be Used ih the right WaYr

For what makes Merton finally so compelling and so profound- h0We\/err theY eeuld lead Others t0 greater 5eli'l<h0Wled8e-

ly authentic is the fact that his observations and insights were We use leurhels Wheh it beeerhes abseltiteh’ essehtial that

all drawn from personal experience. His life and his work are We talk tb Ourselves about Serhe extreme ditiieUltY» to Set Us

essentially inseparable, ”consubstantial,” as it were. ln this through some kind et erisis- Mertehts letirhal is he eXeebtieh-

respect at least (and therefore possibly in every respect), he Begun eh December lo» i946’ the iitth ahhi\’ersarY et his

fits the Christian definition of a saint, one who uses his whole arrival at Gethsethahi lend tWehtY'tWO Yeats to the day eetete
his death), the early parts of the book are a response to the

severe vocational crisis he was undergoing at the time:

* * * whether to remain in the order or to leave it to join the more

solitary Carthusians, presumably in Europe, but in any case

as far away as possible from the incessant ”noise” of the

Toward the end of his life Merton wrote and spoke a good world, ()f course, The Sign of jonas describes much more

deal about ”monastic therapy,” a concept he explored in than this crisis: day-to-day activities of the monastic life,

“Marxism and Monastic Perspectives,” hisfinaltalkin Bangkok preparations for feast days and other important events, ob-

only hours before his death on December 10, 1968. Referringto servations of all sorts, anecdotes about members of the com-

the twelfth century Cistercian, Adam of Perseigne, Merton munity. But the central theme of the first two parts of the book,

spoke of the monk’s effort to attain what he called “full “Solemn Profession” (1946-47) and “Death of an Abbot”

realization,” the total liberation from egocentricity: “The (1947-48), and the central theme of Merton's life during those

period of monastic formation is a period of cure, of convales- years was his deep dissatisfaction with what he considered

cence. When one makes one’s profession one has passed to be the insufficient solitude of his life at Gethsemani. His

through convalescenceandisreadyto beginto beeducatedina dissatisfaction only intensified when his superiors virtually

new way—the education of the ‘new man’/'5 a man now truly ordered him to continue writing, an activity he had hoped to

capable of love. This, of course, describes the process Merton abandon in the monastery.

himself must have undergone during his first ten years at Merton's painful struggle at this time is not simple or super-

Gethsemani, the final stages of which he recorded in thejournal ficial. For example, despite the Father Abbot’s assurances “that

he would later entitle The Sign of /onas, once he had come to everything was quite all right,” Merton himself feels only a

realize what those ten years had meant. month before he is to take his solemn vows that "everything

The title The Sign of /onas iS significant: "the sign Jesus seems all wrong" (5_j,, p_ 34), that he had made the wrong

promised to the generation that did not understand him choice, and that he belonged somewhere else. What was

that iS, the sign Of hi5 own resurrection” (5./., p. ZQ). For, like wrong, of Course, had nothing to do with the monastery, It

Jonas, Merton believed himself to have been called to fulfill instead lay in his attitude toward it, in what might accurately

his mission in a certain place, America. And like Jonas, as he (and with no self-righteousness) be called his "pride," his

recalled of his early years at Gethsemani in the book's pro- sense that he had been made for something “better,” a life of

logue, ”l tOUnd myself With an é1lmOSt UnCOntrOll8ble deSire total solitude, of perpetual prayer. He acknowledged this in an

to go in the opposite direction” (S.]., p. 20). In his case, it important passage written on November 16, 1947, the ninth

was into another, even more solitary order, the Carthusians: anniversary of his baptism: i

“God pointed one way and all my ideals pointed in another”
(5,j,, p_ 2())_ The "main theme” of the book, then, as Merton The chief thing that has struck me today is that l still have

stated it in the prologue is his “own solution of this problem” my tihgers tee much in the ruhhihg et my OW“ lite
(51 20) his gradual acceptance or GOd,S caning This act Lord, I have not lived like a monk, like a contemplative.

' " ' ’ ' The first essential is missing. l only say l trust You. My actions

required aeeeptanee of hlmselh Whleh Ultimately led to his prove thatthe oneltrustis myself—and thatlam stillafraid of
beginning to become that ”new man,” reborn ”in Christ,” he you

life, every aspect of it, in the service of God.
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* * * of my spirit” (S.]., p. 226), a massive upheaval of his whole
being from which he could not possibly have emerged un-

IfYou allow peopleto praise me,Ishall notworry. IfYou let Changed And, appropriately enough’ It was to the Book OI-

them blame me, I shall worry even less, but be glad. If You h h I, h _ _ b
send me work I shall embrace it with ioy and it Will be rest to lee t at e lret turned est e ehele egeh'
me because it is Your will. And if You send me rest, I will rest in
You. Only save me from myself. Save me from my own Seblelnbel l H949)
private, poisonous urge to change everything, to act without
reason, to move for movement's sake, to unsettle everything Thls molnlngi under 3 Cobalt blue 5l<Y» Summer ha‘/lng
you have Ordained (5_/V p_ 82_83) abruptly ended, I am beginning the Book of Job. It IS not

warm enough to sit for long in the shade of the cedars. The
woods are crisply outlined in the sun and the clamor of dis-
tant crows is sharp in the airthat no longer sizzles with locusts.

passed, dying coincidentally with Merton's first Abbot, Dom Ahdjob moves me deeply, This yearmore than everithasa
Frederick. But Merton's struggle continued. He had come to special poignancy.

stay, reconciled to life at Gethsemani; yet something was still l "OW l<"°W that all "W OW" Poems about the W0'ld'5
“Wrong,” not with his environment but Whhih himeeh‘ And suffering have been inadequate: they have not solved any-

. . . . . h ,hh l fl dth bl .Adt ‘
so he continues to probe, to clarify, to strip away, using his I me t ey eve en Y°a'“.°“ age eere em hf l eeeme

to me that the urge to write a real poem about su ering and
lourhal to Search for Sblhe level of ebhselousheee‘ he had hot’ sin is only anothertemptation because, after all, Ido not really
for all his efforts, achieved, returning again and again to "the understand. (5.1., p. 228)

same ideas and the same experiences.”

By the middle of I948 the original crisis seems to have

May 15, Fourth gunday after Easter (1949) During the next few months, however, he would gradually
begin to achieve that understanding, something he seems to

The sun is rising. All the green trees are full of birds, and have reahzed nine days |ate|-I when he Wmte 5imp|y; /Ignce

their eehg eemee up eui ef thewet eewere ef the ereheld before I read the Book of Job and got the feeling that I was
Crows swear pleasantly in the distance, and in the depths of _ _

my Soul She God, and between Him’ In the depths’ and the going to begin living it, as well as reading it. That has hap-

thoughts on the surface, is the veil of an unresolved problem. Denecl agalnh (5-/-» b- 23l )-

What shall I say this problem is? It is not a conflict of ideas.
It is not a dilemma. I do not believe it is a question of choice.
It is a psychological fact: any interior problem is a psy-
chological fact. Is it a question that I can resolve? Th d k_ I

This problem is my own personality—-in which I do not in- e We; I pelshehtd '5 ta Ire e \/Ely premlgeht eeee lh
tend atany time to take an unhealthy interest. But (I speak as my Veee U ery t eee eye‘ T at '5 eeeuee t ere leeehle
one less wise) this problem is my personality or if you like, power that keeps Selzlhg my heart lh he het and Whhglhg
the development of my interior life. I am not perplexed either erlee out of h meah the quiet klhd that make ihemeelves
by What I am or What I am hot’ but hy the mode In WhIeh I heard by twisting within you) and beating me this way and
am tending to heeome What I Ieahy WI“ he that until I am scarcely able to reel. I spend my time wrestling

God makes us ask ourselves questions most often when VI:'thhehI1Iehehi_that 5eemIhe‘_N pa5S'eh' how ehgu'eh' ehd how
He intends to resolve them. He gives us needs that He alone t e lg est re lgleue exe when‘
can satisfy, and awakens capacities that He means to fulfill.
Any perplexity is liable to be a spiritual gestation, leading to
a new birth and mystical regeneration. (S./., p. I86)

September 21

Yesterday afternoon, in the cornfield, I began to feel
rather savage about the whole business. I suppose this

But the form that "mystical regeneration" would take for irritation was the sign that the dry period was reaching

Merton was not yet clear. For the time being he could feel he Climax and was about to 3° Over 888"" into the ew‘
,, . ,, . . . ful battle with JOY. My soul was cringing and doubling

pnly perplex,Ity, and, when it became too intense, the pain. and SubCOnSCI0uSIy getting ready for the men
The truth is, he wrote ten days later, in one of the Journal s Wave‘ At the memeht an I had left In my heart was ah

l0W€5tm0m9nt5, abyss of self-hatred—waiting for the next appalling
sea. (S./., p. 235)

I am far from being the monk or the cleric [he had been or-
dained a priest by this time] that I ought to be. My life is a Shnltl)’ before Chn5tma5» hOWeYel/ alter 3 5tlU88le the ln'
great mess and tangle of half-conscious subterfuges to evade tensity of which we shall never really know, since Merton
gtaee and d“tY- l have done all things badlY~ l have thrown made very few entries over the following three months, most
away great opportunities. My infidelity to Christ, instead of of what was going on within him undoubtedly took place on a
making me sick with despair, drives me to throw myself all k_ d I I) I I I I CI II h

the more blindly into the arms of His mercy. (S./., p. I90-I) lh O prever a eve O eXpe_hehee' eh e Seems to ave
begun to come to terms with himself. It must have happened

h quite abruptly, within the space of a day or so, since the entry
And theeee he Well knew rem reedlnet e greet mi/Sees’ Wee for December 20 is as agonized as any in the whole journal and
an essential part of the ordeal he had to go through in order to

achieve the tranquility he so much desired.

Merton's deeper crisis erupted during the winter of I949-50.
In the autobiographical preface to the part of The Sign of

[OMS which Covers this pellOel' “The Whale and the lvyte The terriblethingistheindignityofthinking such anendeavor
Merton Cle5Cnl395 What happened 35 3 “Sort Ol 5l0W, 5Ub- is reallyimportant.Theotherdaywhilethe new high altarwas
marine earthquake,” “an abysmal testing and disintegration being consecrated I found myself being stripped of one iIIu-

reflects his self-hatred for the kind of teaching he was doing,
what seemed to him the complete fruitlessness of the whole
enterprise he was engaged in:

IOI



sion after another. There I stood and sat with my eyes closed in my life l am finding you, C) Solitude. I can Count on the

and Wondered WhY i read so much» WhY i Write 5o mtiehi Wh‘/ fingers of one hand the few short moments of purity, of neu-
Italk so much, and whylget so excited aboutthe things that tIa|Ity/ In WhICh I have found yourr (SIIV p_ 26OI_ Few and
only affect the surface of my life—I came here eight years ago .

and already knew better when I arrived. But for eight years I Short as they may have been’ however’ they enabled hlm the
have obeyed the other |aW In my members and so am Worn next day to define with incredible precision the nature of the

out with activity—exhausting myself with proclaimin that solitude he had discovered, the kind of solitude that makes
. . . . 5

the thing to do '5 Feet in Omhiht requiem <?iUee5/\’/- - - - real contemplation possible, an opening out upon the empti-

i5‘l" p‘ 24546) ness that surrounds us:

A day later’ however’ the Feast of St Thomas’ Somethlng True solitude is a participation in the solitariness of God—

quite Signicant Seems to have happened: Who is in all things. His solitude is not a local absence, but a

metaphysical transcendence. His solitude is His Being. . . .

For us solitude means withdrawal from an artificial and fic-
tional level of being which men, divided by original sin, have
fabricated in order to keep peace with concupiscence and

Yesterday’ the Feast of Saint Thomas’ Was’ l thlnk’ an lmt death But b that ver fact the solitary finds himself on the
- ~ Y Y

. l . . . .

pottam day t was Warm and Ovetclouded and Wlndy but level ofa more perfect spiritual society—the city of those who

tranqult l. had a kind of 5.'e.“Se that the day Wa_S_buildin_g_uh have become real enough to confess and glorify God (that is:
to some kind of deep decision. A wordless decision, a giving . . .

I f h f h. . . . . I I '

of the depths and substance of myself. There is a conversion l el' ln the teet O deat (5 l’ p 262 ta lcs mmel

of the deep will to God that cannot be effected in words—
barely in a gesture or ceremony. There is a conversion ofthe Instead of Isolanng hnn from his fenow men however his
deep will and a gift of my substance that is too mysterious for I. d I d b . h. I ' h h

liturgy, and too private. It is something to be done in a lucid new so ltu e on Y Serve to ting lm C Oset tot em’ as l t e

secrecy that implies first of all the denial of communication di5CoVerY and experience Ot hi5 own 5oiitUde involved at the
to others except perhaps as a neutral thing. same time the discovery of everyone else’s, the total “insig-

Ishall rememberthe time and place ofthis liberty and this nificance” of each 0f U5 I/in comparison with God” (5_/_I

neutrality which cannot be written down. These clouds low n 266I_, SO the WhOIe Orientation of his hfe was Changing
on the horizon, the outcrops of hard yellow rock in the road, I I h I h CI _II,, h h d

the open gate, the perspective of fence posts leading up the as a tesu t O t at Conversion O t e eep Wl e a eX'
rise to the sky, and the big cedars tumbled and tousled in the perientleeli trom a ha5iCailY negative outlook to one that Wa5

wind. Standing on rock. Present. The reality of the present essentially positive, from life-denying to life-affirming, from
and of solitude divorced from pastand future. To be collected a feat of the Wond to an acceptance of it, a|| of which he

and gathered up in clarity and silenceand to belong to God summed up a year or so Iater In one Of the Iournahs more
and to be nobody else s business. I wish I could recover the
liberty of that interior decision which was very simple and
which seems to me to have been a kind of blank check and

a promise. (S.l., p. 246) March 3 I95I

December 22

remarkable passages:

What is truly fascinating in Merton’s account of his ”con- Coming to the monastery has been for me exactlythe right
Version” I5 its ineffah|e nature |t had been a ~WOId|eSS de_ kind of withdrawal. It has given me perspective. It has taught

me how to live. And now I owe everyone else in the world a

. share in that life. M firstdut is to s r ,f r h fir tim ,

so profound it could not be “effected by words,” and it could In/e as a member O2/the humlgn racetéjlvhmth Its (in store Ieartg

never [the Written down-H That» Merton 5tigge5t5/ i5 preei5elY no less) ridiculous that I am myself. And my first human act is

Why it had been such an overwhelming moment of pure the recognition of how much I owe everybody else.

experience, of complete solitude, of total silence, essentially thue God has brought me to i<entt'ei<Y Where the people

incommunicable to others beyond the simple fact that it had ate’ tot the most part’ singularly Without lnhl_b_ltlOhS' This ls
the precise place He has chosen for my sanctification. Here I

happened. “Points have we all of us within our souls,” Words- must IQVISE an my Own absurd mans’ and take mysenas I am’

Worth Said Ot Such mOrnent5/ I/Where all Stand 5ingie-H thi5 Gethsemani as it is, and America as it is—atomic bomb and

seems certainly to have been true of this occasion in Merton’s all. It is utterly peculiar, but none the less true, that after all,

life, and he wrote in the preface to “The Whale and the Ivy": orie'5 nationality Should Ceme to have 8 meaning in the light
of eternity. I have lived for thirty-six years without one. Nine
years ago I was proud of the fact. I thought that to be a citizen

i now began tor the tir5t time in mY lite to ta5te a happiness of heaven all you had to do was throw away your earthly pass-

that W35 5o Complete and 5o prototind that i no longer needed port. But now I have discovered a mystery: that Miss Sue and

to retieet Upon it~ There Wa5 no longer anY need to remind all the other ladies in the office of the Deputy Clerk of the

mY5eit that i W35 happY—a Vain expedient to prolong a tran" Louisville District Court are perhaps in some accidental way
5ient loh—tor this happine55 Wa5 real and permanent and empowered to see that I am definitely admitted to the King-
even in a sense eternal. It penetrated to the depths below dom Of Heaven foteveh (5_/V n_ 313)

consciousness, and in all storms, in all fears, in the deepest
darkness, it was always unchangeably there. (S.]., p. 227)

cision,” one that had taken place on a level of consciousness

So Jonas had emerged from the belly of the whale and was

free at last to accomplish the task God had given him, to begin

He had, in short, “come to experience” what in his final talk to make it possiblefor others to emerge as well. It is all summed

in Bangkok he would call “the ground of his own being”" up in a passage of incredible beauty and insight which fol-

and hence began to taste the true liberation that can only lowsadescription of the differentlevels ofhis soul,the deepest

come through acts of love. On January II, I950, less than level of which he believed opened out upon God Himself, that

three weeks after his conversion, he wrote: ”for the first time infinite night which surrounds us:
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February 26, I952

Receive, O monk, the holy truth concerning this thing
called death. Know that there is in each man a deep will, po-
tentially committed to freedom or captivity, ready to consent
to life, born consenting to death, turned inside out, swallowed
by its own self, prisoner of itself like Jonas in the whale.

This is the truth ofdeath which, printed in the heart of every
man, leads him to look for the sign of Jonas the prophet. But
many have gone into hell crying out that they had expected
the resurrection of the dead. Others in turn, were baptized
and delivered: but their powers remained asleep in the dark
and in the bosom of the depths.

Many of the men baptized in Christ have risen from the
depths without troubling to find out the difference between
Jonas and the whale.

It is the whale we cherish. Jonas swims abandoned in the
heart of the sea. But it is the whale that must die. Jonas is im-
mortal. If we do not remember to distinguish between them,
and if we prefer the whale and do not take Jonas out of the
ocean, the inevitable will come to pass. The whale and the
prophet will soon come around and meet again in their
wanderings, and once again the whale will swallow the
prophet. Life will be swallowed again in death and its last
state will be worse than the first.

We must get Jonas out of the whale and the whale must
die at a time when Jonas is in the clear, busy with his orisons,
clothed and in his right mind, free, holy and walking on the
shore. Such is the meaning of the desire for death that comes
in the same night, the peace that finds us for a moment in

writing, the book seems harsh. And he had obviously devel-
oped so enormously over the years since he had written it,
not just as a result of his own personal experience but as a

result of his experience with others, that it must have cried out
for revision.

Revision is possibly the wrong word to use in this context,
since it implies a rewriting of the original text. Writing for
Merton, like contemplation itself, was a matter of returning
again and again to the same basic ideas, each time penetrating
them to a greater depth, like stripping off mask after mask to
get to the core of one’s reality, one’s essential masklessness
before God. “When something has been written,” he wrote in
the “Preface” to The Merton Reader shortly after New Seeds
had been published,

publish it and go on to something else. You may say the same
thing again someday, on a deeper level. No one need have a

compulsion to be utterly and completely original in every
word he writes. All that matters is that the old be recovered
on a new plane and be itself, a new reality.“

What he did, then, was to radically expand the original text,
adding several new chapters and elaborating more fully, in
some cases much more fully, many of the others, thus explor-
ing what he had originally written on a new level altogether.
When it was over he felt it to be “in many ways a completely

clarity, walking by the light of the stars, raised to God's con- new book,” a completely ”neW reality.” (N.S., p. ix)
natural shore, dry-shot in the heavenly country, in a rare mo-
ment of intelligence. (S.]., p. 329-30)

* * >I<

Seldom has modern man documented his spiritual de-
velopment more clearly than Merton did in revising Seeds of
Contemplation during the late 19505, over twelve years after
it was originally written. Why he did it is clear from the book’s
new “preface.” The earlier version, consisting of a set of
twenty-eight loosely related meditations on the nature of the
contemplative experience, “seemed to teach the reader ‘How
to be a Contemplative’/"‘ and was somehow too didactic in
tone. In fact, Merton had judged the book even more harshly
in I949 upon receiving a burlap-bound copy of it from his

I 1 1publisher, James Laughlin— Every book I write is a mirror
of my character and conscience,” he had written on March 6
in his journal:

I always open the final, printed job, with a faint hope offinding
myself agreeable, and I never do.

There is nothing to be proud of in this one either. It is

clever and difficult to follow, not so much because I am deep
as because I don't know how to punctuate, and my line of
thought is clumsy and tortuous. It lacks warmth and human
affection. I find in myself an underlying pride that I had
thought was all gone, but it is still there, as bad as ever. I

don’t see how the book will ever do any good. It will antago-
nize people, or else make them go around acting superior
and stepping on everybody. (S./., p. I66)

The original version of Seeds of Contemplation clearly is not
as bad as Merton believed, but in March, I949, when it was
released, Merton’s self-esteem was at its nadir, and nothing
that he might have written would have satisfied him. Never-
theless, by comparison to the enormous generosity of his later

In fact, that process of self-penetration that Merton actually
engaged in as he wrote turns out to be the main subject of the
new book. This had already been tentatively explored in the
old text in the chapter named (after Gerard Manley Hopkins’

I

I ll II ll llidea of inscape ) Things in Their Identity, where he had
made a crucial distinction between what he called the “true”
and the “false self,” the former be‘ng the person we really are,
underneath, before God, the latter the person we appear to
be, before our fellow men and (for the most part) before our-
selves—a distinction he would later work out in much greater
detail in No Man ls an ls/and. “Every one of us is shadowed by
an illusory person: a false self,” he wrote, and

All sin starts from the assumption that my false self, the self
that exists only in my own egocentric desires, is the funda-
mental reality of life to which everything else in the universe
is ordered. Thus I use up my life in the desire for pleasure and
the thirst for experiences, for power, honor, knowledge and
love, to clothe this false self and construct its nothingness
into something objectively real. And I wind experiences
around myself and cover myself with pleasures and glory like
bandages in order to make myself perceptible to myself and
to the world, as-if I were an invisible body that could only
become visible when something visible covered its surface.”

Beneath this surface, however, Merton believed there was a

“true self” which could only be discovered by discovering
C-od. The task of contemplation, then, would be to recover that
true self.

However, when Merton wrote the original Seeds of Con-
templation, he had not yet fully experienced what he was
talking about and was therefore unable to develop his ideas
further. Not until his experience of the late forties and early
fifties did he really discover what his "true self" was like and
how wonderful its recovery could be. That discovery domi-
nates his later writing, especially New Seeds of Contempla-
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tion. From his new perspective, then, it was more than simply A Word wi|| never be abie to comprehend the Veiee that

a matter of “true” and “false" in the somewhat moralistic utters it.

Sense that he had previousiy used those Words’ as his eX_ But iflam true to the conceptthatGod uttersin me, iflam

erience of God was still rather incomplete He was now able lllle to the thought of Hlm l was meant to embody’ l Shall be
p l full of His actuality and find Him everywhere in myself, and
to write about the act of contemplation from a far more gen- nd myseir nowhere i Shaii he iosi in Him _rN_5./ 37)

erous point of view, because of the psychological discoveries

he had made about himself over the past ten years. Contem- in
plation, as he had come to view it, involved awakening what ls polll e Ollgllla halaglap (all hlesuma Y e l ea
he haired that ,,deen transcendent Seir,, (N S 7) that behind it) had broken off. Rewriting it, however, Merton

is at the or each or the ,,atman,, or Hindn theoio added avery significantclarification, referring to the possibility

the “Christlikeness" of Christianity, the “being” of humanisntl/c of llls belng “lost” lll Godl Hlllal ls’ l Shall lllld myself’ l Shall
be ‘saved’ ” (N.S., p. 37). For losing one’s self “in God,” as

Sion with individuaiistic everything that is he had come to ‘realize, far from involving an obliteration of

mhoiized h the itaiized rst Sin uiai in_ one’s selfhood, involved in fact precisely the opposite, full

Y . Y p . . p g . ' discovery of it, at a depth that never before could have been
credibly narrow and basically frightened conception of our

previously realized; in other words, salvation, a kind of per-
selves. “We must remember,” Merton wrote, “that this super-

sonal resurrection. And it is this deepened vision of salvation
ficial ‘I’ is not our real self:

that he goes on to explore in the next three paragraphs of the

new essay, beginning with a protest against the almost com-

plete debasement of the concept in modern times. ”|t is not

only human nature that is ‘saved’ by the divine mercy,” he

psychoanalysis.“ What prevents our awakening is our obses-

It is our “individuality” and our “empirical self” but it is not

truly the hidden and mysterious person in whom we subsist

before the eyes ofGod.The“l”thatworksinthe world,thinks C0nClUd95/but ab0Ve all the human P950"-H (He Wlll em"

about itself, observes its own reactions and talks about itself is phasize the word ”person” throughout the book.)

not the true “I” that has been united to God in Christ. It is at

h k h ' ' f h ' d . . . . . .

besif the Vefluilft Elms tehlsgulse Dd? at mysleiliws all The object of salvation is that which is unique, irreplaceable,
un nown se w om mo o us never iscoveruni we are , , _ _ _ _

incommunicable—that which is myself alone. This true inner
dead. Our external, superficial self is not eternal, not spiritual.
Far from ii This Seir is doomed to disappear Compieteiy self must be drawn up like a iewel from the bottom of the sea,

' d f f l f ind" tinctio from immersion
as smoke from a chimney It is utterly frail and evanescent rescue rom Coll llsloll’ rom ls ll’
Contempiation is pieciseily the that this ,,i,, in in the common, the non-descript, the trivial, the sordid, the

really “not l” and the awakening of the unknown “I” that evallescem . . . .

Wmustbe df m nnth afli and
. . . . . e save rom im ersio I e se 0 es
is beyond observation and reflection and is incapable ofcom- . . . ,, ,,

menting upon itself It cannot even say “I” with the assurance passlohs Whlcll ls Called the WOlld' And We must be Saved
d th im enin rihe Otheron for its nature is to above all from the abyss of confusion and absurdity which

an e p e o e, y .

. . . . . . h is our own worldly self. The person must be rescued from the
be hidden, unnamed, unidentified in the society w ere men . d. .d i Th r rG d h dr h

in ivi ua. e ree son o o must esave romt econ-
talk about themselves and one another. ln such a world the _ ,

.. II . . . . . . . formist slave of fantasy, passion and convention. The creative
tr i b th rtic l te and invisibl because itue remains o ina u a e, _ , _

has aitogethei too much to Say_nOi Word or which is and mysterious inner self must be delivered from the

h is ii (N 5 7_8i wasteful, hedonistic and destructive ego that seeks only to

a O l e l ' l’ pl cover itself with disguises.
To be “lost” is to be left to the arbitrariness and pretenses of

the contingent ego, the smoke-selfthat must inevitably vanish.

What is Merton saying here? Again, it has to do with To be“saved”isto return toone’sinviolateandeternal reality

language— or, rather, the self-consciousness that purely social and to live in Goo (N-5-» p- 38)

intercourse presupposes. The “true self” is somehow obscured
by Such intercourse, iiibr its Very nature is to be hidden’ So Merton, poet that he was, made it his ultimate business

unnamed, unidentified in the Society Where men raik about to call his reader's attention to the real meaning of his words,

themselves and one another.” The noise of such talk distracts returning to them Something of then basic Slgnlnoahoo For

men from their Iitruell Seivesi And ,, .Heii, II Merton COm_ as he sovividlyrecognized,truesalvationisonlypossiblewhen

merited iri his footnote] iicah be described as a pcrperpai we begin to know for certain what we are talking about, when

alienation from ourtrue being, ourtrue self, whichisin Ciod,” in the language that We user lnstead of heroenlanng our Self‘

Siierice The new parts or Seeds or Cbrirembiaiiori Seek to illusions, actually begins to destroy them, and thus helps us

expiprc this View to see our real selves.

Perhaps the most significant changes Merton made in his Not unnl the nhddle of the hook» howoveri does Menoh

original text occur in a chapter entitled “Pray for Your Own get to “tho hean of the manor/H the reasons Why men are 5o

Discpvcryiii the iiriai Version pi which is hcarh, twice as divided against themselves and what they can do to heal their

iphg as the first He did hpi change his previous ideas (except divisions. Again, his insights into this were derived from his

that Severai disparaging Sentences about lithe mystics pf the own deeply personal experience of self-division and reunion

Orichii/12 were deicicd from the prigihai text), hut rather though the act of faith, the surrender of himself to God he had

explored them still further, deepening what had originally been recorded lh The Slgn of /ona5-

said. And as the chapter's title suggests, it is about self- Hatred is notaseparate force at work in the world; far from

discovery, that is to say, about the fact that it is not we who being anything at all in itself, it is simply the outward and visi-

discover ourselves but, as he putit, God who“discovers himself ble expression of our own deep inner sense of unworthiness

in us” (l\/.S., p. 39). “God utters me like a word containing a and fear. Born in a condition of almost complete dependence,

partial thought of Himself,” Merton had originally written. we soon learn to hate ourselves for it, then seek relief from
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our self-hatred by hating others, producing in the end a world standing. But when we accept only what we can consciously

that is made up of nothing but division and alienation. ”There ’f3ll?”a_llZe» our life ls acluall)’ reduced lo the most pitiful
is in every weak, lost and isolated member of the human race l'm'tat'OnS’ though we may thmk qu'te_ Otl1erW'Se' (We have

an agony of hatred born of his own helplessness, his own
been brought up with the absurd prejudice that only what
we can reduce to a rational and conscious formula is really

l5OlatlOn»” Merton added te the Chapter entitled» al3l3"0PflalelY understood and experienced in our life. When we can say

enough, “A Body of Broken Bones."

Hatred is the sign and expression of loneliness, of un-
worthiness, of insufficiency. And in so far as each one of us is

lonely, is unworthy, each one hates himself. Some of us are
aware of this self-hatred, and because of it we reproach
ourselves and punish ourselves needlessly. Punishment can-
not cure the feeling that we are unworthy. There is nothing
that we can do about it as long as we feel that we are isolated
insufficient, helpless, alone. Others, who are less conscious
of their own self-hatred, realize it in a different form by
projecting it on to others. There is a proud and self-confident
hate, strong and cruel, which enjoys the pleasure of hating,
for it is directed outward to the unworthiness of another. But
this strong and happy hate does not realize that like all hate it
destroys and consumes the self that hates, and not the object
that is hated. Hate in any form is self-destructive, and even
when it triumphs physically it triumphs in its own spiritual
ruin. (N.S., p. 72-73)

Self-destructiveness has reached an extreme point in our
own terrible century—a fact which dominated the latter half

I Iof Merton s life: the war, the concentration camps, racism,
Vietnam. How can this human will to self-destruction be

overcome? Not, as might be expected, through “the will to
love," but through something which Merton believed to be

even more basic still, the precondition of a capacity to love:

l “the faith that one is loved. The faith that one is loved by Cod.
The faith that one is loved by God although unworthy——or,

l I I I
, Irather, irrespective of one s worth. (I\/.5., p. 73). For as he

had come so firmly to believe, it is impossible to truly accept
others without first accepting oneself, and impossible to accept
oneself without first believing that one is totally and uncon-
ditionally accepted by God.

So, logically, Merton turns to the subject of faith as his book
progresses, what faith is and how it expresses itself, some-

thing he had learned considerably more about since first
composing it. In the original text Merton's discussion of faith

is for the most part empty of any real content; it is largely
verbal and uninformed by its experience. Now, having actually
lived it, he could explain in much more detail that true faith
is an experience of almost total reintegration. And once more

the language he uses takes us back to The Sign of /onas, to the

revelation of the depths of his interior life he had recorded
there, the deepest level of which, as he had put it, opened out
upon the “positive night” of God's love (S./., p. 329). For that

is precisely what faith gives to one who has it, what Merton
now described as "a dimension of simplicity and depth to all

our apprehension” (N.S., p. I35). He then goes on to explain
his "dimension of depth” in terms that bear a striking re-

semblance to those used in modern ”depth psychology:"

It is the incorporation of the unknown and of the uncon-
scious into our daily life. Faith brings together the known and
the unknown so that they overlap: or rather, so that we are

aware of their overlapping. Actually, our whole life is a

mystery of which very little comes to our conscious under-

what a thing is, or what we are doing, we think we fully grasp
and experience it. In point of fact this verbalization—very
often it is nothing more than verbalization—tends to cut us off
from genuine experience and to obscure our understanding
instead of increasing it.) (I\/.S., p. I35-6)

In Merton's view, perhaps the chief source of man's self-alien-
ation is verbalization. When we put something into words we
think we “have” it; but we only ”have” its shadow, the illusion
of having it. The kind of faith Merton talks about here is too
mysterious for verbalization, for its whole function is to
shatter the illusion of rational clarity that verbalization pro-
duces, and to lead us through the silent depth of our being

to God. It is only then that the words we speak have meaning.

Faith does not simply account for the unknown, tag it with a

theological tag and file it way in a safe place where we do not
have to worry about it. This is a falsification of the whole idea

of faith. On the contrary, faith incorporates the unknown into
our everyday life in a living, dynamic and actual manner. The

unknown remains unknown. It is still a mystery, for it cannot
cease to be one. The function of faith is not to reduce mystery
to rational clarity, but to integrate the unknown and the

known together in a living whole, in which we are more and

more able to transcend the limitations of our external self.

Hence the function of faith is not only to bring us into con-
tact with the "authority of God” revealing; not only to
teach us truths "about God,” but even to reveal to us the un-
known in our selves, in so far as our unknown and undis-

covered self actually lives in God, moving and acting only
under the direct light of His merciful grace. (N.S., p. I36-7)

Only through faith, then, which is to say “life,” can one’s “true
self" be actually recovered, a recovery which is in some

fundamental way inseparable from salvation.

It is well summed up in his new book's final chapter, which
he called, after his vision of God's infinite and joyful creation,

"The C-eneral Dance.” In rewriting his book Merton must have

come to some important new realizations (what else, after all,

was writing for?), since in the end he does not suggest, as he

may have intimated in the book's opening chapters, that we
must reject our external selves completely. On the contrary,

"insubstantial" and in many ways “poor” as they may be, our
selves are nevertheless part of reality and have, as such, ”an
ineffable value" (I\/.S., p. 246), as long as we remain aware

of what lies beneath (and around and above) them, and do not

become too much associated with the role that we are playing.

It is possible to speak of the exterior self as a mask: to do so

is not necessarily to reprove it. The mask that each man wears
may well be a disguise not only for that man's inner self but
for God, wandering as a pilgrim and exile in His own creation.

And indeed, ifChrist became Man, it is because He wanted
to be any man and everyman. If we believe in the Incarrna-
tion of the Son of God, there should be no one on earth in

whom we are not prepared to see, in mystery, the presence of
Christ. (/\l.S., p.296)

The presence of Christ is the presence of Love, a joyful
acceptance of the world's infinite creation. For that, in the end,
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is what Merton had come to realize true vision consists of: to Verse zlr P- 58-

experience the world as far as possible as God must from 2-[homes Merton’ The Slgn of /Ones (Garden CW’ New York’ 1956)’
’ p. 20. Hereafter cited as S./. in the text.

the perspective of His timeless condition. ”For the world and 3 Peter Brown, Augustine of Hippo (Berkeley, 1969), p. 165.

time are the dance of the l-Qrd lh emPtlhe55/H he C0hClUde'5, ‘It should be pointed out that this approach has already been sug-

with a description of the great “cosmic dance" of creation in gested by Father Aldhelm Cameron-Brown in his essay on Merton,

which We are a||, Whether We know it or not] partiCipating_ Zen Master, which appeared in the collection of essays edited by
Brother Patrick Hart, Thomas Merton, Monk which appeared in

The silence of the spheres is the music of a wedding feast 1974 (Sheed and Ward) p‘ lee‘ However’ he only Spends a few para’

The more we persist in misunderstanding the phenomena of graphs on the subject.
5 . . .

life, the more we analyze them out into strange finalities and The Aye” journal of Thoma? Merton’ ed‘ Neloml Burton’ Brother

complex purposes of our own, the more we involve ourselves Patrick Hart, and James Laughlin (New York, 1973), D. 333.

in sadness, absurdity and despair. But it does not matter much, 6lbld' p‘ 333'
because no des air of ours can alter the realit of thin s or erhe Whole passage’ Wrleen on Feb‘ 5’ 1950’ reeds: l thmk the

p y e chief reason why we have so little joy is that we take ourselves too
stain the joy of the cosmic dance which is always there. ln-
deed in the midst of it and it is in the midst of Us for seriously. joy can only be real if it is based on truth, and since the fall

it bea'tS in mood Whétherwe Want itto or not of Adam all men's life is shot through with falsehood and illusion.

Yet the fact remains that we are invited to forget ourselves That is ‘”l‘_Y eelnl Bemerdls right in leading Us b_eel_< te_ ley by the love

on purpose, cast our awful solemnity to the winds and join of truth. His starting point is the truth of our own insignificance in com-

the genera dance. (N5, 297) parison ‘with God. To penetrate the truth of how utterly unimportant
we are is the only thing that can set us free to enjoy true happiness.

This morning, before speaking, I felt very strongly the limitations

There l5 reel eutherlt)’ lh the nal Passage of New 5eed5 Qf imposed on me by my absurd desire to speak well as if it somehow

Contemplation, the authority of a man who has experienced mattered, as if something important depended on it! Instead of simply

what he describes and who knows that unless one has ex- desiring“) Speak as best l Could in Order“) Please God-H

perienced it there is no sense in talking at all. Above all, it is
“Thomas Merton, New Seeds of Contemplation (New York, 1972),

p. x. Hereafter cited as N.S. in the text.
the authority ofaman who has himselfexperienced silence,and qhe Merton Reader’ ed_ Thomas P‘ MCDOnne|| (New York, 1962)’

who has learned how to speak of it so that others may hear. p_ X,

‘°Thomas Merton, Seeds of Contemplation (New York, 1949) p. 12-13.
NQTES “See particularly Harry Guntrip, Schizoid Phenomena, Object Rela-

tions, and the Self (New York, 1969), p.255.
‘The Bhagavad-Cita, trans. Juan Mascaro (Baltimore, 1973), Chap. 3, "Thomas Merton, Seeds of Contemplation (New York, 1949), p. 15.
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Why is it that children
find the story of Ionah
in the whale so exciting?

Could it be that having
just come out of the whale
they know what is at stake?

The problem is that we have gone
and found other whales
to swallow us up,

And it’s so dark inside
that it’s impossible to read the story,
much less understand its meaning.

—Br0oke Hopkins
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DEFINITION OF GOD

I witness from a midnight attic window
Spring snow like leaping elves about the sky.
They drop in damask parachutes and go
Down in a heap, monolithic to the eye.

Within, the matter is all Plato, wise
Socrates, in dialogue: just who is right
Concerning God? Confused, my mind and eyes

Split disparate ways. My thoughts are not my sight.

Immersed in books I suddenly see dawn
Outside where snow has gathered on the ground;
Like Rip Van Winkle lying on the lawn
I cannot think with thinkers too profound.

The true sage is the morning at her show
And Plato’s silence:

God is elves in snow.

—R. P. Lawry
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THE UNKNOWN SAILOR

Sits up in bed in his navy robe
and looks at the wall or whatever moves
between his bed and the wall and neither
approves nor disapproves.

No one knows his name or his town
or even his country. In forty-four
a hospital ship in Boston harbor
put him ashore

with the label Navy and nothing else.

For those thin years he has never spoken.
He smiles and blinks in a white silence
occasionally broken

by wives and sons and daughters and friends
of men who went to war and were lost
and never found. They leave with another
sailor crossed-

or soldier, merchant marine or marine-—
from a nameless list. Be grateful for that.
Here in the ward he may have an inkling
of where he’s at.

Those lives he moved among before
have long since filled the space and the town
has closed the way the sea closes
if ships go down.

—Miller Williams
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FOR FRED CARPENTER WHO DIED INHIS SLEEP

Penniless to our surprise
at the peak of his earning power he lies:
a man of the mean, who rarely meant
much harm, and nearly always spent
his money wisely; who got his views
from Newsweek and U. S. News
(though he only trusted the latter)
and wondered constantly what was the matter
with those there was something the matter with
(some of those being his kin and kith)
and believed what was right or discreetly done
was right, and looked for a little fun
when he traveled out of town
and wished his woman would go down
but she never would. He understood.

—M1'ller Williams
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THERE WAS A MAN MADE NINETY
MILLION DOLLARS

There was a man made ninety million dollars
had a vision of hell was afraid of the dark
knew that he had walked in evil ways
corrected his wife to death tortured his children
one to the priesthood and one to the crazy place

had done things besides so unspeakably dark
he could not honestly ask for God’s forgiveness
as he was only afraid and could never say

l’m sorry, Lord. He wanted such redemption
as wipes a life not clean but wipes it away

and knew that with all his money he could have it.
Spent his ninety million and ninety more
for fifteen years of the best brains to be had
in mathematics space-time and madness
and had him when he was eighty by God

a simple time machine which should not now
bend any imagination out of shape
went back seventy years to the same town
found himself at ten delivering Grit
stole the one car there was and ran himself down

left himself across a wooden sidewalk
who barely lied to his mother or masturbated
and went directly to heaven, if any can;

could never be the man who killed the boy
because he never lived to be the man

having died at ten delivering papers
survived by his parents, grieved by the fifth grade,

the first death by car in the whole county
killed by a runaway Ford with no driver
or if a driver, none to be found.

—Miller Williams



FOR VICTOR IARA
FOLK SINGER
MULTILATED AND MURDERED
BY OUR SIDE

The Soccer Stadium
Santiago, Chile
1973

This is to say we remember. Not that remembering saves us.
Not that remembering brings anything usable back.

This is to say that we never have understood how to say this.
Into our long unbelief, what do we say to belief?

Shortened, they shortened your fingers. Toca la bella guitarra.
After the death of disgrace, what do we do with your hands?

What do we do with you, singing, standing and bowing to bullets?
Never a sound of applause. Only a scatter of guns.

Red in the Rio Mapocho sooner and darker than sunset
made the ambassador speak softly in pity? And grief?

Not very likely. More likely what the ambassador spoke of
knowing those things that he heard, hearing those things that he knew

had to do more with how nicely several millions of dollars
can (if it’s properly placed), can (if it’s spent on the right

bishops and bosses of workers, statesmen and good simple killers,
figuring colonels come free) set a democracy straight.

—Mi1ler Williams

Victor Jara, one of thousands arrested and held in Santiago’s soccer
stadium after the bloody military takeover of 1973, was recognized
by a colonel who called him down onto the eld, multilated his hands
and ordered him to perform for his audience. Jara raised his hands
over his head and sang. He was cut down by machine guns along
with many of those in the stadium who stood and took up the song.
U.S. ofcials later admitted that millions of dollars had been spent
in Chile to overthrow the elected government and bring about this
coup. The poem is written in the elegiac distich, which seemed the
only form old enough, slow enough and unyielding enough to con-
tain what it had to.
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Link in the
Chain of Feeling

An Interview with Anais Nin

by Jeffrey Bailey

The following are excerpts from a conversation between Anais that Henry had, and has, a great presence, a sense of himself
Nin and Ieffrey Bailey, recorded at Miss Nin’s home in the Silver- that is quite overpowering Essentially, I just enjoyed his
lake area of L03 Angel” company and although his work and his style differed a

good deal from mine, I respected his efforts and admired
NOR: There is an interesting quote from Volume One of his goals. But I never discount the importance of intuition.

E your Diary, in which you say, “I only regret that everyone It was intuition, for example, that made me recognize
wants to deprive me of the journal, which is the only Antonin Artaud as the great talent he was; much more
steadfast friend I have, the only one that makes my life than an eccentric, a true poet and mystic.
bearable, because my happiness with human beings is so NOR: Would you say that most of your friendships with
precarious, my confining moods rare, and the least sign other artists came about asaresult oftheirexposure to your
of non-interest is enough to silence me. In the journal, I work?
am at ease.” I think you were referring to Henry Miller ANAIS NIN: Well, it works both ways, of course, but
and to certain other friends who didn’t understand your a good number of them probably did. My work made it
obsession with the diary. You also say, “This diary is my very easy for me, and I’ll tell you exactly why; I’ll make
kief, hashish, and opium pipe. This is my drug and my a confession: when I was sixteen, seventeen, really up un-
vice. Instead of writing a novel, I lie back with this book til the time I was past twenty, I was horribly shy. I didn’t
and a pen, and dream. . . .Imust relive mylife in the dream. talk. Henry Miller said recently that I was the best listener
The dream is my only life.” How much of a conflict was he’d ever had—and it’s because I simply didn’t talk. And
there for you in expanding from the privacy of the diary that, of course, is partly why I went to the diary. I wasn’t
into the novels which, unlike the diary, were meant for open myself, but I like others to be, and they were with
immediate public consumption? me. Eventually, the shyness disappeared because other

ANAIS NIN: At one moment, it seemed like a conict. people made the first gesture. That’s the wonderful
The feeling that Henry Miller had and that Otto Rank had privilege about being an artist, because once you’ve said
was that the diary was a refuge and a shell, an oyster shell, something that means something to others, they come
and that I was going inward instead of coming out to face towards you and the shyness is no longer a problem. For
the world with my fiction, since I concentrated on writing instance, last year I was able to lecture extemporaneously
something which couldn’t be shown to people. The con- in front of a large audience, which is something I never
flict doesn’t exist for me anymore. I see them as being would have done when I was younger. I never could have
interrelated, the novels and the diary. I see that the fiction even imagined it. Henry said he couldn’t believe it, having
helped me to write better for the diary; it helped me to known me. Sometimes it doesn’t turn out so well, but you
develop the diary in a more interesting way, to approach do have the feeling that you’re talking directly to the
it more vibrantly than one sometimes does when you’re people,
simply making a portrait or communicating a whole NOR: What are your daily writing habits? Is maintain-
series of events. Ifeel now that they were really nourishing ing a regular routine important to the accomplishment
each other. At one time, I seemed to be trapped in the of your writing goals?
sense that I couldn’t do the outside writing, I was more ANAIS NIN: Routine and discipline—that is, writing
comfortable notfacing the world, not publishing, not facing every day, and never erasing or crossing out—have been
criticism; I was hypersensitive about those things. I was very important. I always write in the morning, usually
more willing to incite others to write. between 7:30 and noon, and the afternoon I devote to

NOR: Was it intuition that attracted you to your famous correspondence and miscellaneous things. I type when I
friendship with Henry Miller? work in the mornings, and only write longhand in the

ANAIS NIN: Yes, it really was. Intuition, and the fact diary.

:Brown l l 3



NOR: So much of your style reflects a belief in spon- around it, a typical French village. It’s quite historic, too;

taneity and continuous “flow.” What is your attitude Renoir lived there, although I didn’t discover that until

toward revision and re-writing? after I had left. You know, I went back there under rather

ANAIS NIN: Well, re-writing is a special problem be- strange circumstances which should show you that I’m

cause it means that something about your book is basically really not nostalgic. German television wanted to do a doc-

flawed and has to be corrected. If that's the case, there’s umentary and we did a whole day's work at Louveciennes

no escaping it. My attitude about revision has never been and had many complications. For one thing, they wouldn’t

enthusiastic, probably because I dislike obsessive per- let us into the house, but this was good in a way, because it

fectionism. I would always prefer to start another book allowed new things to happen; it forced us to create

than to concentrate on revising something I’d already done; something out of the immediate present, out of what we are

I think when you go on to something new, you learn new experiencing. It wasn’t any longer focusing upon the past.

things and you tend to become better. I just think that you NOR: Paris in the thirties was the place to be. What did

benefit more by going forward than by backtracking. you think of Fitzgerald and Gertrude Stein and that group?

NOR: I believe that you first began writing in English ANAIS NIN: The younger writers thought that they were

when your mother brought you as a girl to New York City. passé, too 1920's. We were trying to be our own writers,

Did you keep writing in English after your return to France? and we didn’t have much respect for Hemingway or Fitz-

How do you compare the two languages? gerald. We weren’t thinking about them so much as about

ANAIS NIN: I wrote the diary in French from the age of ourselves.

eleven to about seventeen. After that, everything was in I went to Gertrude Stein’s place once and found her very

English. I think that whatever language you master, you tyrannical. As we know now from the biographies, she

love; you can’t avoid being involved with it in a very didn’t like women. She thought that they were frivolous,

intense sort of way. I fell in love with English as a second even stupid. She much preferred the company of men, and

language when I studied in New York Public Schools, and tended to isolate the women. I felt myself that that was

my mother was very helpful. She had learned beautiful true. It’s very clear, from those biographies, just how

English at a New England convent. I think you’ve got to poorly she regarded members of her own sex.

appreciate each language for its unique qualities, its NOR: Did you have much contact with writers in New

particular resonance. I thought the word “you” was the York in the 1940’s?

most beautiful thing I had ever heard. ANAIS NIN: In the forties, when I came to New York,

NOR: We seem now to be swept by a tide of nostalgia, I could have met a great many of these people; in fact,

a series of tides, really. How do you react to this? Are however, I only met afew. There was Richard Wright, and

you nostalgic? Theodore Dreiser, who was quite an old man then. I didn’t

ANAIS NIN: No, I’m really not. I love my present life, meet a lot of these people because I had a rather severe

I love the people who visit me now. I’m much more in- problem with them: they all drank so much. I liked several

terested in experiencing new cycles than in looking back. of those who drank: Iames Agee, for example, and Kerouac.

I tend to feel negatively about nostalgia; I think we go back They were both great talents. I remember being very keen

when we feel stunted in the present life. People who are on meeting Kerouac, but I just didn’t have that capacity

nostalgic have known something good in the past and for drink. So often someone would come to meet you al-

want to pick it up again; say, for example, the houseboat ready drunk, and I found that frustrating. I think it re-

period in my own life. When I’m in Paris, I look at those flected an inner frustration on their part. I can see two

boats gently tossing on the water and I recall many good people who already know each other going out and drink-

things, but I really don’t have that nostalgic craving. Each ing together, and having a good time, but only after some-

cycle of my life interested me equally, but I have no desire thing has been established. It works Well with some, of

to go back to any of them. course. One hears, for example, about how Tennessee

NOR: Your published Diary begins with a beautiful Williams and Carson McCullers drank and wrote together,

description of Louveciennes. Is your house there still sometimes consuming tremendous amounts and yet pro-

standing? ducing marvelous work. But this business of going off

ANAIS NIN: It’s Still there, but it’s crumbling. It’s in and being dead drunk is something else,

the guidebooks and everyone who goes there sees that NOR: This is a common stereotype of the writer: some-

it’s falling down. one who re-orders reality through his work and escapes

NOR: Does anyone live there? from the outside world through drink or drugs. Do you

ANAIS NIN: People live there in summer. The French think that having some sort ofpervasive neurosis is simply

landlords are like Balzac’s miser; they don’t want to fix part of the artistic personality?

anything so they let it go and rent it during the summer ANAIS NIN: No, I don’t think so. But I do think that,

when it doesn’t matter if the furnace isn’t working. The as Americans, we have a collective neurosis. My belief

place is two hundred years old, you know, and when I had is that we create better without it. There are a great many

itI had to fix everything myself. But Louveciennes is love- romantic notions that neuroses are necessary; that pain

ly. It’s got a wonderful atmosphere, very rustic, although and sorrows are necessary for the writer. I reject this as a

it’s only twenty minutes from Paris by car. The Americans false romanticism. We all have problems, of course, and

built a modern village next to it for the Army, but they some of them turn into neuroses, but the object is to get

fortunately didn’t touch the old village so that it’s just the rid of them. As I shed mine, you see me entering into

way it was, with the church in the middle and the shops new cycles. The minute I would shed one neurosis—I had
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“There are a great many romantic notions
that neuroses are necessary; that pain

and sorrows are necessary for the writer.
I reject this as a false romanticism.”

many of them—I would then be able to go on to another ANAIS NIN: No, I was never attracted to Eastern re-
cycle. There was the cycle of obsession with the father, ligions and I’m not attracted now, even though I have great
and I dropped that; and then there was the obsession admiration for Asian culture. Nor was I ever attracted to
with the mother, and I dropped that, which is the way it Eastern philosophy. I love the East, but I was trapped once,
should be. We’re none of us ever just one thing, and we and I am determined never to be trapped again.
shouldn’t allow our growth and development to be NOR: How was that?
blocked. ANAIS NIN: In Catholicism. They say, “Once a Com-

NOR: Your Diary is famous for its massive size as well II11lniS’l, always I-1 Communist; 0nCe 8 Ce’£h0liC, always 8
as for its style. How do you handle the problem of editing, Catholic.” It’s very hard to come out of a dogma, to trans-
of deciding what to publish and what to delete? cend it. Although I finally did, I’m very wary of dogma,

ANAIS NIN; There are several problems determining and of any organized religion. I am religious; I can accept
what can go into the published diary, and people are the metaphysical,but not the dogmatic.That’s whyIdidn’t
sometimes hostile about whet l’ve left out They don't have the same intimacy with writers who veered toward
understand that you have to consider two things very religion here, the closeness that I had with my friends who
carefully: one is your own ethical standard which con- Were primarily Conoerned With art The kind of mete-
cerns protecting the privacy of people who have confided physics I found here simply didn't HUI‘?-let n1e- Of C011fSe,
in you, and the other deals with the publisher who I know that many of the young are attracted to it.
demands that I receive permission before the portraits NOR: Why do you suppose that is?
can be published. So, of course, I’m inhibited that way. ANAIS NIN: It makes for a balance in American life. It
The editing is really dominated by my own ethics because gives a space for meditation, for repose, to a way of life
sometimes you can write something which doesn’t seem which doesn’t have repose. If you go to japan and sit in a

to be destructive but which can, in fact, be harmful. For restaurant, everything is so quiet, people are taking stock
instance, we had a charming story-teller friend in the Vil- of themselves. Everything is done so quietly, and there is a

lage days. He was an alcoholic and a homosexual; we natural meditation. You don’t need to make an area of
didn’t think anything of that, and in the diary I just de- quietness; just having tea takes on that kind of quietness.
scribed his storytelling. And whenlsent it to him he said, NOR: Can you come to the some sort of “religious”
“Please! I’m working for the State Department!” Had I realization through art?
published the piece, I would have hurt him without ANAIS NIN: Yes. I once read a description of satori
intending to, which is why I’m glad about the permission by a Spanish author, and for the first time it was a very
requirement. I have to send these portraits to the people simple description. He said that it was a feeling of one-
who are concerned, and sometimes they tell me to change ness with nature, a oneness with other human beings. I
something or it would have a bad effect upon them. I said, “Is that all it is? I feel that; I always have.” It’s not
don’t want to be destructive. such a complex thing that you have to go through such

NOR: When you send these portraits to close friends a discipline.
or associates and they ask you to make certain changes NOR: You are known for your use of the roman fleuve
which you’d prefer not to make, does this cause special concept. It seems to me that the roman fleuve requires
problems? a special way oflooking at all the elements ofgood writing:

ANAIS NIN: No, because we talk about them. For in- character, motivation, personality, timing, construction.
stance, with Iames Herlihy, he read everything I had re- It really rejects the conventional idea of story-telling.
ferring to him and corrected one factual error, a date con- ANAIS NIN: You’re quite right. I think that that comes
cerning his play, I think, and that was all. out of a philosophy, or an attitude. My attitude was one

NOR: A number of expatriate writers who have settled of free association. I saw things as a chain, and felt that
in Los Angeles have been attracted to various religious everything is continuous and never really ends. I had a
Clliis found here, particularly to Eosiefn SeCiS- Hve YOU sense of continuity and relatedness; relatedness between
ever been drawn in that direction? the past and the present and the future, between races
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and between the sexes, between everything. That’s an ANAIS NIN: I try to laugh that sort of thing away,
attitude that sustains me as a writer. because I think they are terribly wrong. I think the reason

NOR: For a long time, American publishers resisted we have felt burdened or constricted in America, why we
this conception. Why do you think that was? have felt so alienated, is that we didn’t have any Self,

ANAIS NIN: I think that when you are uneasy, when we didn’t have an “I.” The cultural atmosphere of France
you are not at one with things that you tend to lose your- did affect me in the sense that all the writers there kept
self in technique. Publishers are very big on technique. diaries, and you knew it was Gide, and you knew it was
The technique of the novel and the short-story was that Mauriac; they were entities. That’s where I got my tradi-
it had a beginning, a middle, and an end, and they taught tion, and there is no diary without an “I.” So I laugh at this
you that. They taught you to make plots, to plot the novel criticism because I think it comes from Puritanism. I think
before you wrote it. The technical part of writing became it comes from the Puritan conception thatlooking inward is
the reality, but in fact this isn’t at all true to life. The neurotic, that subjectivity is neurotic, that writing about
people who did this claimed to be realists and that I, yourself is immodest.Ithink it’s terribly funny. Every now
supposedly, was not. Actually, I know now that I was and then the narcissism charge comes up; they aparently
nearer the truth than they were, because we don’t live our don’t know what it means. One French woman said, “If
lives like a novel. We don’t have these convenient de- that’s narcissism, it’s a pretty exigent one. She's demand-
nouements, these neat finishes; it just isn’t so. Life goes ing an awful lot of herself.” Quite obviously, to anyone
on and on in circles; perhaps the past will tie up the who is very sensitive, the diary reflects a lack of confi-
future for you, but who knows? One can only guess. dence, a lack of certainty about myself, and the reason why

NOR: Do you think that the roman fleuve concept will I wrote down the compliments was because I needed to.
affect the future development of the American novel? Will Anyone who can read through a psychological character
we grow further away from the ideas of definitive plot knows that I wasn’t very pleased with myself. I was al-
and tight construction? ways in a struggle to achieve more in my own character.

ANAIS NIN: Yes, I think so, but for the moment I can't I was always involved in a confrontation with myself,
really tell; for the moment there is this great interest in which is painful. I think that’s our heritage from Puritan-
diary-writing. But then, American society is set in such a ism. It’s a lack of self-understanding. Most people have
way that this interest in the diary is quite natural; it tends an illusion about their being objective. They feel that by
to reassure people about their own individuality. not talking about themselves, they are doing an honorable

It’s important to let your imagination go, especially at a or virtuous thing. Again, this is from Puritanism. And I
young age. I let mine run free when I was young. I loved to must tell you this, because I think it’s interesting: the
make a drama out of everything, even the weather, and I women, the ones who really went into the diary, took it
allowed this to come through in the diary. If you do see very differently. They said just the opposite, that this was
things through the eyes of imagination, you should relate it. not my diary, but theirs. They by-passed this business
Obviously, as far as the dramatization of experience or of narcissism and the “I” and said, “that ‘I’ is me.” What
feelings is concerned, I was doing that when I was eighteen. they wrote to me was, “I feel that way about the father.Your
Very little happened to me at that age; I blew it up and let father was not quite like mine, but I felt the same way.”
myself go. Maybe I did that because I considered it a work They wrote that about many things, that they felt the same.
that no one would see and I therefore felt free. And I have My feeling was not that I was at all a special being, or an
everything in there: quotations from other writers, notes on eccentric, but I was voicing things for other women, and
things that I hoped to do someday, ideas for stories. The for some men, too, because there are men who understand
story-telling element in a diary is good; it’s what distin- the diary very well. It’s a falsity to say that because you
guishes it from a boring journal. A number of women send have a sense of yourself it means that you are also speaking
me their diaries,and many of these diaries aren’t interesting for others, but the result of the diary, for those who are

, Ibecause of the way they are told. But it s only the way really into it, is that they feel thatlhave helped make them
they’re telling it that’s not interesting; the things them- aware of who they are, and where they are going, and how
selves are always interesting. They don’t know how to bring they want to get there.
it out, mostly because the imagination is stifled. NOR: And this couldn’t have been an intentional effort

NOR: Does it ever bother you when critics say, or on your part?
insinuate, that your diaries are more fiction than fact? ANAIS NIN: No. I thought I was telling my own story,

ANAIS NIN: No, that doesn’t bother me. After all, I and that I was exposing my neuroses so that I could be rid
know the facts and I know that the facts are true. I also of them. Simply telling the story was more important to
know that I see events in a lyrical or dramatic way and I me than any other consideration. I needed to tell it.
feel that this is valid. I know that the way I see Bali, for NOR: I’d like to turn to the question of the persona,
example, is not the way the travel writer for the L.A. Times which is a subject that you’ve pursued in both the fiction
sees Bali; he will write about the hotel prices, and the and the diaries. Would it be accurate to describe the
shops, and all that, which is important. But my point persona as a necessary, but transitory state, a condition
of view is valid, too. which we should try to outgrow?

NOR: How do you react to the criticism—which is voiced ANAIS NIN: I think that the persona is something we
by people who apparently have had only a cursory ex- create defensively. It’s what we present to the world, what
posure to your work—that you are self-obsessed; they seem we think the world will accept. We all do this to a certain
fond of using the term “Narcissistic”? extent, but I don’t think that we can ever really communi-
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cate on the basis of persona to persona. Thus, we became not as collective, or communal, or fraternal, not as willing
lonely within the persona. I experienced a great deal of to help each other, as we were. But then, we didn’t have
this loneliness in the early diary, when I was playing. the temptation. We weren’t expecting to make $20,000,
roles, pretending to be a wife, pretending to be this or that, or anything like that, so I'm aware that not having these

but never fully bringing myself into anything. Only in temptations made being fraternal much easier. The Ameri-
the diary did I really exist; only in the diary could I open can experience, to me, became obviously tied up with
myselfto others. When you realize something like that, you commercialism, with making rivalries and competitions.
become angry at the persona because it’s keeping you from In France, the young writers didn’t think they were going
contact with others. Ifl sit here trying to create a persona to make it; that’s the truth. I can remember going with
for you, everything would be ruined. And only when you Henry Miller to the Balzac Museum and he said to me

outgrow that compulsion to conform to a mere image—— jokingly, “Do you think our manuscripts will ever be

and I think you do outgrow it, as one truly matures—it’s shown this way?” We really didn’t think they would be.

what ]ung called the “second birth”—will you really We weren’t aiming at that. So it was easy enough to be

dare to be yourself and to speak out about your own fraternal and devoted, whereas the American has aterrible
experiences. In the beginning, I couldn’t do that face to financial temptation.
face with people; I could only do it through the diary. NOR: We’ve all heard stories aboutfamous writers who
There again, you see that I was really a scared person. But were once friends but who have come to a parting of the
I was willing to go back to the diary when I saw that it ways. As an extension of these rather personal antagon-
could help me destroy the persona. isms which arise between individuals, have you ever seen

NOR: Then, m 0 heajthy person, the persona ejweys Man, the social entity, as being a natural antagonist,
dissipates entirety? either to women as a group, or to you personally?

ANAIS NIN: I think it’s one of our goals that it should ANAIS NIN: Oh’ yes’ I telnk We have all Suffered from
d. . t b .t, d f . th. .t . risen that. We don’t know the origins, but I certainly think that

issipa e ecause i s a e ensive ing, i can imp
, . . . . there are wars between men and women. I think that certain

you. We ve all known personalities—celebrities—who are
active Feminists are currently trying to make a war.

imprisoned by their own public patterns. With me, recog-
i .

nition came too late for me to be caught by the public : S l G lus we War
ANAIS NIN: No, I don’t believe in war, in any kind of

image. I was already mature and rid of my persona, and
war. War isn’t going to solve the problems of our relation-Iwasn’t going to take up one for the lectures or T.V. Fame

came so late that I could really be myself, on T.V. or any- Snlps’ el alleel eul peyelldlegleal llldependellee’ er eul
where else. I wasn’t constrained by all these things which needeln la ael’ el eul Slandald el llVlng'
create artificiality. But if it had happened to me at twenty, NOR! Hlst0TiCQHY—Qnd Psychologllsanl I sUPP0s9—
[don’t know if} could have done it the sexes have tended to circumvent each other, and have

NOR: I was Wondering about the femate ChamCterS_ thereby thwarted understanding and mutual acceptance.
Much of this is due to role playing. Do you see this asLillian, Djuna, and Sabina—who appear in Cities of the '

Interior. Oliver Evans described them as “archetypes,” lllevltdble? ls ll bound lo eellllnue?
and I wondered how valid you felt that description was. ANAIS NIN1 N0, I d011’t think 50- I think it only hat?"

Also, to what extent would you say these women were P9115 When smnsthillgls gone W1"0I18- We all have Causes

conscious extensions of your own personality? for hostility which aren’t necessarily related to sexual
ANAIS NIN: I Weutdnit Say that they are archetypes, matters——we all get injured or get betrayed—but in pro-

except in the very broad sense that each of us is an arche- pnlnnn to new We nan transcend lnese lnlngs’ We be‘
type of our predominant character traits. I certainly didn’t eenle a dlllelenl sell el nulnan belng' l dldnd nave any
Conceive of them in a rigid Way that would make them bitter feelings, for instance, after being ignored for twenty

literary archetypes. As far as their being conscious ex- Years’ Wnen lne Sanle publlsnele Wne lulned nle down
began sending me books to comment on. I don’t feel

alt One can argue, of Course’ that every Character comes bitter about that; it’s something I understand. But some

out of an euthoris perception’ and that’ Since perception people accumulate bitterness or hostility, mostly when
they blame others for where they are. I think women tend
to blame men for where they are when they should be

tensions of my own personality, I wouldn’t say that at

is a major part of a writer’s psyche——of his personality
if you prefer—it may be said that fictional characters
are therefore, in some way, representative of the author. Spendlng at least an equal anleunl el energy leeklng
But that argument is a bit convoluted. lnwald to See new lney gel lnele

NOR: We talked before about the mutual affinity which NOR: one Cnnll argue Very lnuell Wlln ule eeenelnle
seems to ext-St among many art]-StS_ IS there also an m_ points made by the Liberation Movement, but somehowl
hetent tmtagom-Sm? feel that many women underestimate the more pervasive

ANAIS NIN: Oh, yes’ I Suppose But thatis from envy psychological power and influence which they have al-

and jealousy, don’t you think? In France, it was less so WQYS nnd’ and l donll mean merely lne sexual power
because the stakes were not material, the writers didn’t Over ms" Ins something more nebulous than that
rea].ly make any money. There was none of that rivalry ANAIS NIN: That’s the kind of power women had in
that I found when I came to this country where there was Europe, but women here never seemed to have that power;
a great deal of envy and jealousy. Here, there is a struggle“ it’s really a kind of spiritual power. Somehow the French-
for material status among writers. I found that they were man considers the woman’s opinion rather automatically
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when making decisions. The Frenchwoman may not have illusioned by the reception of the novels, it seemed like
had many legal rights or the power to earn a living, I had reached a dead-end. And then I suddenly began to
but she did have this other power. She was not simply a think that maybe my major work was the diary. So now,
sexual object; she had an influence. But I think that the of course, I’m involved in finishing Volume 7. When I
whole thing will mellow, it’s mellowing already. You do finish it, I plan to go through some of the childhood
know, Americans essentially love to foster hostility. They diaries; then, who knows? But I had the feeling that
encourage it; they love to fight. The media encourage it fiction, for me, was disastrous. Even though now people
also. They don’t encourage reconciliation, and under- write quite beautifully about it and seem to understand
standing, and compassion. They never try to reconcile, the fiction, somehow I have become detached from it.
they love the hostilities and the prize fights. That’s one NOR: It’s hard to imagine that you could feel that way.
thing I find much less in Europe. Perhaps they’ve already ANAIS NIN: It could just be because the fiction led me
worked out their aggressions through the wars, I don’t to a wall. It led me to a sort of troubled silence, and it
know. could be that that influenced me. But it could also be thatI

NOR: Of the younger women writers being noticed realized I had put much more into the diaries. And, as I
today—]oyce Carol Oates, Erica Iong, Susan Sontag, Ger- said before, there are imaginative elements in the diaries,
maine Greer, the late Sylvia Plath—are there any about too.
whom you’re very enthusiastic? Also, when you were NOR: On the whole, would you say that your life as an
beginning your career, were there any writers to whom artist has been as rewarding as you could have wished it
you looked for guidance or inspiration? to be?

ANAIS NIN: Well, my inspiration writers were always ANAIS NIN: Definitely, yes. There is a special kind of
Lawrence and Proust. About the younger writers, I’m reward which is wonderful, and it’s something which, I
afraid I’m not very enthusiastic, although I do very much think, only artists enjoy. It has nothing to do with ma-
admire Germaine Greer. I think her efforts have been very terial rewards. It’s the reward of finding your people, the
worthwhile. chance to make a world, a population of your own, and

NOR: Many people feel that the official recognition that that’s wonderful because you find yourself as a connect-
you are now enjoying is long overdue. How do you react ing link between people who think as you do and feel as

to this sort of “establishment” approval? you do. And suddenly you’re not alone; there is a con-
ANAIS NIN: I react in different ways. My first impulse stant exchange which you enjoy yourself and which you

is to back away from organizations and official honors; help to promote among others.
but I’m also aware that recognition has an important NOR: Are you optimistic about what you see happen-
psychological impact which affects a number of people, ing around us all today?
not just the person being recognized or honored. I’m ANAIS NIN: I’m optimistic only about the new con-
often reminded of that by my young women friends, whom sciousness of the young, that’s all. I’m not optimistic about
I call my “spiritual daughters.” They remind me that the country or about the tyranny of business all over the
being given a public forum also gives one an opportunity world. Now it’s too late for revolution. We couldn’t make
to exert a positive and constructive influence. revolution against the corporate establishment no matter

NOR: After your long involvement in the composition how much we wanted to because it’s simply too big. But
of your continuous novel, Cities of the Interior, Collages I am optimistic about people’s ability to develop them-
seemed to mark a new phase in your approch to fiction. selves in a more meaningful and more lasting way than
Do you have plans for anything similar? we’ve experienced in the past. I believe that the change

ANAIS NIN: Collages was a flight, really. I was so dis- of consciousness will have an impact for the good.

AN OLD MAN WRITING

This letter that has
no stamp and never
finds an envelope
I write each day breathing
in and out
in the same room
in the same rocking chair
as I remember my wife
setting her teacup
down on its saucer
my breath drifts away
like dust in the air.

—Shelley Ehrlich
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A Missionary of Sorts
An Interview with Rosemary Daniell

by Diane O‘D0nnell

This interview was conducted in Rosemary Daniell’s home in When I was in the seventh grade, I had a teacher who
Atlanta by Diane O’Donnell in September 1975, soon after publi- tried to tame me because I was Very rebellious and bad
gz:3t€i}onSo)fuI;aniell’s first collection of poetry,A Sexual Tour of the She picked it up that I liked to Write and she would have

p i me go outdoors and write poems about Spring and things
like that. And I would have to come back and read them

NOR: I’d like to begin by asking, do you consider to the rest of the class. This made me furious. Somehow

yourself primarily a Southern poet, a woman poet, or I felt like I was being forced to write.
simply a poet? But I think my ambition to become a writer came down

DANIELL: I consider myself primarily a person, of from my mother, who’s very talented and had a frustrated
course. In a sense, I don’t even like to think of myself as a ambition to be a journalist. To this day, although she later
poet, because once we start thinking of ourselves as a wrote newspaper articles about home canning and mis-

certain kind of person, we start filtering out experiences. I sionaries and so on, I feel that she had a great talent that
feel thatlam basicallyjust a person who writes poetry. This was frustrated and sublimated to her desires to be a proper

is something that I do; this is a major commitment for me. Southern matron. She had a great deal of influence on me.

Beyond that commitment, I try not to think about it a As far as growing upinthe South,theimages ofthe South

great deal. I want to write poetry like I wash dishes; I want are just incredible to me, and this is one reason it would
it to be a very natural, ordinary activity. And since I’m a be hard for me ever to leave the South fully. We lived
woman, the experiences of being a woman are of great im- next door to a Holy Roller Church at one time and we’d

portance as a subject in my writing. I’ve been struggling heal" all the hymns and everything. And the gospel hymnS,

with the conflicts of being a woman in this society for a the rhythms, the images of the gospel hymns—the blood—

very long time. Obviously, because I also write, those con- mean a great deal to me. It’s imbedded in my conscious-

flicts will become a part of my writing. I don’t like the ness in a way that will never truly be eradicated. Actually,
schizophrenic notion that literature and life are separate. I was very religious as a child. In fact, when I was thirteen,

NOR: Since your recent book, A Sexual Tour of the Deep I wanted to be a missionary.
South, is concerned with growing up female in the South, NOR: A Baptist missionary?
could you tell me a little about your own background? DANIELL: Baptist or Methodist, either one would have

DANIELL: I’ve lived in or near Atlanta since I was b()rn. done, and I still see myself as a missionary of sorts. I think
I was brought up with the traditional female Southern heing 8 poet h8S 811 Blemoflt Ot that in it-
fantasy: that is, of getting married, having a church wed- NOR: The particularly Southern male type known as

ding. When I was in the sixth grade, I wanted to marry a “The Good Ole Boy” appears frequently in your poems.

seventh grade boy and to have a baby blue wedding with How do you feel about them?

blue net dresses and a pale blue satin gown and six brides- DANIEL]-I Thie is ehe Of the difficulties Oi iivihg in the
maids and six children. I must have been fixated on the 50Uth- I like t0 he 81‘o11I1d men and have male company
number six! Also I wanted to write novels while I had at times. Unfortunately, finding men in the South who are

cakes baking in the oven. Now that was out of the ordinary, not “good O16 boys” iS Sometimes difficult. I know many

really. The whole thing about wanting to be married, hav- of them who are and I’m both repelled by and subject to

ing this kitchen, cooking, having kids and so on, wag their attention. They give women a certain kind of atten-

perfectly par for the course. But somehow or other I had tion that's very sexist and reinforces one’s notion of one’s

already gotten the notion of becoming a writer. I imitated self as a sex object or as the cultural ideal, which is to be

any books or any pieces of literature that were around, a sexually desired woman. However, the older I become

although there weren’t many at our house. We had a book lend hepettiiiy the more iiheieteti i heeemel the There ii‘Ti-
about first aid, so I wrote another book about first aid; we tated I find I am by these attitudes. I have “a lot less truck”
had a cookbook, so I wrote my own cookbook. —to use a Southern phrase~with them than I once did.
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NOR: A while ago, I was reading an interview with I rented a studio for the summer and I worked every day—
Iames Dickey in The Craft of Poetry and he got to talking all day—from about nine to five, which was an unusual
about Anne Sexton and Sylvia Plath. He said, “lflhave to experience for me. I never had had that much time. And I
read one more poem ofAnne Sexton’s about middle-aged really got into myself. But while I was writing, I didn’t
menstruation, I’ll blow my head off!” I threw the book have any awareness of the response that other people
across the room in rage. I couldn’t go near any of his work would have to my poems. Then at the end of that summer,
for months after. I happened to give a poetry reading at Callanwolde. There

DANIELL: Iames Dickey is a “good ole boy” who can were either all these shocked comments and faces or
write poetry well, and I think that comment shows how extremely positive and feeling responses. So then I knew
threatened he is by female sexuality. That’s obvious in a lot that it was not just me, or something I was working out
of his poetry. I’m very fond of Dickey, partly because our just for myself at that point.
similar background makes it very hard for me to say I NOR: Finding that we were all in it together?
totally reject him. I understand his type of man; they’re DANIELL: Right.
very familiar to me. NOR: Would you discuss your work habits?

NOR: I wonder if you could tell me a bit about your DANIELL: I’m a great believer in self-discipline and
education, either formal or literary. regular work habits. At one time I had to have a certain

DANIELL: Well, I quit high school after the eleventh ritual to get to my work. So many writers do. Now I find
grade to get married and I didn’t go to college. My life be- more and more that I can sit down directly and start writ-
tween the ages of, say, sixteen and twenty-four was like a ing. I think that has to do with familiarity and a certain
blind time, totally visceral, it was all survival. It had technical facility that’s developed over a certain period
nothing to do with the life of the mind, really, although I of time. I do think that most women tend not to take their
had always been a great reader. Eventually, by the time I work seriously enough. I felt that going out and renting
had three children, I was living my housewife’s life and a studio for myself was a great step in my liberation. It was
going to the Garden Club, and I was really miserable. I really a big step, like saying, “My work is important, so
thought ifI heard just one more person talk about how to I’m going to rent a studio, or buy a telephone answering
clean the toilet, I was going to go berserk. Then I took an device, or get just the right electric typewriter.” I think
Adult Education course at Emory University in Contempo- these are very important steps.
rary Poetry andljust fell inlove with poetry.Iknew nothing NOR: Previously much poetry has been a kind of élite
of that whole world—I had never heard of T. S. Eliot, for thing, only for the “educated.” Do you think your poems,
example. It was just an incredible thing for me. Just a great and Erica ]ong’s and Alta’s (to name just a few women
high. It was really like falling in love when I discovered poets), can be read and understood by anyone, “the Com-
poetry. mon Woman,” to use Iudy Grahn’s phrase? How do you

After that, I took a poetry workshop with Iames Dickey, respond to critics like Helen Vendler who claim that
just after he had come back from Italy. He was very sup- banal, mundane things that happen to people in every-
portive of me and encouraging. He told me he thought I had day life are “not the stuff of poetry” or of great art?
a lot of talent. He was good with me in that particular sense, DANIELL: Well, I think it’s a bunch of bullshit, really.
but I was very hung up on his kind of poetry and his male What about Dostoyevsky? I have no interest in poetry as
literary establishment ideas. I would copy down his poems just some king of mental masturbation activity. I am in-
whole and just loved them—you know, I was in love with terested in relationships—in other people. I think what
his poetry and his whole presence. He was the first really Yeats said is very true, that there’re two important sub-
powerful person whom I had met in my life, and even now jects: sex and death. I would add one more, relationships,
he is a Very powerful person for me. This went on for S€V- because it’s through them that we work out those two other
eral years. elements of our existence. I would have very little interest

At one point, he said to me, “A woman has never truly in writing ifI felt it had no relationship to everyday life.
been known in poetry. She either says too much or too It’s really giving precedence to one’s self which is the
little.” And when he said that to me, of course I determined hardest thing in our culture for women to do. We’re brought
I would be the first person to say what was just right about up to be passive, unselfish,‘ to give others the benefit of the
the feminine experience. But then I began to notice that doubt, not to be assertive,and notto do things for ourselves.
when writers whom I was beginning to like a great deal, Before I wroteA Sexual Tour my work was much more
like Anne Sexton and Sylvia Plath, came up, he would “socially acceptable.” In fact, I developed during that
make all the conventional male comments like they’re period a great deal of skill in writing in that particular way.
shrill, hysterical, etc. I was also going through a revolu- My poetry was whatl now think of as passive: it was mostly
tion in my own life then, which made me re-think my role pastoral, lyrical. It had some hints of the violence, under-
in society as a woman. And so I simply said to myself, lying violence, but it was all sublimated. There was aterri-
“Well, who is Dickey or any man to say what is correct ble feeling of resignation in the poems. Whenl started re-
about female experience?” volting, and revolting within, then all that erupted. I felt

So from that point on I really got in touch with myself like saying, “Well, bullshit to all this sublimation, sub-
and my writing, and I started writing without thinking limating all my feelings.” I guess that’s what this book
about pleasing anyone, particularly the male literary means, really; it’s an active as opposed to passive response
establishment. I started writing whateverl wanted to write. to my position in society, and as such it goes far beyond

When I was finishing A Sexual Tour of the Deep South élitist poetry.
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. . there’s a whole crazy notion in
our culture that women are not earthy.”

NOR: Vendler called your language “garbage.” What is DANIELL: That’s “Liturgy,” and it is one of the few
your response? poems I have written that began with an abstract idea for

DANIELL: I had the feeling that she had not even really which I found my images later. Usually I find my images
seriously read my book. She suggested that I had written and then realize what they mean to me. In this poem, Christ
about things that should not be written about. As far as is a hermaphrodite figure who’s both male and female.
I know, there is simply no human experience that should Well, I think that woman is crucified by her internalized,
not be written about. There are also no words that should acculturated notion of herself and her position in society,
not be printed; words are just tools that we use to express and by a society that expects this acculturation.
ourselves. Many people have asked me why I use four My notion, whenlbegan it, was that women identify with
letter words. Why should I find substitutes when they are religious icons in a way that hasn’t been previously thought
the most authentic expression of aggression and anger of, especially by the male religious establishment. My
in our culture? notion was that women identify with the Christ figure

NOR: And of love? because of his suffering—the wounds, really. And I think
DANIELL: And sometimes of love, right. However, I maybe they identify with the Christ figure perhaps more

II1l.1St COI1f8SS t0 quite 8 bit Of anger in this l)OOl<. SiI1C6 I than with the figure of Mary_ I always have an image of
think that all true human emotions are legitimate, I don’t Mary—although I’m not a Catholic—as being a totally
apologize for that. I don’t think that poetry is simply the pristine, sexless person. The Virgin.
language of our more refined and delicate emotions. If it As I said before, there’s a whole crazy notion in our cul-
is, then poetry has no meaning in terms of our lives. ture that women are not earthy. Yet women’s physiological

It’s so transparent in some reviews that it’s the reviewer’s experiences are totally earthy. They have to do with blood,
own value system that he or she is defending. It’s hard pain, with menstrual cycles; giving birth is very messy,
for me to be personally hurt by them. I think that Writers And sex, of course, is a very earthy experience. But there’s
who let themselves be distracted by reviews from their that conflict, you knew, because of the weird ideal in our
writing are not strongly motivated. I don’t intend in any culture that a woman should not give the least appearance
way for reviews to dominate my writing life. of having these earthy experiences. It’s as though the

NOR: What about the many gynecological terms used in earthiness of women is a revolting defect, something that
your poems: all the female body references—what Vendler has to be concealed.
called “garbage”? Many male critics seem to get really NOR: Several of your poems have to do with these sex-
annoyed about this. “What does that have to do with role surprises, switches of sexual identity. Besides “Litur-
p06try?” they ask, “HOW does that Speak t0 all mankind?” gy,” for instance, there’s “On Bourbon Street.” You seem
What’s your reaction? there to be approaching an ultimate androgyny.

DANIELL: First, it happens to be true that we experience DANIELL: This is a subject that fascinates me. What is
life, our own lives, through our senses, primarily through real sexuality? What is gender, anyway? It can be so easily
our bodies. Poetry relates to experience; our bodies relate determined culturally, but what is it really? That’s the
to experience. And men who say that are simply confirm- source of “On Bourbon Street.” I do see a correlation, too,
ing the acculturated position that, in some form,we women between the assertive woman’s position in society—-the
are dirty, unacceptable beings, with this gash between our woman who is between the patriarchal culture and self-
legs—that there’s something really awful about it, female love and self-development—and the twilight zone or
sexuality. I just refuse to subscribe to that notion, that situation of these people who are between genders. I
there’s something wrong with having avagina, with having think there is a lot of similarity, psychologically, in these
babies. I think there’s something wrong with the way those two situations. Because women who are attempting to grow
aspects of women are treated in this culture. And the only beyond what has been culturally set for us become unac-
way to end this weird distortion is to bring it out into the ceptable in the same way that these people are unaccepta-
open. ble for wearing navy blue eyeshadow and Maybelline

NOR: I want to ask you about the poem where a cruci- mascara and having silicone injections.
fixion takes place, but the subject is a woman. Could you NOR: So that they’re both going through a stage oftrans-
talk a bit about that? formation?
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. . there’s a whole crazy notion in
our culture that women are not earthy.”

NOR: Vendler called your language “garbage.” What is DANIELL: That’s “Liturgy,” and it is one of the few
your response? poems I have written that began with an abstract idea for

DANIELL: I had the feeling that she had not even really which I found my images later. Usually I find my images
seriously read my book. She suggested that I had written and then realize what they mean to me. In this poem, Christ
about things that should not be written about. As far as is a hermaphrodite figure who’s both male and female.
I know, there is simply no human experience that should Well, I think that woman is crucified by her internalized,
not be written about. There are also no words that should acculturated notion of herself and her position in society,
not be printed; words are just tools that we use to express and by a society that expects this acculturation.
ourselves. Many people have asked me why I use four My notion, whenlbegan it, was that women identify with
letter words. Why should I find substitutes when they are religious icons in a way that hasn’t been previously thought
the most authentic expression of aggression and anger of, especially by the male religious establishment. My
in our culture? notion was that women identify with the Christ figure

NOR: And of love? because of his suffering—the wounds, really. And I think
DANIELL: And sometimes of love, right. However, I maybe they identify with the Christ figure perhaps more

must confess to quite a bit of anger in this book. Since I than with the figure of Mary. I always have an image of
think that all true human emotions are legitimate, I don’t Mary—although I'm not a Catholic—as being a totally
apologize for that. I don’t think that poetry is simply the pristine, sexless person. The Virgin.
language of our more refined and delicate emotions. If it As I said before, there’s a whole crazy notion in our cul-
is, then poetry has no meaning in terms of our lives. ture that women are not earthy. Yet women's physiological

It’s so transparent in some reviews that it’s the reviewer’s experiences are totally earthy. They have to do with blood,
own value system that he or she is defending. It’s hard pain, with menstrual cycles; giving birth is very messy.
for me to be personally hurt by them. I think that Writers And sex, of course, is a very earthy experience. But there’s
who let themselves be distracted by reviews from their that conflict, you know, because of the weird ideal in our
writing are not strongly motivated. I don’t intend in any culture that a woman should not give the least appearance
way for reviews to dominate my writing life. of having these earthy experiences. It’s as though the

NOR: What about the many gynecological terms used in earthiness of women is a revolting defect, something that
your poems: all the female body references——what Vendler has to be concealed.
called “garbage”? Many male critics seem to get really NOR: Several of your poems have to do with these sex-
annoyed about this. “What does that have to do with role surprises, switches of sexual identity. Besides “Litur-
poetry?” they ask, “How does that speak to all mankind?” gy,” for instance, there’s “On Bourbon Street.” You seem
What’s your reaction? there to be approaching an ultimate androgyny.

DANIELL: First, it happens to be true that we experience DANIELL: This is a subject that fascinates me. What is
life, our own lives, through our senses, primarily through real sexuality? What is gender, anyway? It can be so easily
our bodies. Poetry relates to experience; our bodies relate determined culturally, but what is it really? That’s the
to experience. And men who say that are simply confirm- source of “On Bourbon Street.” I do see a correlation, too,
ing the acculturated position that, in some form, we women between the assertive woman’s position in society—the
are dirty, unacceptable beings, with this gash between our woman who is between the patriarchal culture and self-
legs—that there’s something really awful about it, female love and self-development—and the twilight zone or
sexuality. I just refuse to subscribe to that notion, that situation of these people who are between genders. I
there’s something wrong with having a vagina, with having think there is a lot of similarity, psychologically, in these
babies. I think there’s something wrong with the way those two situations. Because women who are attempting to grow
aspects of women are treated in this culture. And the only beyond what has been culturally set for us become unac-
way to end this weird distortion is to bring it out into the ceptable in the same way that these people are unaccepta-
open. ble for wearing navy blue eyeshadow and Maybelline

NOR: I want to ask you about the poem where a cruci- mascara and having silicone injections.
fixion takes place, but the subject is a woman. Could you NOR: So that they’re both going through a stage of trans-
talk a bit about that? formation?

manJonathanCoppe
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DANIELL: Right, right. We are both inaform of process feelings and expressing those feelings in words. Now,

and we are both outside the mainstream. obviously, there aren’t many middle-class people in prison

NOR: Do you have anyleastfavorite poems in A Sexual and these women are repositories of vast amounts of re-

Tour? pressed and unarticulated feeling. I try to help them get

DANIELL: Well, some people have been a bit confused in touch with whatever types of feelings they might have

partly because of the chronological sequence of the book. —anger, frustration, sadness—just the whole range of

You see, it goes from the present to the past. And the last human experience they’re going through.

section of the book contains the “The Angel Stud.” This I’ve found that most of the women in prison are in there

sounds like a reversion to a passive appreciation of men, because of something that had to do with their relation-

or of relationships with men, because this is one of the few ships with men. For instance, they were in the car during

poems in the book that was written out of my passive a robbery, or they did something a man asked them to, like

period. It has to do with the time when I still had a male forging a check. Or many of the women have killed their
muse. But I wouldn’t want anyone to be misled into think- husbands or boyfriends. This seems to be the typical
ing that the poems in the book lead up to this point. In a women’s crime. And if you talk with these women, you’ll
way it should be read backwards. find that maybe that was not such an irrational thing to

The last section of the book is very important to me. It’s do in their case. I was struck by the fact that, although

the section which relies most heavily on Southern rhetoric. they hate prison, some of the women spoke of what a relief
The poems in this part are all about a composite personality it was to live in a world without men and without relation-

who is the “me” I could have been under other circum- ships with men.

stances, less fortunate circumstances. Working in the prison is one of the most gratifying

The iii"st Poein, “Over Chattanooga,” is based on an activities that I’ve conducted in some time.
actual incident, about a girl at a State Fair outside Chatta- NOR: You I-m-U-atedl-t?1tWaSn,mn established program?

nooga who was killed when the chain swing in which she DANIELL: NO, it WaSn,t_ And to my knowledge’ this is

was riding broke and flew out over the city. This event the first time a poetry workshop of any kind has been done
imbedded itself in my consciousness—I had a fantasy of in the prisons in Georgia. I’m not sure, but I think so.
her as perhaps a suicide, and I related to the rising through NOR: b kt IT Pd 1_k k

air, flying out over the city of Chattanooga in a swing, _e mg ac O_ exua Our’ _l e 0 its you

which, of course, would not be the way it happened. Also Q htltie bit ?b0u€hteihmque' Yjfu U156 italic; tlacmg the

sexual feelin is related to rides and feelin s of risin . I regu Gr prm on 6 W0 Opposl 6 CO umns 0 e page or
g g g . .

. terspersed between regular printed stanzas. I was very
b t b h <1 th th b “i .

remem er as H eenager emg Very muc un er 8 um taken with this, but then Ifound that when I tried to read
f h ' ' .o t e Bible Belt and the great S1I1 was sex That was the h I d h d h d k h
. . t ose oems ou ou a a ar ime nowin ow

sin, you know, and I think there can be a near madness or p ’ , , _ g ’

and where, you would do it. Iwas wondering, for instance,
psychosis that results in the tremendous guilt when this ,, . ,, .

kind of upbringing comes in contact with sexuality when about the poem Lying There —GbOut the deer Shooting
’ d th d '

the sexuality begins to blossom. So I wanted to use this an 6 Woman unng Sex
Character to express that DANIELL: Usually, when I read these poems aloud in a

NOR: Do specific incidents like that—which y()u read reading, I only read the left side of the page, which is the

about in the paper or see on televl-S1-On_dO they Set Off non-italicized part. However, I have done an experiment

something that I-S already going on in yourhead or do they where I’ve read the italics on tape and then had the tape

Start Something of their Own? played as I read the other, which is one possibility. The

DANIELL: For me to notice a particular news clipping or left side of the page can stand alone as a poem on its own.

image means, I think, that there's already something in- NOR? How Woiiid You go dhoiit the tiniing When You

side my head that correlates with the image. IfI notice an were doing this other Voioe on the toPe? How do the iines

image and have a certain intensity of interest in this eonie in, in ooinhinotion With the Tegnior Printed iines—

particular image, that is because it is symbolic of some- siinnitoneoiisi)’ or oitei‘ndteiY?

thing in my unconscious. So I always make a note of DANIEI-Lt in the Paitieiiiai Poein that i taPed in this

images—things I see, things I hear——that make a certain Way» “Hoiisei<eePing»” the itaiioized stanzas and the non"

kind of impression on me. I’m like a certain kind of frog I itaiieized stanzas are not going on at the same tiine- You

heard about that lives in South America that can only see oan see that» on the Printed Page i have not Yet eXPeii'

whatit can eat.In otherwords,afrog sitting outbyapond or Inented With the Poeins» siioh as iii-Ying There” Where

something is not going to pay any attentign to anything it the italics are side-by-side, but I think it might be an in-

can’t use. And I think this is great because that means that as teiesiing idea
a person I can just follow my own natural inclinations, The itaiioized stanzas shnPiY have to do With the on"

which is the best possible thing for my work as a writer. eonsoioiis ie‘/ei and What is going on there-

NOR: What aboutyourcurrentworkinthe prisons here? NOR: What projects are you working on now? Any
What are you doing at Milledgeville? prose?

DANIELL: Right now it’s a one-to-one relationship be- DANIELL: I’m currently working on three projects. One

tween me and the individuals in my classes there, and I book about Southern women, sort of an exoneration and,

have a great deal of respect for them as human beings. at the same time, an examination ofthe pathology inherent

One of the things I’m doing besides getting to know the in the cultural position of Southern women, the potential

women is trying to help them get in touch with their real pathology which is very hard to resist, needless to say.
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That book is just forming in my mind so I can’t say a great Satin. These, too, are stories of Southern women.
deal about it now.

Over the summer, I began a novel and have written half
Then, of course, my on-going project is always poetry.

I’m working on a new collection to be titled Porn Film for
of the first draft of this. I’m a repressed novelist, by the My Sister, which will have to do with more direct autO_
way. I consume novels, and most of the novels I read now biographical material. Many people think the poems from
are by women. I rarely read books by men anymore. I’n1 A Sexual Tour of the Deep South are highly subjective and
really obsessed at this point in my life with the specifically personal. However, I think of them as abstractions of my
female experience and as e eon of process for me’ e life experience. It doesn’t have a lot of concrete autobiograph-
preeese I mtend to fellow th1s' Truly’ I’ve Often Wondered ical material in it. It’s transformed. In this book, I intend
what it would be like for a woman who was a true sex perhaps to use more autobiographical material, to talk
object to write of her experience" Meet Women who Cheese about relations with many different kinds of women and
that route seem incapable of verbalizing it so I thought

’ many different kinds of men, in a concrete way. At this
I might try to get into that a bit in this novel. And, too, I point, that’s the direction in which I see the book moving.
wanted to write about a woman who is an artist and has '

diverged from the cultural pattern. So these are some of
the things that the novel is about.

NOR: Do you find a lot of interplay back and forth be-
tween your poetry and your prose? Do theyfeed each other?

NQR; Where does it take p1eCe_? DANIELL: Absolutely, no conflict. The content, or that
DANIELL; It has e greet deal of Southern trnagery, Sne_ part of the process that indicates the content [in other

cific Southern imagery in it. It has two time frames, at least Words, whet is gerng en inside rne, rny interior Preeeseesl
at this point. One is a short range time frame and it’s set in direets the eentent of these Preleers- They sirnP1y hePPen
New Qrleene during Merdi Gree; and then there’s e greet to be realized in different forms. And each of these forms
deal of materiel’ flashback material, past rnateriat And interests me a great deal. Poetry seems the most natural to
these are going en sirnn1tenenns1y_ I love Strearn_nf_nnn_ me at this point because I’ve committed a lot of time to
sciousness literature, because I think everything does deyeleping serne teehnieel feeihty in Writing it However,
happen on a multi-linear level. We're not experiencing I else hepe re use this in Writing Prese- I de think Poetry
everything tn life strictly sequentially I'm having a great is the source art, the source literary art, the most difficult
deal of pleasure in working with what is a new form for end intense hrerery err-
H16. Writing, to me, is a continuing process and one reaches

I’ve written several short stories and I have a number an end of a certain part of that process and then is in a

of first drafts written. I plan at some future time to com- transitional period and then moving into another. It’s this
plete a collection, with the title Stains on a Piece of White process that’s so exciting to me. It’s living.

POEM

After everything quits,
things continue
happening. The phone
rings. A knock comes
at the door. Lightning
flashes across the bed
where you bend, looking
at the dictionary.
Asleep, you keep waking
from dreams. The surface
of your life keeps
being broken, less and less
frequently, at random.
Raindrops after a storm:
surprise: the ghost of awe.

—Everette Maddox
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PUBLICATION

It’s not what you
expected. Little
black ants of print
climb up onto
the stiff page
of the literary mag
and form a man.

Horrible! Ants
arranged in the shape
of a bent old man
on a bench
with a bottle of Tequila
between his knees.

“It’s all wrong! He
should have a lard can
on his foot,” you say,

banging your foot,
which is stuck in a lard can
made of ants.

Nothing on the page is true,
only the failure.
But that’s something, so

you decide it’s probably O.K.
some fragment of this funny Bible
has got transcribed
at last.

—Everette Maddox



TICK TOCK

Go lie on a river bank
some summer afternoon
when little yellow leaves
are drifting down
hitting the green water
one after another,
tick, in no particular
order or hurry. Can
you believe in time there?

Or go inside a room
where there’s a clock, shut
your eyes and listen:
that’s just a nervous
tick, you’d never imagine
it was going anywhere.

Hold on, though. Listen
to one with a tock too,
a tick tock: that’s
more than nerves,
that’s concern. It may be
a man with a wooden leg
running after you
shouting You left me
back there on
the river bank, you took
my medals, you got old.

—Everette Maddox
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Jesus and Jujubes
Cinema Christology

and the American Public

by Roger Gillis

If ever there was a work that deserved to remain in its original, was the first "Super" Version of the Greatest 5tOry_ Again there
intensely noniconographic form, it is the New Testament, but I were protests from reiigious grOupS_
suspect that the first motion-picture camera and projector had no O h . th tth K i h dr.i d th C .f. .

sooner been invented than some enterprising ex-glove salesman n eaiing a e_ a em group a I me e_ iuci ixian’
thoughtofgiving the worlda Gospel According to Saint NickeIod- the cathcllc publication! The Sacred Heart Revlewl decrled
eon. Ever since, the Bible has been big box office. the film as a “desecration.” Other religious journals were

—B'@"da" Cl” shocked. The Church Times of London saw a more subtle
problem in the use of cinema for religious subjects: "The mere
outer events may excite a sort of sentimental attention and

and in the early Cinema Created Significant reiigious Coni interest but so far from this being the sole end of religious
troversy. In 1911 Sarah Bernhardt produced for the New York . . . .development it is a positive danger and often prevents the soul
stage a version of Rostand’s La Samar/taine, a three act treat- f . ,,2

rom probing deeper.
ment of the Gospel encounter of Jesus and the Samaritan
woman at Jacob's well. The Divine Sarah, in bringing to the

later become a pattern proved a comfort here: when contro-
stage a play in which a visible and audible Christ is a central . . . . . .

versy IS involved, the motion picture industry will usually opt
character, received as much derision from religious leaders as for the safest ground. The makers of the film-especially
her character, the adulterous Samaritan woman, must have re- . . . . .Sidney Olcott, the director—were sincere in their purpose and
ceived from her village. The Catholic clergy protested strongly produced, iargeiy through the contributions of Robert Hehdeh
and several religious groups, seekingto ban the show, appealed SOn_Biand, who piayed Christ’ the rst iarge Scaie exampie of

to Mayor Gayaoai who insisted that he had no power to Stop that American popular art staple: Jesus the Nice Guy. Hender-
the parfOrm_anCa' son-Bland, an English actor, was an interesting blend of mystical

Current Literature ii_9i ii Siaiea that’ aitihough the ciiiica had poet and idealistic romantic. Some critics have alleged that he
attested to its reverential tone, this theatrical landmark pointed actuaiiy Confused himseirwith the Character he portraying.

to a ceaam deciina of the reiigiousi iiit nauat be canaeaea ' ' ' Sections in his autobiographies, From the Manger to the Cross
thattheimpersonation ofthefigure ofChriston the secular stage H922) and ACiOr_SOidi.er_POet H939)’ headed “The Caii,, and
indicates a decrease in the religious sentiment of the commu-
nity. The moment a divine personage becomes stage property,

The initial impersonations of Christ on the American stage

The religious critics need not have worried. What was to

”The Preparation,” tend to support this allegation. However,
Christ complexes aside, the American church could not have

he begins to cease to be a god. His human significance may be asked for a better Jesus. Henderson-Bland brought to the por-
intensified, but itis clearthat the playwright, at least, no longer rrayai or iesus aii his nobiesr inSrinCrS_ Here was an acror
feels the awe that forbadenthe Jews from even formulating into who reir What he “Was being enveioped by some Strange

Wariaaiha name Oilahva i power/'3 who gave to his portrayal a restrained nobility, a

T e next year Miss Bernhardt appeared in the Film D Art gentle radiance that could not but ingratiate itself with the film
Version of Queen Elizabeth’ part of the lm induatryia attempt audience. Some ofthis attraction is documented by Henderson-
to ape the theater's treatment of serious, artistic subjects. Brand hirnseir in his description or the riim making, ..i_iuge

Soon’ thanks to the ground breaking of La Samaniiaiina the crowds stood for hours in the blazing Syrian sun and numbers
Kalem aim Company planned a iimalarii Version of the moat lined the walls and covered the roofs of the houses. The crowds
serious of subjects, the life. of Christ. Although there had previ- round my Carriage were so dense rhar poiice were roid to keep
ously been partial or disguised treatments ofthe Gospel events, the heopie hack and when i ierr the Carriage to rake up my
From the Manger to the Cross (1912), filmed in Palestine, position in the Scene a Way was made for me’ and Women

stepped forward and kissed my robe.”“

*A New York mayor had, in the 188O’s closed an imported Passion Despite an anticipatory iieeiing ihai the iiim and’ eSpeCiaiiy'
Play because he agreed with citizens that any impersonation of Jesus the Hender5On‘Bl3nd Ch3|'3C'(eTlZ3ll0n were just right, Olcott
was irreverent. and the Kalem leadership still worried about Church reaction,
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so they arranged, on October3, 1912, a special showing at the with the memory still fresh of Birth’s condemnation by the

Queen's Hall London for a thousand clergy. The Nice Guy N.A.A.C.P.,Jane Addams, the president of Harvard University,
Jesus was an immediate hit. Restrained and reverent treatment and several politicians,
(no matter how safe or compromising) had proved to be the Howard Gaye is lucky he was not working for M-G-M in

winning combination. 1925 when Ben-Hur was filmed. Only his arm and his leg

Not as iueky W35 the |atge 5ea|e Vefgign of the hfe of Chfigt would have been in the credits. However, even these safe and

created by, of all people, the Greek Oriental Church Of Ru- (after this film) cliched ways of partially portraying Christ

mania in 1914. Current Opinion, in its article on the con- Were 0rl8lhallY hahhed- Abraham Erlahgeri Aiherleah lihhre5"

servative church's effort, criticizes its defects through the ob- Sarto! had aequlred the rl8ht5 t9 Geheral l-eW Wallaee’5 5'~'e'

servations of Dr. H. Petri, "a German writer of note." What ee55tUl h00l< arid 5ta8e l3>laY- Wl5hlri8 to he true to Wallaeets

seems to be unacceptable to Dr. Petri and to others—objections Pletl5tle Shlrlt» Erlahgeri lh hl5 tllrh rl8ht5 deal» 0rl8lhallY lh5lteel

that prove to be all too typical—is the depiction of Jesus as on one 0fWallace’s steadfast stage edicts—-thatthe characterof

too much the frail human being and a casualness in certain Chrl5therehre5ehteel hYa5hatt0tll8ht-*lUhe f\’lathl50tl‘/t-G-l\’t,

scenes totally outof synch with popularconceptions of Gospel Whe tlhallY 89t the rl8ht5i later perwaded Erlahger that rllm
epi5Ode5_ 50 it is that there is no enthusiasm for the Seehe drama could not be sustained by a significant character in the

showing Jesus on the way to Golgotha "in which a fanatical 5t0rY helhg P0rtraYed hY a lUrhlhOU5 hOhehtltY- A 50ft er

Jew is represented as striking Christ and soldiers as pricking C0mDrOn"li5e W35 the eventual Use Qt the l-0rd'5 l-lrrih5-

him with a lance every time he breaks down, which he is This 1926 Ben-Hur was also distinctive for its use of color.

represented as doing only too often.” Or for the Last Supper The Christ scenes were almost all in Technicolor. This marks

scene in which "Christ and his disciples are represented as the beginning of the industry's feeling that the greatest story

standing arOund a table, each with a filled glass in his hand needed the greatest of film techniques. ln the case of Ben-Hur,

While lUda5 has emptied his. The diSCiDle5 then leave the r0Om the result was not totally a success. Kevin Brownlow, in The

still chewing their food/'5 To assure future acceptance, film Parade’; Gene By, states; “The Technicolor nativity scene,

makers WOuld, after this, be sure t0 sh0W a suprahurnan with Betty Bronson as the Madonna, is a garish example of the

Christ, handled in an overly reverential rnanner. commercial art of the twenties . . . Miss Brons0n’s exquisite

Thomas lnce’s Civilisation (1915) dealt with a Christ re- 5erehlty l5 the Sedtteheels Saylhg greee_ht't hethlhg eettld

turned to earth for pacifistic purposes, but the next retelling eerhhete Wrth her Shhhrherlhg Teehhleeler hale-H7

of the life ofChrist was by one ofthe greatest of all film makers. lh t92e ahether elherha Chrlstlah Set the Teehhleelor

D. W. Griffith, with his Victorian views on good and evil, saw treetrheht But thts tlrhe—th the rst Klhg of K'h35—the lady

the Christ story as a classic case study of intolerance: Good was hot the Mother or God hut the great Sthheh Mary Magda‘
Man_GOd at the mercy of Evii pharieeea The Aii_WiSe Versus lene. This shift in technical italics says a great deal about the

the ignorant’ The A||_iuSt in contiict with the Uniust He’ of style of the film's legendary director, Cecil B. DeMille. DeMille
course, inciuded it as one of the tour Stories that comprise fashioned films for mass audiences. So it isthat in King of Kings

/ntoierance that i916 epic of iniustice and reiateci human DeMille found it necessary to introduce what was to becomea

nastiness through the ageS_ staple of Biblical epics, the secular subplot. Mary Magdalene,

Despite Grirntws perreCtiOniSm_the and who is depicted as the richest courtesan ‘west of the Jordan,

has gone through several unsatisfactory liaisons, including one

with the emotional Judas lscariot, but has found her life un-

. . fulfilling. Her encounter with the Saviour is the turning point of
h fl h ' ’t er I m premiered, t er New York Times generally favorable her iir She in and b ar ii Oriesusiw

ounces s eco o ow
review suggested that it and the French Huguenot story be . e .

. Th,f ,d ttllththltd h
dropped! The shortness of the Jesus scenes seemed particu- IS O course O85 no Se We WI e usy lu as W O

larly out of balance with the rest of the film. Those who have betrays the Mazteir out 9(tilea'°“Sy' r Cid i

. . . P t t , K' K' , t ea t, e-
seen Intolerance several times find it hard to recall that a O OI er Su po as‘ e mg O mes I a _ S _pr

sent a portrayal of Jesus that was not hazardous to intelligent

based on the Judaic expert Tissot’s paintings, etc.—the Christ

section of Intolerance is totally without impact. In fact, when

portrayal of Jesus is even in it. This is owing to the small num-

ber of scenes and to the fact that even when one of the Judea

scenes is shown, Jesus tends to get lost in the crowd. As a re-

sult, Griffith’s image of Christ is, ultimately, that of Jesus the li-
invisibie r.nan_ *The device, however, was used to some effect in 1912 film, The

Illumination, about two couples, one Jewish and one Roman, who
Howard Gaye’ the aeter who played lesus tn Intolerance’ convert to Christ. Anthony Slide writes in Early American Cinema

claims that the original print of the film contained thirty scenes "Christ is shown only as a light passing across the faees of the en-

in the Judea section but that Griffith cut the section down to lookers, and the lighting effects are quite marvelous when one re-

six scenes when Los Angeles Jewish authorities protested the members that The llluminat/'0" Was made before the days of pan-
. . . h " f'l . -4

villainous portrayal of the Gospel Jews. This would make sense C tomatlc ' m (pp 38 O)

in light of Griffith's painful sensitivity to the racism allegations “This bringing together or the Secuiar and the Sacred was a favorite

made when his earlier epic, Birth of a Nation, appeared. lt is motif of DeMille. He had once planned a film version of the life of the

ironic that Intolerance—which was to be, in Gerald Mast’s Blessed Virgin, entitled Queen Of Queens, in Whieh Marv W85 to
Words nhis cinematic defense his pamphiet against intei_ encounter the sensual and conniving Salome. Due to protests from

/ / . . . . .

iectuai censorshi in mm rOrm,,6 Shouid be Sha ed in an b Catholic circles—notably Daniel Lord, S.J.—the film never material-
p p p y ized. This and previous censorial questions were responsible for the

the pressures Qt ah Outslde group Perhaps at thts tlrhe Grttttth rift between Fr. Lord and DeMille, a relationship that had started

Was not capable of withstanding any widespread criticism, favorably, Lord being one of the key advisors on King of Kings.
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viewers and diabetics. Perhaps, because DeMiIIe was a marine?”‘°Thereviewercloses by summarizingthe portrayalin
popularist, his Jesus—portrayed by H.B. Warner—emerges as the words of the subtitle given it by the trade: I Was a Teenage
a person with identifiable human characteristics. Although the 195L15-

depiction is necessarily reverent (in I926 there were still those l Ohe WQuld thlhl< that GeQr8e Ste‘/eh5 WQulrl have learhed
I who Wuu|d have eiesed garah Bernhardt's Show if they had from the Bronston fiasco and stuck to film projects like his

been mayor of New York), the DeMille version of Jesus has previous Shane and The Diary of Anne Frank. Instead, his
a human annea| that sti|| makes it one of the most requested attraction to the Gospel story sent him headlong into another
films. A reviewer in a I927 issue of Out/ook states, "It is a Blhlleal eXtraVa8ahZa/ The Create5t 5tQrY Ever TQld/ tl9t>5)/
manly Christ that is depicted, masculine, gracious, restrained, ha5ed lQQ5elY Qh the hQQl< Qt the Same tltle hY FultQh Our5ler
and dignified, human and not lacking in a human sense of ahel Qh the GQ5Pel5 aeeQrdlh8 tQ Matthew, Mark, Luke, John,
humor/'sAnyene who has seen Kenneth Anger/s use of/(ins of and Hollywood. One critic explained its difference from its

Kings film clips in his satiric film 5C0rpiO Rising can attest to mest immediate predecessor by labeling King er Kings as the
these qualities, especially the last. Anger’s visual representa- lQW t)rQW’5le5u5 ahd The Create5t5tQrV Ever TQld a5the mleldle
tiun of the di5eip|e5 and Jegus Scarnnering around ieru5a|ern brow Christ. Change of brows or not, Stevens’ film marks little
to the tune of the 6O’s rock hit, Party Lights, seems somehow Ii>rQ8re55 lh artl5tleallY hahdllhg the GQ5Pel harratl\’e- There
wi|d|y apprOptiate_ is still the overblown production—heavy handed score by

Alf ' h ' f H I V 'Perhaps the feeling that DeMille's version of the life of lee Newman’ bollowlllg eavlly mm alldel erdl' lllld
Isra ll folk s n s‘ decorative sets that more than one critic

Jesus was the definitive study accounts for the thirty-four e _ O g ’
labeled in the style of Hallmark cards; a cast of thousands,year gap that preceded the next full blown treatment of the

Gos el stor It should be noted howev r that some efforts lllcllldlllg the llled teclllllqlle of Cameos by lamolls playersp y I e / I -

_ . . . , , " , h I , h h ll d -during this period did deal with the Christ story. A French ( Yes S lle_y_ t at WaS_lOO S e ey Wllltels l, all all O?/er
blown publicity campaign‘ Over three years in the making‘f'l , I h I I f h ' ’ ' . . l . lllll GO gol a ( 932) was a portlaya O C rlsl 5 passloll but Made with the advice of the Po e Ben-Gurion' s onsoreddid not play in America; and a church-sponsored film, Day of . . p ' l p

Triumph (I952), although a full treatment of Jesus’ life, also by the Plesldellt and Fllst Lady’ etcl
. . . . . . Y t Steve does, at I t, im I‘ htl revio sdid not receive mass ublic circulation.Also the commerciall e lls eas prove S lg y on p UI3 , Y . . . . . .

. . fforts by avoiding spicy or irrelevant subplots and by depicting
I A fl ,Th Rb 1953 as -H 1959, e .

popll at mellcall l ms e O el lall ell UM l a Christ (Max Von Sydow) who is not a thorough simp. Fredwhile treating the effect of Christ on certain followers, present . . . . .

. . . . . Myers, in Christian Century, points out that Von Sydow is
Jesus in the artial wa alread discussed above on the filmin ,

of the first Ben-Hur It was not until I961 that American film some Wat Vlll el and t ls goes a one Way towel Settlllg a
l precedent/"‘ Still, the overlong effort is, in the final analysis, a

makers dared another thorough treatment of the life of Jesus. tedious, distorted, and failure’ one of the

lh lgel all the Worst elelhehls et the Plevleus leslls hllh5_ Stevens fails artistically is that he, like the other film Gospel
the Stralherl Seeular 5uhI3lQt» the Saudi’ 5IalehdQr5 Qt teehhleal directors before him, takes too seriously the prevailing Ameri-
Pa<3l<a8lh8i ahrl the lh5lDlCl depletlQh Qt Chrl5t—Were brQu8ht can images of Jesus. Since King of Kings (I 927), King of Kings
together tor the lhOhurhehtallY Pooh Second Klrlg Ot Klh85- (I961), and The Greatest Story Ever Told were all made to
This was not a remake of the DeMille version. It was, however, conform to What audiences expected of any nertrayai Ofiesus,
a remake Qt the Blhle- Here l5 a PrettY» dQellei ahel bewlldered these films, as popular art, are highly illustrative of the main
Jesus caught up in the politics of his day. Judas, a good friend images attributed to the Christ by Americans
el Batahht” lperlrayedr as Tlme magazlhe Pelhts euti 35 3 As a preface to an examination of these film depictions of
George Wa5hlh8tQh Qt the le\/V5), 5ee5 hl5 hQPe lh re\’QlutlQh Jesus, I would hold that each participates in what might be
tla5hetl Wlth the Capture Qt l3arahha5—hut hQti hQWe\’eri uhtll called an American Docetism. In this context, John T. Gallo-
aftera bloody Jewish-Roman battle scene spectacular in both Way, ir_ has given, in his The Cespei According to 5uner_

Sweep ahd ahaehlehlshl luelast ehly hope l5 to gel lesus at‘ man, a concise definition of this religious belief: “For two
rested, a situation calculated to activate the Messiah’s super- thousand years peenie haye had a hard time grasping the
natural PQWer5i rallY the leWl5h PeQPle ahdi eVehtuallY» notion that God would fully, totally become a man. Many in
create the utopian Messianic Kingdom. Readers of the Gospel the church see iesus as a kind of Superman, igtrange yisiter
khewlhe ehdlht-3' from another planet with powers and abilities far beyond

Tom F. Driver, in his review for Christian Century, called those of mortal men,’ who disguised as Jesus of Nazareth,
this King of Kings a "King James Version of Gone With the was really not a man at all but remained God himself. This
Wind/'9 Certainly the attempt at wide screen splendor is there kind of heresy is called Docetism/"’
—the cast ofthousands, sweeping music, Technicolor overkill, Despite the intellectual acquiescence by most American
etc. But in the midst of this grandiosity is one-dimensional ChristiansthatJesus is, indeed, God-made-Man and despite the
Jeffrey Hunter, whose Jesus is virtually a nonentity. Time, orthodox views maintained by their theologians, for the most
like most publications, excoriated the film, but singled out part—certainly on a general cultural level—Americans have,
the portrayal of Christ as especially awful: “The imitation of emotionally, created an image of aJesus who is more God than
Christ is little better than blasphemy. Granted that the role is man. He is either the God temporarily pretending to be like
impossible to cast or play; granted that the attempt may never- any other man—~but, in reality, not a real mortal at all—or
theless be worth making. Whatever possessed Producer Bron- he is the God-Man who has risen from the apparent defeat of
ston to offerthe part tojeffrey Hunter, 35, a fan mag cover boy death: the Superman who is the Resurrected Christ. He may
with a flabby face, a cute little lopsided smile, baby-blue eyes “walk with me and talk with me” and I may “put my hand in the19‘

IIand barely enough histrionic ability to play a Hollywood hand of the Man but it is the post-Ressurection Jesus who
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walked and talked with the disciples to Emmaus, the Jesus who Yet/< T/mes suggested that the film would have been more

presented his wounded hands to the Apostle, Thomas. This reverent if the camera had been moved back when filming
baCl<W8rd proiedlon Of the Dost-R€‘s5UreCtion image oi le5US Jesus. He is apparently uncomfortable with the human close-
into the Gospel events preceding the Crucifixion permeates ups ofthe American looking Warner whose countenance”does
popular American representations of Christ. not appeal to one as the general conception of Christ, gained

Deiviiiieis testis, for exarnpie’ is basieaiiv a pertravai of a from Bellini, davinci, and other masters of painting/"’ One
Superman as Man of the Yeah He is the rviodei Man Who, in critic complained that Delvlille had portrayed Jesus as capable

his suprahumanness, is the ideal that no one can really ever Oi Weai<ne55—Hthe Agony in the Garden 5dgge5t5 a man who
achieve Detvtiiie Once toid an interviewer: Hi think the irn_ is afraid to die. . . .”“‘ And behind several complaints that the
pertanee of Contact vvith a Supreme Being or a Supreme movie lacked the spirit ofthe Gospels isadisappointment that
Mind is vveiii i think testis of Nazareth Covers it more the life of Jesus is presented as a story of a wonderful man,

thoroughly probably than any being——any Divine Being_thet that the cinema is unable to portray the God who was man,

has ever visited the earth/its The Divine Being that visited a God of transcendent power. One review states this sense of
earth was given top treatment by Detvtiiiev The tiiming of loss and concluded: "Perhaps because they sense the omis-
King of Kings vvas handied vvith the decorum and restraint of sion, the very pious will find it more than ordinarily difficult

to admit the propriety ofa commercial Hollywood Passion Play.

. . .And somethere will be, privileged to supportMr. Alexander
Woolcott’s testimony that H. B. Warner's impersonation is at

Filming started August 24, 1926. The clergy prayed for bless- Variance With the true Chri5t~
ing—a Protestant bishop, a rabbi, a Catholic priest, a Salva- lf any performance is “at variance with the true Christ" or
tion ArmY commanding otiicer/a Mohammedan teacher and with any genuine believer’s image of Jesus, it is most likely
a Buddhist Swami‘ that ofjeffrey Hunter in the second King of Kings. The makers of

A ten—stop organ played “Onward, Christian Soldiers!” _ _ _ _

eeeh memine Derviiiie entered the Sound Steee and air this Technicolor piece of kitsch transport to the screen one

stood by solemnly. Spiritual mood music was piped in, strains or the most distasterui Cultural images or le5u5—the AndrogY'
from Handel's “Largo,” Dykes' "Holy, Holy, Holy” and nous Christ. This form of Docetism robs Jesus of his humanity
5traiher'5 “the erucitixion-H“ by robbing him of his masculinity. Not only is he not Man in

the generic sense, he is not man in a genetic sense. This image
that Der‘/iilie enYi5ioned Chri5t a5 a tigure removed trom was familiar to Americans long before Nicholas Ray started

ordinary men is evident from Koury’s account of DeMille’s fiiming King of Kings Net has it died out Btewsing in any

treatment ot H- 5- Warner» the actor Who portraYed le5u5- religious supply store today will still demonstrate the popu-
Warner Signed a ti‘/e Year contract in Which he agreed not larity of paintings in which Jesus looks like a bearded lady,*
to appear in anY tiim role Which Would reflect pooriY on where the general impression is of the Saviour as the girl next
his part in King of Kings; Warner also agreed not to go to deet_

nightclubs and to avoid, during production, secular activities The prevalence of this image of Jesus in the United States

Such a5 5Wirriming or going to ba5ebaii game5- During riiihing is attributable to several strains in our culture. Somehow, in

Warner ate alone and Spent his time When not needed on the our evolution of the model American male, politics, the mili-
set in his dressing room. If he went outdoors he wore a hood tery, and business became identified with the iiteei man’/_
that concealed hi5 tace- The5e precautions and other5— all areas where rough activity was stressed. The supposedly
DeMille had in‘/e5tigator5 duietiY prove the traudulence or passive activities of learning, culture, and religion were
a paternitY allegation against Warner—Were part or DeMiiie'5 assigned to women or to sissified men. With this classification,
attempt to create a dignified image or the HoiY One, a pertect Jesus wound up in the second camp. lt was this stereotype
being tar above ahY mortai- that thi5 image Wa5 5ucce55tuiiY that go-getter Christians like Bruce Barton and Billy Sunday
realized is illustrated by an incident during the filming of a Werred against Batten/s best seiing book The Men Nobody

particuiariY hard 5cene in Which the de5potic DeMille 5ar' Knows (1925)creates animage ofjesus asthe greatest business-
castically criticized Warner’s efforts. Warner shocked director man of a|| times_ Sunday, in an attempt to Win men ever to

and creW With the angrY question, ”tYir- Deiviiiier do You Christianity, preached a,Saviour who sounded morelike Teddy
realize to Whom You are 5peai<ing?”i5 Roosevelt than the gentle Nazarene: ”[he] was no dough-

i'ioWe\/er» a5 it has been conceded aboYe» Del‘/iiiie'5 le5u5/ faced, lick-spittle proposition. Jesus was the greatest scrapper
overly dignified and pietistically portrayed as it is, remains tnetevet |ived_"2<>

Ol'1€ Of th€ b€SiI portrayals W8 have. fVtOSt Olr th€ Cl'ltlCS at tl'l8 A|5() contributing to the fgminine image Qf Christ was
time, even those who had detested his previous works, ad- America's eeneept of putity_ Through 3 series of strange

mitted to an attractive pre5entation oi the Go5pel le5u5- culturalformulations, purity became almostexclusively associ-
Richard Watts, Jr., in his New York Herald Tribune review, eted with Women Christ’ who was perfect in a|| things, purity

eXpre55ed What mo5t tavorable reVieW5 pointed toi ”A\/oiding included, became linked with the structure of feminine values.
With amaling 5i<iil the cognate perii5 or making the role too Horace Bushnell, writing in 1869 against women's suffrage,
5elt‘con5ciou5iY 5accharihe» or» on the other hand» too much makes this distinction between men and women: ”. . . more
the breeZiiY intormai i'ioilYWood leading man, he [Warner] is expected of women . . . there is more expectancy of truth
presents his Saviour an always believable and tremendously

moving Combination of tenderness’ quiet h/umoh Spiritual *One famous French painting ofjesus as the Sacred Heart was actually
hobiiitY» and lu5t the right touch Qt earthiine55- its painted by a man who used his wife as the model for Jesus, painting

Still, the Docetists grumbled. Mordaunt Hall of the New in the beard later.

a state reception for a foreign dignitary. Phil A. Koury, a

DeMille worker and biographer, describes the film's start:
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and sacrifice in the semi-christly subject state of women than
is likely to be looked for in the forward, self-asserting head-
ship of men/'2‘ Bushnell represents that line of thought that
creates a Jesus devoid of virility because an expression of
Christ's manliness would compromise the notion of his perfect
purity.

Hunter, in King of Kings, is the androgynous, passive Christ
personified. His body shaved, his clothes a bleach commer-
cial clean, he is the Lamb of God reduced to a maiden aunt’s
“such a lamb.” Critics had a field day. Time questions the
whole enterprise but singles out the Hunter Jesus: “And why
dress the poor guy up in a glossy-curly page-boy peruke, why
shave his arm pits, and powder his face till he looks like the
pallid, simpering chorus-boy Christ of the religious-supply
sh0ppes?”“ His passivity, developed through his stupidly
not realizing the social situation around him and his con-
stitutive inability to get angry, is pointed out by America's
Moira Walsh who charges that "the picture bends all its ef-
forts . .. to keep Christ as neutral and undynamic as possi-
ble."“ Billy Sunday would have been outraged.

An attempt was made to put hair on Jesus in The Greatest
Story Ever Told, but here Docetism shows itself through the
image ofjesus as the bland but magic Superman—able to bend
steel with his bare hands, change the course of mighty rivers,
and raise friends from the dead in a single bound—aII done
with production elements that have a maddening lack of
subtlety. Pauline Kael complained of the Lazarus scene:
”. .. as the shrouded Lazarus shuffles out of the tomb the
sound track bellows forth a deafening ‘Hallelujah Chorus.’
More of the ‘Messiah’ is heard after Christ rises on the third
day, but by then it seems a sort of musical-comedy reprise,
and I wouldn't have been surprised if the sound track had
favored us with a stanza or two of ‘Oh, What a Beautiful
Morning’/’“ Shana Alexander sums up the film in her Life
review by observing that “the total effect was one of sets by
Hallmark, panorama by Grand Canyon Postcards, Inc. and
script by ecumenical committee/'25

Miss Alexander's last point—film makers’ attempts not to
offend anyone—-is a major cause of the bland, one-dimen-
sional portrayals of Jesus on the screen and a leading reason
why most of these films are so unmoving, so sterile.* The
Ray King of Kings and The Greatest Story Ever Told, for ex-
ample, go out of their way not to offend the Jews. The Ro-

mans are the villains in King of Kings and Stevens eliminates

*lt is a general criticism of the Gospel films. Perceval Reiners on
DeMille’s King of Kings: ”. .. it was thereafter Mr. DeMille’s in-
flexible precaution to fashion a picture so intrenched in reverence
and armored in piety that it offered no weakness for its would-be
detractors." (The Independent, May 28, 1927, p. 565). Of King of

all Semitic blame by having the devil himself, played by
Donald Pleasance as the Dark Hermit, cry ”Crucify him.”
(No wonder Ben-Gurion approved of the film!) Seeing the
bend-over-backwards treatment of the Jews one has the feeling
that Ray and Stevens would have been delighted if some one
had proved, a la Chariot of the Gods, that Jesus had really
been killed by atheistic Martians.

A cynic might attribute this treatment of the Gospel Jews
to the fact that their descendents buy movie tickets. It wouldn't
be the first time that film makers have been accused of toning
down the Gospel story in order to attract customers and
bolster box-office. The charge of using religion for commercial
gain spans the whole history of Biblical films. In I912 one
magazine criticized movie businessmen who "seek to bring
people into their net. The men and women who have rejected
Christ are not the people who will supply their sixpences and
threepences to see the Agony in the Garden/'2" And Moira
Walsh levels this charge against the makers of the second
King of Kings: . . it is obvious that these gentlemen have
no opinion on the subject except that at the moment [Christ]
is a ‘hot’ box office property if properly exploited/'2’ Certainly,
at its worst, this commercial impulse of producers of popular
religious "art" has given us such innocuous products as the
Jeffrey Hunter Jesus, Good Shepherd night lights, and Baby
Jesus coloring books.

And behind all this religious kitsch floats the Docetistic
image of Jesus—an image that denies his humanity and, I

somehow sense, has to do with Americans’ long and un-
comfortable relationship with their own bodies. Why else all
the righteous objection to a physical depiction of the Lord in
the early decades of film? Why else did we object so strenu-
ously, in the sixties, to the use of God's name (Jesus or Christ)
in such secular, purely human songs as the Beatles’ Ballad
of john and Yoko? (The record was banned by most radio
stations because it used the name, “Christ,” and made the
analogy that the singers, too, had felt the hatred of those who
try to "crucify/’) Why else did most main line Christians
denounce the emergence of the /esus Christ, Superstar record-
ing as blasphemous because it presented a Jesus who was
“too human?" Perhaps, after all, the shaved and antiseptic
body of Jeffrey Hunter is the best symbol of the longest lived
American conception of Jesus Christ.

The traditional American concept of Jesus, however,
changed with the general antitraditionalist movement of the
sixties. This complex period, with its tremendous changes,
has been much debated and various theories elaborated as

to the cause of this decade of foment. A particularly clear and

convincing treatment of the sixties effect on religion is the last

chapter of Sydney E. Ahlstrom's A Religious History of the
Kings (I961) Stanley Kaufman claims that the film is “bathed in the American People. Simply put, Ahlstrom sees some connection
awed reverance of those whose main concern in making a religious
picture is not to affirm faith but to avoid offending a single potential
customer." (New Republic, Nov. 13, 1961, pp. 37-38); Tom Driver
claims that the screen writer, Philip Yordan, had ”removed Jesus
forever from the ranks of controversy." (Christian Century, Nov. 1,
I961, pp. I302-3). Of The Greatest Story Ever Told, Time points to

between violent reaction to the belittling effects of a tech-
nological culture and the system that created it; and a very
identifiable religious shift to a stress on man's importance and
on the moral obligation of social action. Symbolic of this shift
was the sympathetic reception given to The Gospel According

the film's trying not “to disturb the public mind with a single fresh to 5t_ Matthew) (American re|eaSe, 1966), by those in this new
conception," and sums up the film as "3 hours and 41 minutes
worth of impeccable boredom.” (Time, Feb. 26, I965, p. 96); and
Shana Alexander sums up her disgust with the film's wishy-washy
tone in the title of her review, “Christ Never Tried to Please Every-
body." (Life, Feb. 26, I965, p.25).

American antitraditionalist movement.

The Gospel According to St. Matthew was made on a shoe-
string budget by Italian director Pier Paolo Pasolini. Perhaps

because of his communistic beliefs, Pasolini's film is a loving
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tribute to that which is good in all men. His understanding Pharisees.* Pasolini’s portrait of Jesus emphasizes the pro-

close-ups of the nonprofessional troupe used to depict the phetic man consumed by zeal for his father's house. He

Gospel characters lead Newsweek to conclude that his mes- challenges, antagonizes, and teaches with such purpose—

sage is ”that humanity is beautiful at worst and at best it is even the usually placid Sermon on the Mount has a stern-

sacred/”8 Itis certainlyaGospel film shorn ofall its traditional, jawed emphasis to it—-that one can understand why Jesus

overblown trappings. Filming in a dusty, deserted village in was a threat to the Jewish leaders. Unlike the stories in the

southern Italy, Pasolini presents the story ofJesus in its simplest pseudoecumenical works of Ray and Stevens, Pasolini’s film

and starkest terms. The characters wear authentically tattered makes it clear why Christ was killed and who killed him.

and dirty garments and there are flies at the Last Supper. It is the 5003' GOSpe| Jesus, determined reformer,

To a nation fighting the effects of technological belittlement who is clearly depicted in The Gospel. And there were those

of the personal, this glorification of the human in The Gospel who found fault with the image. Alongside the nonartistic

was most welcome. Part of the warm reception given the film objections ofChristiansto a communisthandlingtheir property,

can possibly be linked with a satisfaction accompanying there were those critics who seriously considered the work

comparison of this treatment with its predecessors. Artistic flawed by the portrayal of Jesus. In essence, these critics

considerations aside, knocking sentimental New Testament considered the characterization as basically monoemotional.

stereotypes was an attack on traditional religion in America, Pasolini’s Christ is one-sided-—too much the stock character of

a force largely responsible for the existing technological the angry young man. Time summarizes this partial dissatis-

dominance.* Counteracting this traditional tide was an ever- faction with the film by observing that “Christ sheds the

increasing cultural insistence on the importance of man and mantle of soulful martyr but still seems no more than a fierce

a celebration of the human. Theosophical groups, who preach embodiment of divine purpose, as stiff and one-dimensional

that man can attain the power of God, flourished. Personalism, as those who have gone befgre/'31

in such forms as sensitivity training, enjoyed a renaissance.

Magazine writers and other authors told Americans that the

body was good. Jesus became a man again.

The portrayal of the decisive man of heavenly purpose is

not to be found in Jesus Christ, Superstar (I973), the film
version of the successful record opera and stage spectacle.

The Gospel Jesus was human, indeed. For realism, Pasolini However, there are elements that it shares with The Gospel

used a non-actor, a Spanish economics student, Enrique According to St. Matthew and with the popular sixties and

lrazoqui, to portray the Christ. Richard Schickel, writing in early seventies image of the Jesus revival attested to most

Life, describes the Pasolini Jesus: “Jesus trudges the roads of notably by the Jesus People movement. According to this

Judea neither haloed nor clad in white but in a scratchy, image, Jesus is an antitraditionalist, an antilegalist, and a

dirty black robe. His beard is scraggly and much of the time man who, despite the weaknesses of being human, tries to

he has about him the fevered air of a hungry, exhausted man live according to his conscience and beliefs. He is opposed

driven by the knowledge that time is short and that there is by those who are quite obviously evil——hypocritical, immoral,

much to do/'2" Here is a Christ with emotions, who sweats, and self-seeking men who maintain the status quo. In short,

who is frightened by death, and who cries out in horrible the Gospel becomes an allegory of the social situations of the

screams when nailed to the cross. present.

Another quality of the Pasolini Gospel film that is con- So it is that in the film Superstar the portrayals of the

sistent with various interpretations of Jesus and the Gospel Pharisees, Jewish leaders, and the Romans have been intensi-

message in the sixties is Jesus’ intense social conscience and fied to the point of bizarre characterizations of evil. In fact,

his threatening intolerance of injustice. This is in stark con- the whole enterprise becomes so extreme (owing, it seems, to

trast with the portrayals of Jesus in the capitalistic products following the excesses of Tom O'Horgan’s stage transforma-

which preceded The Gospel. Stevens’ The Greatest Story Ever tion) that the script writers and Norman Jewison, the director,

Told has the Von Sydow Jesus answer a question on wealth found it necessary to tell the story as a modern Passion Play

by compromisingly stating that at times riches may be a bur- enacted in the Israeli desert by a roaming troupe of actors,

den. Gone is the righteous finger pointing at the wealthy. singers, and dancers. The story, then, becomes a series of

Jeffrey Hunter's Jesus never upsets people. As Newsweek symbols, supposedly depicting Gospel truths. Thus, modern

points out, King of Kings “does not include Christ's driving the anachronisms, such as Herod's sun glasses, are to be translated

moneylenders out of the temple, possibly because the movie, into their greater meaning; in this case, decadence or vanity.

like J. D. Salinger’s Franny, couldn’t bear the thought of an A row of tanks rolling across the desert is a consolation prize

angry Jesus/’3° Not so Pasolini. If anything, Jesus is most to those in the audience not adept at easy symbol decoding.

Consistently portrayed as an angry radical‘ As modern as the trappings are, though, the film is a throw-

And he is most angry at the hypocrisy and moral lassitude back to DeMille. Again Mary Magdalene is subplotted as a

of the age, embodied most concretely in the Scribes and love interest—but this time she’s in love with Jesus. Judas,

*Ahlstrom points out that “Max Weber performed a great office by *Rogopag, a quartet of film segments by four directors, contains a

turning men's attention to the ways in which the Judeo-Christian section, “Cottage Cheese,” done by Pasolini. In this pre-Gospel

world-view in general and the Protestant Reformation in particular effort, Pasolini develops the theme of simple generosity in the face

accelerated the rationalization of social and economic life which of hypocrisy and vice by showing the death of a poor, ignorant, but

underlies the use of organized technology.” Sydney E. Ahlstrom, A good actor playing the part of the Good Thief during the filming of a

Religious History of the American People, Vol. 2 (Image Books, life of Christ by a proud director, working with a cast who, down to

New York, I975), p. 61 I. Mary and the angel, are decadent, snobbish, and cruel.
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like Milton's Satan, is a dominant character who, in terms of this lack of religious engagement in Ray's King of Kings, states
drama, is more interestingthan Jesus. And just as H. B. Warner “An important function of art after all is to make us see our-
labored to give his Jesus saintliness, Ted Neeley works just selves more clearly. This can be a very painful experience,
as hard to make his Superstar Jesus human. Too hard, it could so painful in fact that vast numbers of the mass audience
be argued, for there is a whininess and petty poutiness that have demonstrated that they will not support it with their
creeps into his portrayal. This tendency, coupled with his ticket or grocery purchases. They prefer the kind of entertain-
American looks, voice, and manner (Neeley is from Texas), ment with the opposite but ultimately deChristianizing mes-
suggests a seventies Jeffrey Hunter directed by Pasolini. sage: ‘You are fine as you are.’ "33

The Jesus of Codspell (1973) is also an apt reflection of the Ahotew C'teele)" lh ah attlele oh I/Wh)’ Hollywood Never
times. His concern for morals (the Codspell Jesus is con- Asks the Goo Qtlestlohtl lh The New York Tlme5/ teeehtl)’
stantly teaching and preaching) done within e Certain Ce|e_ argued that there has not been a truly religious film made in

bration of life is a portrayal consistent with a modern revival AmellCa_5alhtl)’ bloglaohle5/ Blblleal Spectacles’ and Clergy
of moralistic concerns and a concerted search by the culture hlCthte5 h9tWlth5t3hChn8- He Summarizes by analyzing the
to fine happiness and ipy_ |:O||OWing this emphasis on ioy, history of so-called religious films in America. His analysis

the film version, like the play, portrays Jesus’ humanity through l5 esoeelall)’ ahpllcable to the lesus tllmst
the image of the Clown Christ. There is a beguiling quality to
this almost medieval morality play character comparable Se the Ameheah tllmmaket u_aea_ tellgteh as a Stage prep

or a grabber. He may be a skeptic, in which case he exploits
te the image et Petet Pan‘ Both ate’ at bottom’ Symbols ahd religion with a wink ofthe eye. Or he may even be sincere; he
hot people ahdr 35 '5 th9 C359 Wlth mO5t 5)’mh0l5/ Certain may think that casting out devils or routing the Philistines in
specifics are muddled or lost. Here it is gender and the particu- massive battle formations is what religion is. After all, there's

larity of person that are the missing factors. The Jesus of God- Pleht)’ ot that lh the Blhle
spell is not the historical Jesus of Nazareth. We know from Butthe. leetthlnelnthe Werldthe Ameecen elreeterdeesispermit his doubts and fears, hopes and ecstacy, horror and
the use’ agalh’ et the Haeteta puttlhg Oh a Show” teehhlque interludes oftranscendenceinto his films. First ofall,the ques-
that thl5 l5 true What l5 ple5ehted l5 ah allegot)’ Qt the 809d tions involved in such experiences are regarded as not worth
and joyful Messiah who loved people so much that he died asking. Secondly, the director suspects that if he made people
for them |n (joe/spe” the humanity of Jesus is most Often really think about them, he might scare the hell out of them,

translated into the show’s main theme: love. In fact, never are and they Wehldhlt eeme hack to See hta next mevlee
we given any villainous characters to hate, and the audience
IS made to identify with the disciples who sing that all they eh Greeley S temerke matte Vt/l Hays le27 eeer te t e

Atheists Society ironic reading, indeed. The Society wantedwant is to see, follow, and love the Lord, Jesus.
equal film treatment of its views as a balance to DeMille’s

What, of course, differentiates these three films from their iudeO_Qhri5iian epiCS, The Ten Commandments and King of
predecessors is, as already noted, a stress on the humanity of Ki-nest Hays’ ezai of the motion picture eede at the time,

leauat lh The Gospel Aeeetdlhg to at Matthew’ Paaellhl has wrote a letter to the President of the Society, piously insisting
Jesus sweat and scream. The Jesus of /esus Christ, Superstar that the motion piettiie industry eeuid net_and Weuid not

la’ as Mary Magdalene laelhts Out’ Hiust a malt” Also’ there ls want to—av0id religious questions. Part of his argument was
a raging personal doubt accompanying Jesus’ Passion, and no
Resurrection. The Godspell Jesus sings, dances, and tells corny
jokes. All three, in their different ways, mark a shift from the The motion picture, | may add, is concerned with drama,
Docetist images that preceded them. Part of this humanizing of and drama is concerned with whatever man does. Potentially,
Jesus is attributable to the political and social strains already evewthlhg touching mah—hl5 thoughts’ his ld‘=‘al5/ ldeasl
aiiuded to above; but the reempheeie on the Chrtet_ae_Men aspirations, his ambitions--is motion picture material. To ask

us to eliminate God and man's belief in God, therefore, is to
image on the populartleveltcatn also betlinked to the theological ask Us te eiiminate one et the meet profound urges in man_
sifting down of earlier biblical studies and theories which the spiiiiiiai urge gueh is unihinkab|e_
created a new interest in the historical Jesus. As J. Robert In fact, to ask us to eliminate God from motion pictures is

Nelson notes in his Christian Century treatment of The Gospel: equlvaleht to a5l<lh8 that Stlhshlhe he hatred trot“ the Pla)”
”|t is doubtful that Pasolini has read Gerhard Ebeling, Ernst giteehda Where emaelateel’ """_eP‘ ehlleteh et the tehemehtt’

find a moment's res te of ha ness It is e uivalent to askingpl ppl - q
Fuehs’ er eveh Rudelt eultmahh' But he has ahewh Us more us to blot the stars from the heavens because men may look
Vlvldl)’ than the 5Ch0lar5 can What the ’WOrd'EVeht' meah5 at them and dare to ask themselves, as Napoleon did of his
for mankind/'3’ fellow voyagers into Egypt, “But who, gentlemen, made all

those?”3'=‘

as follows:

By way of conclusion, a major defect should be noted in
II h A ' f'l h ' ' f Th I

Z t 3. merleeatn/vil mhc erechertlzatloto testis’ ( e Ctcfpe Unfortunately, the American films about Jesus have ofteredccor /ng to t att ew, w a ever I au s, is exemp rom
. . . . . . . little more, culturally and religiously, than Hays hypocritical

this criticism): although about religious subjects, presumably _ _ _

. . . . . . . sentimentalisms. Perhaps, after all, the atheists did get equal
the religious subject, none of the films raise real religious
questions. Not one asks the viewer to grapple with the sig- eme
nificant problems of the meaning of life, the mystery of death,
or with the hard choices of morality. Moira Walsh, sensing

‘The trend continues. A film company in Denmark, despite opposi- "’Representations of Christ on the American Stage.” Current Litera-
tion, still plans a film on the sexual nature of Jesus. ture (Feb., 1911), p. 193.
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“The Life of Christ in Moving Pictures,” Literary Digest (Aug. 10, "Horace Bushnell, Women's Suffrage; the Reform Against Nature,
1912), p. 228. quoted in Richard Hofstader, Anti-Intellectualism in American Life,

‘Robert Henderson-Bland,Actor-So/dier-Poet (London, 1939), quoted p. 190.
by Anthony Slide, Early American Cinema (U.S.A., 1970), p. 55. “"$ig 011118 CFOSS,” Time, D. 55-

‘Literary Digest (Aug. 10, 1912), p. 227. “Moira Walsh, "Christ or Credit Card” America (Oct. 21, 1961),5”The Life of Christ as Shown in the Movies," Current Opinion p. 137.
(Sept., 1914), p. 192. “Pauline Kael, “No Miracles,” The New Yorker (Feb. 20, 1965),

“Gerald Mast, A Short History of the Movies (U.S.A., 1971), p. 88. D. 137-
7Ke\/if] Brownlow, The Paradeg Cone By (New York, 1959), p_ 471_ “Shana Alexander, “Christ Never Tried to Please Everybody,"“King of Kings," Outlook (May 18, 1927), p. 73. Life (Feb. 26, 1965), p- 25-
"T0m F. Driver, Christian Century (Nov. 1, 1961), p. 1302. “The Church Times (London), quoted in "Sacred Subjects in the‘°”$ign of the Cross," T/me (Oct, 27, 1961), p, 55_ Movies," Literary Digest (Nov. 30, 1912), p. 1016.
“Fred Myers, Christian Century (April 21, 1965), p. 493. "M0"-3 Wiil$l1, P- 73-
"john T. Galloway, Jr., The Gospel According to Superman ""1119 Living W0fd," /\/6‘W$W@6l< (F611 28, 1966), 0- 91-(Philadelphia and New Ygrk, 1973)_ p, 45, “Richard Schickel, ”A Stark, Astonishing Life of Jesus,” Life"Phil A. Koury, Yes, Mr. DeMilIe (New York, 1959), p. 54. (MafCl1 11, 1966), D. 10-
"lb/'d_, p_ 120, ’°”Ungingered Bible,” Newsweek (Oct. 30, 1961), p. 77.
‘5lbid,, p, 122, "”A Communist's Christ,” Time (Feb. 18, 1966), p. 101.
‘°”Christ on the Screen,” Literary Digest (May 21, 1927), p. 32. “J. Robert Nelson, ”Paso|ini’s Miracle,” Christian Century
"/bid., p. 32. (March 16, 1966), p. 335.
"-"Gilbert Seldes, ”Christ in the Movies,” The New Republic (May ”M01Fé1 W8lSl1, D. 73.

4, 1927), p_ 299_ "Andrew Greeley, “Why Hollywood Never Asks the God Ques-
“~‘Per(;eval Reinerg, "HQ||yw0Qd'5 Own Passion Play," The /nde- tion," the New York Times (Arts and Leisure section, Jan. 18, 1976),

pendent (May 28, 1927), p. 565. p. 13.
“William McLoughlin, Billy Sunday Was His Real Name, quoted in “Will Hays, “Letter to the Atheists’ Society,” reprinted in Recent

Richard Hofstader, Anti-lntellectualism in American Life, p. 116. Events (DeC., 1927), p. 410.

DEATH

I have seen come on
slowly as rust
sand

or suddenly as when
someone leaving
a room

finds the doorknob
come loose in his hand

—]ohn Stone
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IN PRAISE OF EVEN PLASTIC

And doubt all else. But praise.
—]0hn Ciardi

Praise, for one thing, this ower
that knew better than to be a flower
and grew plastic leaves and stem.

Praise my lost tooth, now replaced
and chewing better.
Praise this nerveless tooth.

Praise also the dreams I remember
good or bad.
The counterfeiter under the naked bulb

the con man
for what fools us where we live.
Praise the woman

who isn’t sure
for what she is sure of.
The music in the grooves

all perpetual motion machines
lifetime guarantees.
Praise the plastic then

and dacron and fiber glass

as some hope against decay.
Praise the falseness that is true.

Praise the lie that lasts.

—]0hn Stone
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BRINGING HER HOME

While you were in the hospital
the house was sick as hell.

I should have said the children
are well. And the turtles.

The kettle was cured with singing.

But your dresses

were breathless in the closet.
And then the demented washer
began to knock while spinning;
the dryer died wet as diapers.
And in one seizure of wind
the hinges on the doors
got palsy.

All last night
I was afraid of mushrooms.

No matter now.
The children and the turtles
are waiting for you there.
They are well.

But the close-mouthed keyholes and I

have been gasping for air.

—]0hn Stone



CAUSES

What do they do first?
They examine the body
to prove that death
was natural.

And if not?
Further tests.

And if natural?
No one is ever
completely sure.

But what of the family?
They know, but are
not talking.

And after all are satisfied?
All are never satisfied.

And what of those who are not?
They are watched closely
to see if their deaths
are natural.

And if not?
Further tests.

—]ohn Stone
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FOR OUR FIFTEENTH ANNIVERSARY

I'm here for the duration, Lord,
In a big house with seven children-
Bless this place
And shower sensuality upon
The adults in it.
We have been in love five times
These fifteen years, a good marriage

And shower sensuality upon
Our children as they come of age—
Teach us to live with what they know-
Point out right times for perfect rage—
Sons, daughters, let them grow.

And thank you for the company of Gen,
So calm in bed, so often fun.

—]ames Whitehead '

FACE THE NATION

Secretary Rogers’ face is generous-
In fact I’ll bet his Sunday drink is orange juice
With gin in it, like mine sometimes. He’s calm loose
on the T.V. and likes the world and us.

Mr. Rogers’ face is not quite blessed—
It’s rather fallen like creation, a truce
Being the best it can imagine, a fierce
Desire for nicer foreigners for us

To deal with over orange juice and gin
On Sunday mornings. He’s not bad at all,
Even though Republican. His peace
Of mind cannot define a term like sin
Or anything that’s not political—
But maybe Christ were nicer as gin and orange juice.

—]ames Whitehead
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The Nuclear Family Man
and His Earth Mother

*~ I IWife Come to Grips
with the Situation

I by Otto R. Salassi

It is already mid-morning when he opens his eyes; it is and then another. You get old. You get worn out. You get tired.
Sunday; it is raining, and George has a hangover. It isn't a bad You die. You've got to die before it's over and done with.
hangover; he doesn't wake up feeling sick, or drunk, or terri- You get your teeth fixed, you turn thirty-five and your knee
fied, or with the guilt that usually visits him on mornings after. goes out on you. You can't get under the machines anymore.
This morning's hangover isn't in his body or mind, seems not You learn to get around your bad knee and you get an ulcer.
to be part of him at all, but part of the room. As far as his mind All he needs right now is an ulcer, he is thinking. Cassie is
goes, he's even logical. He reaches behind his pillow and right about one thing; she's right when she says he drinks too
checks the bed for water that might have blown in through the much.
half open window above him, finds it dry, and closes the But "Bully," she'd called him: "Drunk. Pig.”
window. He had been drunk but he remembers the rain start- You live all your life, you work, you're supposed to get some
ing. He remembers the wind and being cold during the night. kind of benefit or reward. What ever happens to make you
He remembers fighting with Cassie and coming to bed alone. feel good? The last time George remembers feeling really good

“Everything I do I do for you and the kids,” he had told her. was two weeks ago when the word came down from Regional
”The first time things don't go our way, you turn on me." He thatCarl was fired instead of him. Both he and Carl knew some-
remembers her face, puffy, red, and ugly from the crying. ”I thing was coming. The company had been sending in new men
hate you," she'd told him. She called him a bully, a drunk, and all year, men who were fresh out of school and could fix the
worst of all, a pig. He had left her downstairs, curled up in the old line copiers like the 700's and the 900's as well as the new
yellow bedspread that she used fora couch cover, and there on machines. How many times is the company going to retrain
the couch she must have spent the night. you? George had been back to Rochester three times for re-

The fight had been his fault. He had come home from training; Carl three times. George had been transferred five
Frenchy's drunk, started the fight on a technicality, and pressed times over the years; Carl four times. The new copiers are ten
it until she had cried. What he must do first thing, he knows, times as complicated to maintain as the old machines andit

I‘
I

~

is apologize. He gets out of bed, feels with bare feet the cold the company knows when you can t learn anymore. You keep
linoleum floor, and wishes that it were already over and done thinking, maybe they'll let you retrain one more time, maybe
with. you've still got a chance. Carl gets fired instead of you and for

Overand done with. When he was growing up in Memphis, a while you're happy. Maybe they don't know you're thirty-
it was the dentist. He closes his eyes and he can still see his seven years old. Maybe they don't know you drink.
mother putting on hertan gabardine coat and looking down at You go down to Frenchy's with Carl and you get drunk.
him where he is hiding behind the 5Qfa_ "Come on George; Frenchy's is a great place for getting drunk because there
you know it's got to be done. We might as well get this over aren't any kids around and you can talk about things. Argu-
and done with." He had grown up with the firm notion that ments, discussions, whatever you call them. They had argued
theonly reason thatanybody did anything wasto get itover and that afternoon about who's fault it all was. It had been Carl,
done with. What he knows now is that it's all pointless. You George, Frenchy, and Bobo who drove a cab for the Inde-
don’tjustgetoutofbedinthe morning, you getitoverand done pendent. Nobody's fault. Everybody’s fault. George had
with. You don't just go to work anymore, you get it over and argued that the fault was with the system. “Say I get fired,
done with. You don't just live, you put up with first one thing Frenchy, which I probably will. You got plenty of money; are
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you going to take me in and take care of me? How about my would like to have friends again, friends she can talk to. She

family: you gonna take them and let them stay with you in your is tired of moving and tired of being depended on, of being

big house and feed everybody?” That had been George's big pushed, shoved, and generally being sucked on. She is tired of

point and he had made it clear. “Hell no. I'm out there by wiping their asses and feeding his ego and this is what she’d

myself and I'm like Carl. When I fall, l fall all the way.” told him during the fight,

“Nuclear families,” Carl had said. ”|t’s not the system as "50 you're goingio turn 0n me toe," he had said, Everything

such, it’s the fact that everybody’s his own nuclear family.” that is not completely for him is completely against him; that

Bobo was drunk. “Everybody who feels sorry for Carl, raise is the way he has been thinking lately; her, the kids, his job.

their band5," he Said and raiSeCl hi5 hand. FOF 8 little While, Once he starts drinking, everything is against him. All she had

they all thought about it, then, Frenchy raised his hand, George said was, “Why don’t you try staying home once in a while?

raised his hand and Carl raised his hand. It had been the last Why don't you try doing something with the kids?” and the

time George remembers feeling good. fight had started. When she started crying, he went into a rage

and threatened to do something for her and the kids all right,

Before he starts down the stairs, he tests his knee to make Hlill lhiow ihe Whole biihCh Oi you out iii the Siieel/I he had

sure that it is going to hold him. Three months ago, he had put yelled. He threatened to leave and she had called him on it.

his weight down on it and there had been nothing there and "Leave GO‘ Anything is beiiei ihah What youiie doing to Us

onlythe handrail had saved him from breaking his neck Teeth how/i He had Called hei a Hwoiihless bitch/i and bmkeh a

knees, ulcers, heart attacks, and strokes. Nuclear families. glass; She had Called him “pig/i
Whatever you have, you try to hoid on to it Whether you Want She doesn’t know what he will do or what she will do; what

it or nor Whatever it is’ “,5 ah you,‘/e got he will say or what she will say. She knows that she cannot

Outside’ the rain Starts picking up_ George uses the hahd_ stay in the bathtub forever, so with her toe she flips the drain-

raii and Comes downstairs Sioyyiyl hoidrng on and iookihg at leverand lets thetub startto drain. Sheturns offthe water which

just what it is he's got. He's got a two-story, white-frame house has already begun lo liiih Cold and gels Oiii Oi the tub’ Gilles

in Cincinnati that falls apart faster than he can pay for it. He’s herself’ and puts Oh hei lobe‘ Beioie She leaves the baihioom’
got a reeh_age daughter stretched our on the Couch and ryyo she wipes the steamed mirror with the damp towel and looks

at herself. She looks old. She looks tired.
sons lounging on the old blue, dirty, wall-to-wall carpet that

When she walks out of the bathroom, she finds him sitting
he wants to get rid of and Cassie wants to have cleaned. The
kids are Watching Cartoons but they/re not Smrhha He/S got at the kitchen table in his underwear, studying his fingernails

a living room that feels damp from the rain, a kitchen that and brooding‘
smells like stale bacon grease and a wife (it sounds like) who /[About time/I he Says and goes in and Closes the dooi be“

is taking a bath. hind him‘
He can't get in the bathroom so he puts a pan of water on the

stove for instant coffee and waits for it to boil and for her to Cassie Sits at the table Willi liei Own Cup Oi Coiiee and ioi
gerour Oyerahd done with hasrhihking Oyerahd done with what may be the first time in her marriage, she worries. She

remembers when George was taking his first training course

with the company in Rochester; she waited for him with her
The bedroom is directly overthe bathroom and when Cassie famiiy in Memphis »/What is it iike to be married?» she had

heai5 him gel Oui Oi bed and Siaii Clown the Stalls’ her hisi asked her mother. She remembers being nineteen and silly, "I
instinct is to get out of the tub, get dressed, make him coffee, mean, What i5 it really like?" They were sitting in the living
and offer him breakfast. Instead, she starts the hot water going room at the time, Cassia remembers that she had been iookina

again and uses the sound of the water to drown out the sounds at the Caraiog, her mother had been sewing and both of them

ofthe house. He could have come down fifteen minutes earlier, had been Watching a oroaram on re|eyision_ Her mother had

before she started her bath, or fifteen minutes later, when she not iooked at her but hair at her Sewing and hair at the

would have been finished. What is not her fault is not her fault, reieyisioh llltls iohesome II her mother had Said‘ I/| hare to re“

she decides. Holding her hair up in the back to keep it from you this, honey, bur more than anything raise, ir»s ionesome_~

getting wet, she stretches out in the warm water and tries to Cassie had been bainfuiiy ionesome for George when she had

ielaX- asked the question. “Then why do people get married?” she
Her breasts float in front of her and she studies them. She had asked Her mother had turned to her than and smiiad

will start to sag in a few years and the breasts that she has lipeobia haye reasons’ honey As iong as they remember What

always been proud of won't be hers any longer. They will be- those reasons are’ they gar aiong fina When they srarr

liihg ii’ ah Old Woman forgetting, they get in trouble.”
Her Skih is iii‘) dilh Cassie's reason had been George. He came back to Mem-
Everything she has comes from discount houses. Her shelf bhis in Noyember and they were married on Thanksgiying

in the bathroom looks like a newspaper advertisement and day, 1960; they had a big Wedding and -ihanksaiyina dinner

5meil5 like eiihei Cheap peihiihe Oi medicine What She would with her mother and father and his mother and father, starting
like (what she has hinted at for her birthday) is something nice a nayy famiiy rradirion_ The Company gaye George his first

for a change, somethingthat doesn't come in big plastic bottles assignment, to Santa Barbara, and she had gone with him, to

with ugly pictures and gaudy flowers; something that they Caiiiornia

didhii biiY hei Oh Sale Santa Barbara was a beautiful city with no factories and no

She would like to sleep late in the morning every once in grime. Everything was like she imagined it would be, like a

a while. She would like to have time to read again and she garden. They used to take long walks up on the hill where the
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rich people lived and where they could seethe channel islands. delivers the short speech he has prepared while brushing his
She was pregnant and happy. They played a game with the teeth. “I'm sorry about last night,” he says, “I was drunk and
houses; which one was her favorite? The houses were often I apologize for saying whatever I said. What about you?”
hard to see, the lawns and the gardens and the trees often Cassie is surprised at the suddenness of his apology and
hiding them. embarrassed at having been caught in a daydream. Her face

Two yearsin Santa Barbara,three years in Phoenix, two years flushes; her mind searches for the right thing to say in the
in Atlanta, four years in Nashville, the last three years here in situation; she knows that the wrong thing said will start the
Cincinnati.She hadlikeditin California and she hadliked being fight all over again. She cannot think of anything to say in
in Nashville, the closest they’d ever been sent to Memphis. Each time.
move had been with more money but the money had some- “If you’re doing that for my benefit,” George says, sensing
how or another turned out to be less. The houses they had his advantage and pointing at her playing with her ring, "Just
lived in had not been good houses but they were tolerated keep it up. I’ll walk out of here one of these days and you can
becausethey were temporary. The cockroaches underthe sinks flush the damned thing down the commode for all I care. I tell
were temporary. The washing machine that shook the house you I'm sorry and you don't say anything. I feel bad and you
like a train was temporary. He hated it: ”'Why do you have make me feel worse."
to wash clothes on weekends?" he complained, ”Why don’t To George, the situation is obvious. You work all your life
you wash clothes during the week?" for somebody like the company and the first time they don't

In Santa Barbara and in Phoenix and in Atlanta and in Nash- need you, they let you go. You come home and your wife calls
ville, she had made friends with people she had had to leave. you a drunk and a pig. No drinking allowed. No excuses. No
For a while she would write letters and get letters from her getting old. The world is a big, wonderful place where every-
friends, the Jacksons in California, Linda, a couple of letters body takes care of everybody else. Bullshit, he thinks; bull-
a year, then, Christmas cards with little mimeographed his- shit, bullshit, bullshit.
tories in them; they've had a new baby; she's working for To Cassie, the situation is just as obvious, but not so easily
another doctor; Paul is in the sixth grade; and then nothing, put into words. She wants to tell him about some of the things
not even form letters. she dreams; how in her dreams they’re walking again and

happy; the cars stop and wait for them to pass; the people in the
.

. . cars smile at them and wave. She wants to be her mother andCassie has used all of the hot water with her bath. It Wlll be . .tell him what she know eo le et in trouble when the for-afternoon before she will have enough again to wash clothes. the Please Sllelgs npot ht She is thinkin Tease
She hates Cincinnati and she hates the house. Ftu ht ' g ' g’ p

People get married for reasons. She has heard enough di- e S g
. . Commercial time. The kids come in the kitchen indian file:vorce stories to know that people get divorced for reasons too. .

.h h h d k. d h . . b d I h thirteen-year-old, ten-year-old, seven-year-old; hungry; brain-Atni t,w en eisout rin in an seisin e aone,se
. H ,

think? about all of the houses allgofthe bedrooms she has lived Washed Tony the Tlger Says’ Sugar Frosted Flakes: They re. . . ’ . . G WW d OI /C" h LD 1 Hi?in, and she is afraid to go to sleep, afraid of waking up and not "meat O0 Sy W Says We a O0 on DO U e
. . . . Cassie gives them each a banana and sends them back out toknowing where she is or where her children are. Like some , ,

_ ,

the livin room and television.women have the habit of hiding their thumbs in the palms of , g. ,, ,, ,. . . . . . ‘Cute little tykes, George says, Do you suppose they lltheir hands for security, Cassie has the habit of twisting her . ,,
t k f sinourolda e?rin Late at ni ht alone in a room that means nothin to her a e care O U gg' g ’ g ' Cassie doesn’t want to think about the children at that. . . . h

alffne lg fl bie? rat lsi Md; an(ijmp:jy' ihe hglgs ahplll(f)i\: tor T; moment. She worries that they have even less than she did, or
Se an W5 S er r ng' mu an a Oun on er ge S e Geor e did or an bod did who had a home and a placetwists it, testing it, taking it to the knuckle and almost over but g ' .y .y . ,, , . .

. . . . to start from. She imagines them asking her, What s it like,never completely over, she becomes a girl again, a silly little
. M h ?Wh ’ ' ll l'k ?” W'll h k h hgirl again; she and George are back in Santa Barbara, they're _Ot er at S It lea y I e I t ey ever as er t at orWlll they already know?|k' th h'l|, I ' t th ' d f

. .Wa_ mg up on e I peop e are Commg ,0 e Wm O“_/S O ”It’s a rotten world,” she says, surprising both herself andtheir houses to look at them pass and smile at them. Linda . ,, , . ,,Geor e when she sa s it It s a dirt rotten world.lackson stops in for coffee. They plan another picnic at the g y Y’b h ”Correct, he says, You are one hundred percent correct.eac .

Everybody who feels sorry for George and Cassie, raise their
hands."

“Hey,” he shouts, startling her, ”You gonna ignore me all They look at each other, raise their hands slowly, and smile.
day?” He has come out of the bathroom to find her staring into George gets up and goes back upstairs to get dressed. Cassie
her coffee cup, playing with her ring and daydreaming. He tightens the belt of her robe and starts to pick up the kitchen.

PHRENOLOGY

I knowgthis esh is only transitory:
I carry in my head my own memento mori.

——Austin Wilson
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BATHING

The light in the bright yellow curtains
turns the counter novelties garish: my
husband’s shaver, flat, electricless,
a dead reel for casting.

I spawn myself back in the warm languid
bath, alone, in an afternoon of backwash,
safe from the house that holds me like my
husband, tenderly and reasonable but dry.
Here, I close my eyes and feel a colorless
sheet rise to my chin and the water’s turbulent
entrance at my feet.

Wet, I dream of fishes made from shells, carved

into the shape of scales and hinged together.
I see them in curio shops and on the
beach where Mexicans tempt me with them,
limp in their hands. They are as real as any
dead fish—a crafted death of well polished scales.

When the water drains [a ruffled sheet sucked off
my legs) I’m beached on the porcelain, and hear

the drain plug pop again and again
like a lead weight plunking hook and line-
it signals the end. I breathe rapidly.
The cool air barbs my skin.

I dehydrate completely in a towel
then let it fall like wet newspaper to
my feet. On a scale, behind the door,
I check my weight and view, full length,
my profile: the image I bleed for. In the
yellow light, my life as real as any death.

—Michael Collier
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NORTH MISSISSIPPI

The watermelon log blazed in the fireplace.
My brownboned lover ate his way
along my rib cage to my prejudice.

A winter picnic seemed safe enough.
I woke with his hand sewn to my back,
the lawn nailed down with crosses.

I woke to Montgomery.
By the restaurant awning,
a man with a real knife
cut off all our fingers for a warning.

—Ellen Gilchrist

BLIND BET

I take people
on face value because

whenever I try to clock them
they’re already over the finish line

with their ulterior motives,
dark roses around the neck

a cocky 98 lb jockey hopping down.

—Bil1y Collins
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NEIGHBORS

On my way out I said hello
to my neighbor in back

and he walked over to the wall
and told me he was killing slugs

these little orange fuckers
that came out with all the rain.

There are two ways to do it, he said
one, you can leave a pan of beer

at the base of the plants
and they’ll crawl in and drown

or two, you can get a box of salt
and go around pouring it on each one.

since the salt is like an acid
the slugs will puff up and erode into slime.

he said he preferred the salt method
because it had the “personal touch.”

I’m going to have to keep
an eye on him.

—Billy Collins



FAST POEM

This poem will not return
upon itself like Coleridge
walking into a mirror

it wont wear a hot plume
or boss jacket
it will not parade showing its ass

BUT it will travel past itself
in one whizzing direction
as a laser arrow
a purple line in space

which people will see and
admire from spaceships,

their smiling faces at the portholes,

delighted that a poem could end
with such a delightful picture
of themselves.

—Billy Collins
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The Harvesters
by Martha Bennett Stiles

Mrs. Eldridge thought she might have seen a warbler in the Merle brought his studying to her room whenever a French
walnut. Movement was what had caught her eye, not color: test loomed. “Just take tests the way you fell trees," she ad-
this time of year, walnut leaves and warblers were much the vised him. “You don't drive the ax into the trunk, you just let
same greeny yellows. Shifting to binoculars disoriented her it fall of its own weight where you guide it. You'll be done
as always and she lost the bird, never found it again. It was twice as fast and half as tired."
late, left behind, a foolish lingerer.

A He thanked her politely.
A small red squirrel was chasing a larger fox squirrel out She couldn't tell anybody anything.

from under the walnut tree, although no nuts had fallen yet. She saw Merle's face tense as they both heard his father's
Mrs. Eldridge felt guilty, since if she didn't bribe her grandsons step in the dining room. He was up offering his chair as his
to gather this tree's nuts, it alone would probably provide father appeared. "I've got to where I need a table," he fibbed,
enough for every squirrel on the farm. sidling out.

She remembered her first sight of this tree more clearly than Her son looked after his son ruefully. She often wished thatshe remembered meeting Sam. "Come see the sunset,” Sam's she and Sam had built a back door into this room.
father had said, and led her through the dining room onto what "The boys mended that busted creep feeder today,” Frank
had been then all back porch; they had stood right where her reported. “I could have carved Mt. Rushmore with a pen knifechair was now. The sky had been tiered with great glowing quicker."
clouds, and the tree had seemed as vast and billowing as any She was proud of her younger son's looks. She was sure theyof them. As she watched, the clouds caught fire and the tree would be an asset in other lines of work. (”Mother, I will bebecame roofed with gold like that cathedral she was to have a salesman when mules breed")
seen in Toulouse that summer, if she hadn't married Sam. She She wanted to tell him aboutthe kitten-sized squirrel chasing
had thought then that no cathedral Could lift her Soul more the cat-sized squirrel away from the tree, but she had felt con-than this awesome tree, and she thought so now. straint about the tree as a conversational subject ever sinceTonight there were no clouds. The sky had been bright blue he'd suggested selling it.
all week; frost weather. Mrs. Eldridge altered the focus of her She tried, again, to feel sure that she wasn't just selfish,binoculars. The boys had not brought in the tomatoes. "Have that her insistence that the trunk must be 90% rotten this lateMerle and Worley bring them all in," she had suggested Fri- in its life was correct.
day, "and I'll wrap them.” Frozen spots rotted fast, but stored Frank had said no more, so she had figured he must have
in the cellar, wrapped tomatoes slowly ripened— “from the asked the County Agent, heard her judgement confirmed.
heat of their dreams," Sam had liked to say. Then Frone had started fretting about whether the tree wouldMonday, now—the boys essentially lost for the week, and fall on the house, and Mrs. Eldridge worried that she might
Frone would see, the vines would be black before Saturday, have made her case too strong.
and bushels of tomatoes wasted. She could not imagine May without the oriole singing in

Mrs. Eldridge hadn't resented Sam's father. She had liked the walnut.
cooking for him, had cried the rain down for him when he was ”I'm going to apply our spring nitrogen now," Frank said.killed.

She looked at him sharply, then dropped her eyes at once,Frone might have minded living in Frank's father's house hooding their eagerness.
less than in Frank's mother's house. "There's going to be a fertilizer shortage next year the likes

of which this country has never seen. And anyway time's"Nobody knows everything," Frone reminded people from 5hQrter in the gpring,”
time to time, "and French is one thing I don't know." Her Yes. And the more future work he did in advance the freer
emphases were those of one who certainly does know all the he would be to take her advice, if he was easing himself over
others. to it. “You're right, Frank." She forced her voice steady and
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focused her eyes rigidly on her thumb. "I do think you're the nursing home, or thejail.
wise." Fortunately, Frank had never believed she could earn a

Sam's father had clung stubbornly to his Jerseys. He would nickel that way.
not peddle chalkwater, he said. After his death Sam had One of the biggest surprises of her marriage had been that
shifted to Holsteins atonce. A man too good forthe world is no she was an alien to the children she produced. Growing up,
good to his wife and children. her sons had progressed from embarrassed irritation to amused

Even that compromise had not been enough, and the family tolerance—of her “romantic” ideas, her precise diction, her
had given up dairying for beef. But the land could not support magazine subscriptions. With Samjunior the attitude was ap-
them, and if they didn't want to lose it, they must support the parently permanent. With Frank, of course, things weren't so
land. Frank must. simple.

They had converted one end of the back porch into this It had been Sam's pride always to pay the property tax in
room for Sam's father after the old man had fallen, delivering December, not wait for the last legal day the way she and Frank
a first-calf, and broken his hip. They had thought he would did now. Sam had died before the Erpses sold their dairy, white
never walk again. porch and all, to the subdividers.

Sam and hiS father had been obliged ‘[0 tie bailer twine t0 ”(]entry'5 5Qld_" Frank had sat dgwn befgre he could tell
the calf's front feet and both pull. When at last the shoulders her, his face as White as if he had cut his throat, “Come over
had suddenly cleared the pelvic girdle, the old man had fallen. here with a wad of money big enough to burn a wet mule."

He had been only seventy, and his father had lived to Now the three hundred acres Sam had left her were taxed
ninety-five; they had expected him to lie in his room for a as if she had sold out too.
long time. They gave it a big picture Window, one of the first Someone made Frank an offer for the field adjacent to the
in the county. By the time the calf was ready for auction the subdivision. "It would pay the taxes and more. We aren't
old man was up and laughing at them, but the room was pay- pasturing in that field anyway.”
lhg Off h0W» heeaU5e Wlrh Frahl<'5 herhl-3» he Cpuld lU5r Set her She had stared at him; they were not pasturing in that field
on and off her bed, he could never carry her up and down because they had planted it.
stairs. He couldn't even lift her into the pickup’s cab. She "Trees? They're not trees, Mother; if you could see them
Would he trapped Up5talr5 35 5he W35 trapped Oh the farm, if you wouldn't know them from bean poles. They won't be
she and Sam hadn't built this room. Let alone current con- money for thirty years/’
struction costs, she couldn't afford to add on anything that "go? |’m not ready to rob rny grandchildren/’
would up her property taxes. "Then What do you suggest?”

The Erpses had built a porch and the paint wasn't dry before He knew what she suggested. “Your brother—"
somebody tipped off the assessor. Gentry Erps swore he would “Hell!”
burn the porch for kindling before he would pay the county A man who works for another man is a slave, he had told
for the right to rock on it, but his wife talked him around. her the first time, and the second, and the third. Eventwhen

Sam's father hadn't made it to ninety-five after all, in spite of it's his brother. I never have, and I never will.
walking away from a broken hip, or maybe because of it. In He pretended not to notice how long it had been since the
bed, he wouldn't have been killed. farm had left him any smallestchoice aboutany smallest matter.

lt happened in late April. The preacher called on GUS Unable to believe he could support his land on the outside,
Eldridge’s mourners to rejoiCe that their brother /\UglJ5tUS which he feared asarefugee not youngfearsthe new continent,
had been stricken with the promise of the ResurreCti0n S0 he pretended still to believe that the land would support him.
fresh in his mind, but Mrs. Eldridge, Watching them eat after— Meanwhilethe farm was leaching his strength, as he was urging
wards under the skinny dangling green blooms of the walnut, her to let taxes leach the farm, “Frank,” she begged, “face
c0uld°think only of worms. facts."

There would be fewer mourners at her own funeral. Not ”Face_Mother, do you think | Want to leave my Sons less

that she didn't have more neighbors n0W than e\/er, but being than I had? But if I must, I must. I face that. The boys do too.
neighbors didn't mean what it had. Of course the subdivision You're the one who Won/r pu|| in your |eg5 to fit your
didn't think of the surrounding farmers as neighbors, but the blanket!"
change wasn't just city people. Samjunior hadn't had his She had glanced down,ather burdensome knees, her angled
cheese factory two years before he started getting his milk feet,

by train from Wisconsin. ”l can't afford Erps’ prices. These “Oh, God, Mother!” He had lurched out of the room.
little guys got to face it, the small farm is dead in this country. He had sold the car instead; that belonged to him,
Maybe they still farm that way in France, but it's dead here. Two months and they would be going through it all again.
You can't fight progress." Beef prices hadn't gone up as he had gambled, they had gone

She had almost saved enough for a trip to FranCe When She down. Not in the supermarket. Friends Mrs. Eldridge talked
had met Sam. She and her College roommate had been rJlan- to on the telephone told her what steak was at the A&P and
ning theirtourtogether for three years. congratulated her sourly, friends who knew nothing of the

For a while after the aCCident She had enjoyed the idea that price of corn. Sometimes Mrs. Eldridge was glad she couldn't
she could tutor some children in FrenCh, help Frank out, but get to church anymore. She didn’twantto try to keepaChristian
she soon found that people expected her to do it free. ”lt tongue to such pe()p|e_

gives her something to do," they told one another as smugly She didn't want to see the new members the subdivision
as if they were sending their brats to sing Christmas carols at had brought.
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The preacher, who called on her once a month, counselled he don'tdo anything but rot from the inside out, just likea tree."

patience after subdivision dogs got in among the cows a week Sitting weighted to her chair watching winter come on like a
before calving was due and ran them and ran them and ran bull in slow motion Mrs. Eldridge could hear his words more
them until—"Everything that happens is a part of the Lord's clearly than she had heard them at the time. That he should
plan. You've got to believe He had His reasons; you've got have made his decision in April, the long dark cold almost won
to believe!” through, disturbed her most.

Ml belleye lnose ealyes were due next Week-H Worley had his first pheasant already, and the season not
He nad blayedlbl nel- eight hours old. He and Merle stood grinning outside Mrs.
Slnce lne runnmg Ollhe COW5» Frank W35 keeping a loaded Eldridge’s window, Worley holding up his bird by its scaly

lllle by nl5 bed- Maybe Slle nan Llndelesllnlaleel Godls plan‘ feet for her to throw up her hands and stretch her mouth over.
nln3- Maybe God Wanled Flank lo glye llb Wnlle Samlllnlol Mrs. Eldridge’s vision of Merle in a subdivision, pale and
Sllll nan a lbb lbl nlmi and belble Sbmebbdy gel 5nbl- puffy, with soft-soled feet and preacher's hands, was benign

Lying in the hOSpita| after the accident Mm Hdridge had beside whatshe thought they could expect from Worley. Merle
prayed not to hhger if Sam died needed the farm to force him up off his bottom, Worley, to tire

A ground floor room didn't offer the same opportunity as nlln down
an upstairs room, so she had no way of knowing about herself.
She daydreamed of a motordriven wheelchair, of backing it

. , . . The grosbeaks returned in one flock. They put down first inone evening to her room s east wall and running it full blast
toward the sunset. Her room should be wider as well as up- the Walnut and Consulted’ Chlrruplng Soclably’ moving upStairs the chair Could get Speed and down among themselves from branch to bare branch like

She gave Frone her half of the milk money, a whole mason igzljemrobed angels ascendmg and descendlng heavenls
a er.jaiful. For that Frone was happy to push her chair. She went

through the window soundlessly, as if the pane had been made l lamb had known he was to be Cnpp ed’ Wou d he haveof gehmn ah along, only Waiting for her to have She waited to live out his century and be buried in the cold dzark
was g|ad they hadh,t Wasted money on a motor Chaih It had cave, or would he have grasped the angelic ladder at once.
been, Sam's father told her, just as easy for him.

She knew what the men wanted as soon as she saw the winch
on their truck. Frank, coming out of the smokehouse and seeing

She would always wonder if it would have happened if she them pull up, also knew. Through her binoculars she watched
had been home. She had taken Frank to the dentist that morn- his faCe set.
ing. Samjunior had said something to his father at ten o'clock Only one man got out of the trUCl<; he Walked Smiling I0
and they had begun looking for the old man immediately. meet Frank. He was the square-jawed, square-shouldered,
When she and Frank got home at two they were still looking; Russian poster, khakis and no tie type. He had a two-inch scar
she found a one-line note on the table, and saw that both on one cheek. He offered his hand. Frank gave it one shake.
their guns were gone. She and Frank had begun their own The man continued to smile as he talked, but Frank's face if
search at once. At three o'clock, in the hay loft, they had heard anything grew stonier. Mrs. Eldridge knew he thought it was
a single shot. expressionless.

Rabbit hunters Sam's father had run off the week before had The man with the scar gestured at the tree, where the first
threatened the old man. Sam had thought of this episode first, limb branched off above his head straight as a clotheslie,
and it was almost three before he and Samjunior had worked and again at its top, where the moon last night had caught and
their way to the bull's pasture. hung. Frank shook his head.

When Sam saw the body he had dropped his gun, ordered There were two more men in the truck's cab, a third in back.
Samjunior to stay out of the field, and rolled under the gate. The creature in back was twenty-something, dirty, unshaven.
Even when he had lifted the bodythe bull had been undecided, What his undernourished hair lacked in body it made up in
but atthe first stepto remove it, the bull had charged.Samjunior length; a Tonto-band kept his eyes clean These eyes never
had shot him between the eyes. left Frank, and never changed expression. The man with the

What the old man could have been doing in that field they Lopakhin face produced a pad on which he wrote, or cal-
could never guess; the bull had been notorious. “Maybe,” culated; Mrs. Eldridge saw Frank shake his head again. She
she had pled, "your father had a heart attack when he saw the knew he would never tell them the tree Wasn't his to sell. The
bull charging. Maybe he never even knew when it got to him.” man smiled again, tore off the page and gave it to Frank, who
The thought of herfather-in-law's hands scrabbling to drag him pocketed it without looking at it The man stuck out his hand
out from under the terrifying h()Qf5 was more than She C()u|d again. The young man in the truck bed leaned overthe side and
stand. spat.

"He never knew fear in his life," Sam had answered grimly. Frank watched the truck's dust settle, then strode to the back
“His heart won't have failed him.” porch.

She had done her best to forgive him that answer. He would know she had been watching. She shoved the
The walnut’s trunk rose sixteen feet before it branched. binoculars out of sight. As the door between porch and kitchen

Mrs. Eldridge surveyed each branch: the waiting crop looked slammed, she took hold of both chair arms and closed her eyes.
like as good a one as ever. "A man is like a tree,” Sam's father She could hear his voice in the kitchen, rising and falling.
had said to her. "Comes a time to harvest him. Past that time Her stomach, which had begun to tighten when the truck had
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first driven into the yard, was a walnut-sized knot. Frone’s would ever get within shooting distance of the Eldridge farm

replies were inaudible. again?

As she heard him stamp into the dining room she turned In the kitchen the telephone rang; too bad. It rang until to

her chairto face her door. Her back was to the tree, and she felt keep from shrieking Mrs. Eldridge began to count; it rang nine

it giving her strength almost as if her shoulders were braced more times and quit.
against it. Frone had left a pitcher ofcider on the bedside table. Twisting

He took only two steps into the room and he left the door to pour some, Mrs. Eldridge noticed a business card lying face

open behind him. She hated his family to hear these arguments. up beside her mug.

Maybe Frone would have just enough sense to clear the boys MICHIGAN TREE HARVESTERS

out. Frone would have left that there. Frank might have wadded

”I could have our taxes in my hand!” it up and thrown it on her floor in front of her, but he would

He did not shake his fist at her, but his arm, as he stretched not have slipped it onto her table for her to ”come upon.”
it empty-handed toward her, trembled. “I should have told The address on the card was a Detroit post office box. As

them go ahead, and let you sue me!” for the telephone number, tomorrow Mrs. Eldridge would dial

"It's them you and I would've had to sue. Once they saw it; dollars to doughnuts she would reach an answering service.

the rot inside, they wouldn't have paid a cent.” You might just trace that crew through the truck's license

”What do you know?” he said violently. He took a deep number; you might, much good might it do you.

breath and passed one hand the length of his face. On the card's back, someone—Mrs. Eldridge assumed the

Mrs. Eldridge shrank to hear Frone’s voice in the dining square-jawed man with the evangelical smile~—had penned,

room. "You boys know better than to leave your mess all in exclamatory strokes, $7000.

over this table. Worley, you know better than to leave your The estimate was high. Frank had known it was high. That

gun where the baby can get it. I don't want to have to speak would be why he hadn't mentioned any actual numbers to her.

to you two twice. Worley, can you hear me?” Maybe she didn’t give Frank credit. Maybe he would have

Frank turned in Mrs. Eldridge’s doorway like a bull when got a signed contract, maybe he would have accompanied

he hears the bandilleros coming to join the picadors. “Leave the Qrew t0 the mill. WOUIOI She have been S0 Sure the tree

the boy alone!” he bellowed, “Can't you ever leave the boy was rotten if she had not been convinced that trying to make

alone?” the farm pay for itself was shoveling sand against the tide?

Mrs. Eldridge could hear Frone staring at him. He closed She hoped the engine she heard pulling into the yard didn’t
his eyes, then turned his back on her and the tree behind her. meah Frank had Cleelded a8alh5t the m0\/ie5; She th0U8ht a

From the dining room she heard his sullen, check-reined voice 800d Sh0W WOUld FelaX them all-

telling his wife ”Let’s eat out tonight.” She wheeled her chair Friends would know, when they saw the porch and yard-

back around to face her tree. lights burning, that the family was probably gone for the

The TV table was never slid over her knees but Mrs. Eldridge evening. What would have been extravagance twenty years

had to try not to feel the humiliation of the child too old, but ago was now considered prudent, though Mrs. Eldridge did

not too big, for the high chair. Frone, hurriedly laying out her wonder why no one expected burglars to have the same

supper, was embarrassed too, but not by that. "We might take dedUCti\/e DOWeF5 a5 friendS.

the children to the pictures; do you want to git up, or_ _” She hoped no visitors would notice her own light. Some of

Childlike, she was lifted into bed by daylight, Her son did her friends would be only too delighted to get after Frank and

his duty wordlessly and left the room. Frone for leaving her alone. She lay flat, pulled the covers up

She listened to the truck leave. She picked up her book. It high, and put the pillow over her face.

seemed to have been printed for a near-sighted f|ea_ She heard the engine cutoff. Someone beaton the back door,

Frank’s “I could have our taxes in my hand” had been, first moderately, then hard. Aftera pause, a car door slammed.

what was rare for him, more artistic than literal. This she had She waited for the engine. After a puzzling siIence—surely

learned from Frone. no one would sit and wait for the family to come home?—she

”There’d be some left over, a good bit. You could have your heard instead, muffled through her pillow, a sound that scat-

own TV, Grandmom; you could have a telephone in here by tered her heart like a flock of sparrows.

your bed. Evenings like this. . . .” What could she see on She would have known that mmmbrrp for what it was had

television as beautiful as what Frone wanted her to barter for there been a mattress over her head. She sat up yelling.

the set? "They say that tree is sure to bring more than $7000 There were three of them, working by her own yardlights.

at the mill. They estimate our share would be—” The fourth man would be posted somewhere near the gate to

Mrs. Eldridge hadn't waited to hear what sort of terms the look out, God blind him. She punched her light off and on,

crew claimed to work on. “When would they pay?" she asked off an on, yelling; they neither noticed the one nor heard the

with deceptive gentleness, and winced to see hope flash in other. They were using a chain saw, silenced, she could guess,

Frone’s eyes. with an auto muffler. She picked up her mug and hurled it

“As soon as they sell it to the mill. Grandmom, Frank—" straight at the window.
Frank was even more desperate than Mrs. Eldridge had Their backs were to the crash and they never looked up.

guessed. Honest crews made a firm offer before the first saw Bending over their furtive work in the flame-blue shadows,

whined, and paid up cash before the sawdust settled. Could they were like demons. She lay back, took hold of the corner

anyone believe that quartet of strangers would give an honest of the bed, and pulled herself over its edge. As she fell she

report of what the mill paid? that they would give any report? remembered that she was as old as Sam's father had been when

Could anyone think that, the tree once removed, this crew he fractured his hip.
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l Her legs weighed a thousand pounds. She moved first One dizziness swirl out of her head and away. She tipped the chairelbow forward, then the other, bore down on both and pulled over onto its side and strained again. Hot pain stabbed herheF5elt tOFWaFd- The SaW hummed iheXOFahlY- shoulder. She shoved the chair aside, panting, wasting no timeThe Skin Oh her elh0WS WaS Old and thlh- Her f0FeaFm$ got on tears. Now to the original three-step procedure one more
5tlCl<Y in the Path the Cidef had Painted all the way t0 the step was added: first shove the gun forward, then advance theWlhd0W; She marveled that 5he Could be bothered bY thl5 h0W- leftelbow, nextthe right, push down, drag. Her injured shoulderHer nightgown pulled tighter and tighter against the back of rhrQbbed_ TQmQrrQW She would be unable to Sir up_
her neck as her loglike legs held it. Near the window the stickiness on her forearms becameThe saw’s humming was maddening as mosquitoes in a blood, but the hole where the glass had dropped from was rightdatkehed F00m- where she could use it, just above the sill. She poked the gun'sA crew inexperienced enough to cut so old a tree could be muzzle through. She gripped the sill with both hands andCOUhted Oh h0ttO l<nOW What they Were dOihg- 5he hODed they pulled herself up to where she could lay one forearm along
dropped the tree Oh tdp 0tthem5el\’e5- the glass-littered ledge and rest her weight on it. Bracing theThe dining room was not carpeted and her elbows slid when gunstock against her right shoulder she pointed the muzzle
she tried to bear down on them but shifting to flattened palms with her left hand and tried to hold it steady. In the darkness
she made the two yards to the table in seven drags. Offstage the demons danced. She squeezed the forward trigger first,Lopakhin’s saw hummed. then, with no pause, the rear.

She would show them who was decadent. There was a double roar that was one, and from the darkness
She pulled Worley’s hunting jacket down first. As she ex- a high repeated ”Christ! Christ! Christ!" More shouts were lost

pected, the shell pockets were stocked with #6’s, worse luck. in a rumbling then screaming crash as the grateful tree bent
She wished she had buckshot. She put a shell in each barrel down and wrapped Mrs. Eldridge in its arms. The opening
and rested the muzzle on the floor, smacking the breech in the roof gave anyone lying on the floor a clear view oflightlyto close the gun. heaven, and Mrs. Eldridge, who had always vaguely imagined

She had somehow to pull herself up so that she, so that the that region as an infinity of pale blue ether full of the perfume
gun, could see the devils in her yard. She slid a chair between of translucent angels, was surprised to see that it was as greenherself and her doorway. The seat was too high. She couldn't and corporeal as her own farm, and as the tree lifted her to-
so much as chin herself, her senseless lower body was too ward those gently rolling banks she clung to it with both armsheavy. She had to lie still a few seconds to let a funnel-shaped and kicked joyously at the bright air to speed their passage.

AT LEAST

I wish
When it comes
There could be
A hazing of the eyes
As warning
Iust so the difference
Between is and isn’t
Might be given a quick memorial,
Perhaps some winter oaks
Arterial against an evening sky.

—William Mills
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A VOTE FOR IANUARY

It is very important
To make a record
Somewhere, someplace
Every chance
Like on this clear winter afternoon
When the woods
Are dry and
The frogs and cicadas
Do not seem ominous
But voices
That want to affront death.

Thus, being no dancer
Or man with paints
I go on record
For a clear winter day,
For a later time
When the woods
Turn to swamps,
And death taunts
Are empty threats.

—William Mills



ELECTRIC FRUIT

(for Yevgeny Yevtushenko)

I am an awesome tangerine
Fast becoming apple.
A pear in subways, one kilowatt
From thought. My juices need the blade
Or the twitch of an electric switch.
I am fruit, mute, mistake, promise.

I am spliced and cabled, still I grow;
Imitation in a bowl of wax bananas;
I talk to myself;
Expect God to answer; I am
An idiot dancer and a shocking thing
Whose legs electrocute and sing.

I am seed, the kitchen’s total need;
I am phosphorous, almost fission.
I light; I feed; I dwell; I rot;
I smell like burning-

once I thought
I really was a chair, made of berries
Wired for sound.

—H. P. Lawry
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THE ST. IAMES MEN’S CHOIR MEETS
WITHOUT CARLOS

They were all bellied down in gospel soul
the night he died. Untold, they did the things
they would have done if they had known-
conjured him up in talk, carrying on,
laughing for want of Carlos.

—Where he at?
—Nailing all his windows shut, I guess.
You know that old rent house he never tore down?
somebody stole his stool.

—Too late,
Carlos, nothing to do when a thief’s that low,
when he finds himself so down and in need
that he’d tear into that wornout place
and steal the toilet bowl, the last thing,
gone, pulled up by the roots, carried clear away,
water closet, lid, and sanitary seal.

CHURCH

—Lewis Chesser

All this rainy morning long I’ve stood
in the drip off the bell tower eaves
trying to fix St. Iames’ door. The wood’s
scarred and painted and scarred again. The key’s

too worn down to make the tumblers fall.
I don’t see how anyone
after the countless turns of years are done
gets these old works to work at all.

—Lewis Chesser



MOURNING DOVE

Go away, death~—don’t you bother me
this spring——it’s come to me that last year’s dove
is back. She will be busy with her old love,
putting a new nest in the cedar tree,
facing whatever wind. I'm certain that she
is shaping hopes again, laying the stuff
of life on sticks and promises, hanging tough,
and crying me that broken-wing melody

she always cries. Neither trouble afar
nor fear near, nor the shook world on the verge,
nor sorrow, nor hate, nor the usual rumor of war
has broken her resolve or scared off her urge.
She’s singing me a new heart. If you will stay
your sentence, death, I’ll give myself away.

PORTRAIT

—Lewis Chesser

Picture him alive and moving: gentling the ox,
teaching Sue and Alice the proper paces
to put a mare through, laying fireplaces,
chopping down a pine, filing his ax,

troubling the waters fishing Pigeon Creek,
calm among the sticky bees robbing honey
to give away—like the money
he didn’t save, the farm he didn’t keep;

like his love—spendthrift all his life,
philosopher, philanderer, a well of folk lore, he
was never a man to tell a bad story
or say he loved his neighbor’s wife.

—Lewis Chesser
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Beautiful Women
and Glorious Medals

by Barbara de la Cuesta

Wrapped in his mule blanket, Ordonez stood in a corner “Warsaw,” she said.
of the terrace observing the Vice Consul, Mr. Plimford, danc- “Warsaw?”
ing with his wife. They were dressed as Apaches. Mrs. Plimford, “Warsaw, New York.”
whose name it was said was Dee Dee, had good legs, showed He was bewildered.
them off with the sly sensuality of a girl child. Child-woman “They named it in a fit of distraction,” she said. “It's a little
...besmirching innocence. place.”

“We have little towns,” he said, “ah, that are named to great
We entered Caracas and there were glorious medals and purpose’ great purpose /Reform/' they are Ca||ed, or
beautiful Women and We were red by love" ' " ‘Purity,’ ha! ha! like the cook's daughter who is called ‘Puri-

ficacion,’ the slut. . . . Also, ha! ha! we have a town named
From the journal of Bolivar. How fine, Ordoez thought. ‘Hollywood.’ ”

The frank sexuality. He stared upward at the stars burning above She frOWned—he talked SO Sfrangeh/—~ihen laughed, lOOl<ing
the burning mountains and allowed himself to be stirred: by into his face. He moved her to one side of the terrace. The
the Liberator’s words, by the guitar of Eusebio Vargas of the Plimford’s house, which had once been the Italian consulate,
inward face, who was just at that moment passing the beat of overlooked Miraflores. He could see the length of the Avenida
a bolero to the maraca player. “Eusebio! Que hombre!” some- Roosevelt as far as the British school. “I have been in Phila-
one cried. Eusebio Vargas did not look up. delphia,” he said. “Do you know Philadelphia?”

It is literally true, he thought, one feels the worth . . . one "I've never been there."
feels the worth of certain matters somewhere . . . somewhere ”| accompanied a priest, to a congress, at Villanova Col-
just above the belly. . . . lege. One should avoid travelling with priests. It was before

A pair dressed to represent a Charro wedding danced the the highway. We had to go by mule to the ship at Bermeja.
bolero. They wore masks and had slim figures, but it was Ce[‘- The father's mule threw him off three times. So he kicked the
tain both were women. Ordonez watched them, noting how beast down the hillside and got up behind me. ‘We are going
the bride moved in ironic awareness of her pleasure, while IO 6 country WiIhOUi 8 SOUI,’ he iO|d me. ‘YOU n1uStté1l<e Cafe
the other, the tender groom, moved in a trance of grave con- When We get there. - - -' "
centration that tugged at him until he went across the terrace She n1O\/ed h8Cl< IO find 8 Seat On the lOW IerFaCe Wall-
and interrupted her. Ordonez looked at her legs, encased in velvet; a bit heavy,

“Your friend is Felicia Cantru who knew the sculptor Pepe peasant’s legs, in contrast to the small head and slender should-
Anzoa?” he said in English. ers.

“Yes,” she said. “At Bermeja,” he went on, “we got on a ’c’ liner called
“And you?” La Ciudad de Tun/a. There was a terrible storm. Padre llias
“Well, you must guess; it is the Feria/’ came to my bunk. I thought he wanted to throw me overboard,
“Hah! Hah!” he said. “I am here as myself, as Ordonez. like Jonah. Hah! He only wanted to give me confession. . ..

Ordoez cannot afford costumes.” I got away from him in Philade|phia."
She knew him. From the Colegio. ”I'm glad of that.”
”I feel I’ve seen you before,” he said. “I met a woman there called Mrs. Hicks, who was secretary
“You have.” Every morning, at ten, he stepped through the to the Society of Practical Yoga. She taught me to lie on the

border of margaritas, come to teach her children to sing “La floor and concentrate my Totality on her ceiling. . .

Cucaracha.” ”Hola!" Ricaurte’s voice issued from inside a papier-
He did not begin dancing with her, merely stood with her maché mask: “Eusebio Vargas is unhappy with the punch.”

hand in his. “But where, where did you come from?” He meant “Is there aguardiente?” Ordoez asked.
how had it been she, who had tugged at him thus. “Perhaps in the kitchen. The costumes are goingto bejudged
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and I don’twant to miss it. Then I amto singa copla of Evaristo “A miracle,” said Ordonez. "A miracle we are not all

Gil.” She knew Ricaurte. He was the other one—the other killed every December. Four orfive years ago, the row ofshacks

Spanish teacher. on the Avenida Roosevelt where they sell the fireworks went

“I'll look for the aguardiente,” Ordonez said. He turned to UP, one 3ller 3nolher1 Boom! Boom! Booml A eh3ln re3C'rlon

her: “You will come?” She nodded, followed him down a flight like Your 3lomlC homo - - -H

of stairs to the kitchen, where a hired waiter found a bottle of “ll I5 not rn)’ 3lornle hornh/l She 53ld-

Ron Vietd “Yes it is,” he said. “What's here is mine; what's there is

“That will do,” said Ordonez. “Eusebio Vargas must have YoUr5-H

Something decent-to dnn|<_~ The maraca player offered Ordonez the last estrellita. He

t /‘Si, Si/~ the Waiter nodded //There is no one iike Eusebie took it and handed it to her: “You would like to take another

varga5_ chance, Senorita, that the charge is in the right end of this little

Ricaurte performed in the livingroom, the consular staff in Invention?”

attendance. They returned upstairs with the rum, found the “With i>leasure/’ 5he 53rd, lighting ll 3nd holding to n5

musicians Seated around a iaundn, tub out on the iOOf_ stem until the last minute before tossing it down into the street.

“Now this you could call something to drink," said the
. At one o'clock, they left the Plimfords and followed the

maraca player passing the glasses around.
' musicians to the Obalisco Grill.

”It is a copla of Guillermo Lara,” said the guitarrist Eusebio

Vargas, speaking of Ricaurte’s performance, which could be u_Se '0 argas mu_St e Or_gl\/en a on ness Orl e Verses
heard through the Windows‘ of Guillermo Lara,” said Ordonez, as they walked toward the

“No, it is by Evaristo Gil,” said Ordonez. AV/énlda [del RlO'
. . . I ” h ' .

”Ah, si, si . . . Guillermo Lara wrote the one . . . the one of don t understand’ S e Sald
*

“They are ballads of taxi drivers, who listen all day on their

~l

‘I

Pi
‘I

i

l

tlt .

tl /1 "

the river. . . .

car radios to Romances de Hoy. What nausea! Evaristo Gil

Rtverthatteached Outandtookthe gin, and his infant white as the Child Jesus. Holy Mother! Has

Daughter of the tavern keeper. no one ever looked at an infant in this country?"
He stopped to drink from the bottle of Ron Viejo carried

at had a friend’ a taxi driver’ who Sang that!” Satd the away from the Plimford’s kitchen. “Do you want. . .?"

maraca player. “He could press tears from the horned one, NO’ thank you
I Sweat ,, “We are a people who can intoxicate ourselves with words.

The Senor, Ricaurte, does not have the good audience ll ls our natlonal VlCe'H
tonight,” Said Eusebto Vargas The Avenida del Rio followed the dry bed of the Rio Hum-

.,Ttue II Said the maraca piat/eh .,Yet one Shottid not Waste boldt as far as the deep canyon where the Barrio Santa Ana

Oheseh with ah audience that is hot ripe My tttehd would spilled down the sides of the hills that held the shacks of

Terron Colorado aloft.
never perform for such people; but for the good audience, he ll ' I! ' ll
would sweat; Itell you he would sweat.. . .The Guillermo Lara, Our nourlshment flows out of U5’ he Sald‘ l feel Some‘

l tttsagood piece: times that I am dying of discussions; do you understand?

When El Cacique was in the twenty-second year of his reign,

Riveithat reached Outand took-the gin’ we plotted to kill him. We met in Ricardo Pena’s house and

Daughter of the tavern keeper. White-skinned, talked about it till morning. It lasted a year and a half, our

She W351 3nd Well'lormed- - - ~
discussion; and in the meantime, El Cacique took to his bed

to die of natural causes. Hah! I became ill I would have diedI I
‘I ll

“That is poetry. That is poetry. One Nochebuena, at my too, ill had n0tdi5C0Vered 3 Core-

house——the christening of my sister's last chinito—he sang the ”Wh3t W35 ll?” 5he 35l<ed~

' Guillermo Lara, and afterwards he went out and fell in a "l look 3 W3ll<- Five hundred rnlle5» from M3l3g3nUe\/3 to

stupor across the front seat of my brother-in-law Macario's Lo5 Chorro5- ln the eornI3>3nY of mY nelghhor Hurladols

car. We couldn’t move him. Macario had to go home in a taxi rnUle- He W35 3 mule C3P3hle of long 5llenCe5- We eXeh3nged,

and eeme baek for the ear in the meming/' the whole way, two or three comments: how the sand on the

”FQr pgetryt ygu need aguardientgt” Said Eugebio \/a|'gag_ banks Of tl'I€ RIO Malaga IS gray, tl'I€ b€(l Of tl1€' CUl€l)fEl IS

ll l “Our friend Ricaurte, I'll bet he drinks gin like the ladies . .. Whlte- - ~ -H

or Vermouth" ”And you recovered?”
l

1/ /I
The maraca player had brought out a box of estrellitas, Ye5- Th3lW35 m3nY Ye3r5 3go- Th3lW35 in I933, he 53ld-

which he began lighting from a cigarette, tossing out over the ”Wh3'[ Were You doing In I938?”
terrace wall. He offered one to Ordonez's companion: “The “I suppose l W35 5llllng on the floor Piling hloCl<5/' She 53id~

i
I

genetita Wi|| try?" She thought he might be trying to calculate her age.

“They are dangerous,” Ordonez told her. “If one is put “In Warsaw, New York?”
‘

1/ 1/ 1/
together upside down, it explodes in your face. Yes.

‘l “I will throw it quickly,” she said. She held the little rocket “What kind of a place is that?"

over the wall, flipped it outward toward the center of the little ”I grew up on a farm, on a dairy.”

park below. It shot sideways, returned to sputter out at their “Ah so . . .?”

t feet. “Like one of those heroines of a beast novel,” she laughed.
l ll II II I

See, they do not hurt you, said the maraca player. What is that?’
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”A kind of a story we have for children who have no pets.” There were students’ exercise books lying all over the floor.
”Ah, for everyone you have something. Why did you come She picked one up, read:

here?”

"An ad inthe New York Time5,"She said. “Teachers Abroad." Simon Bolivar, until he was six years old, ran naked as a

"And yqu Wanted {O (:Qn]e hete, precise-|y here?” savage. His tutor instituted a system of instruction based on
“NO it was France the Cathedrate t Wanted to See Rousseau’s Emile. To this we owe our liberation from Spain.

the cathedrals.”
~Ah/ you ask tot Ftahee and you get hete_ A pity/i Ordonez returned, handed her a glass of aguardiente. “My

"It hasn't mattered,” she said. Wire l5 dead/i he Said lo her-

He stopped her under a street lamp and lifted off her hat Ml am 5orrY- - - -H

and then her mask. It was a neat, focused face, evenly freckled, Hshe Wa5 my rlrsl eod5lh- l alWaY5 orererred lhe Womeh or mY
the mouth too Wide] ah hhors mouth family to others. She left me three children. My sister Alicia

She said, ”It’s what I’ve wanted.” eare5 ror lhem-H
~What to that;~ “What are their names?” she asked.

//To Wa|k out oh the Street ih my Costume/I "Lily and Rita, the girls; and Luis. He is ten. In an hour my

”HahI Like the muchachas de servicio. They quit their 5l5ierWill 8et Uhtd goto ma55-H

jobs just before the Feria and dance four nights till dawn in “Shall We go lh there?” She a5l<ed' oolhrlhg lo the door or

the Barrio Terron. Then, after Nochebuena, you will see them hi5 bedroom» which ooehed orr a parlo-

dragging their tin trunks up and down the streets of Alta Mira (Do You Weill?”
and Santa Rita looking for another position. So . . . you are a “Mr; Ordonez’ l have hot had a great humher or lovers/H
teacher?" she said, looking straight at him, “but I have had one. . . .”

~ye5_~ She broke off, laughed.
~| am ateaehettoo_~ ”Hush,” he said, and led her into the room, where he

~| khowy stretched wearily on the bed. “Come, lie here beside me and

The guitarrist, Eusebio Vargas, had moved on to fill in a group tell me Who W35 Your id‘/er?”
in the Barrio Candelaria; only the maraca player was at the //He was a moiloh 5lddY eohsdlrahi-H
Obalisco when they arrived. Ordoez invited him to share a ”Ahi ahd was he 3 good lover?”
otate of meat pies‘ ”l used to imagine there might be better," she said.

“Mr. Plimford does not keep a group long enough to count ”Ahd What haooehed lo him?”
for a night's work,” the maraca player said, “and he lets you “He Wehl to Callrorhla-H
go too |ate to nd another emo|oymeht_ |t Wou|d be more “Ah, so. . . .” Right off, he thought, she is settling the matter
otohtab|e, eh f,h/ to o|ay ti|| three at the Casa de| Pueblo, of whether I must go to the trouble of seducing her. It touched
though they ooh, give you ten oesos the houh You Wanted him, this educated woman hastening to confess a past that
to hear another oarttta? might belong to a kitchen maid.

()rdOeZ hooded ”He decided he wasn't in the right line of work, that what he

“Wait a bit. Macario will be back and we will give you really Wanted to he was a Song Writer-
a metehgue/i "I never knew a motion study consultant,” he said. “I knew

They didn't wait, but walked up the Avenida Santa Aha once an electrical engineer who decided that what he really

and crossed the Calle Quinta bridge into the Barrio La Callada. Wahied lo he Was El Presldehle de la Repuhllea- He dulr his
1/My house is three b|oek5 from hete,~ Qrdohez Said job, put himself in military college, as one must—Could you

~5ha|| We go there?’ take off my shoes? Ah that's a good girl—he only managed

She nodded. He led her past the darkened flank of the lo Come odiaeapralh-H
Capilla de San Judas, through the little plaza with its tired, /{Why Waslhalrn
ragged palms and chapel bell tower, and down the narrow ”l_lahl WhY/ WhY - - -r What ohe heeomes l5 a Cipher lh the
Calle Cuatro Bis to his door, which he opened with three Cells-H

separate keys. Inside, he told her to wait by the entryway “What hahpehed lo him?”
while he went to the kitchen to find acandle stuck on asaucer, “He Weht to New Orleah5» married d Germah girl there-
which he lighted to avoid turning on the overhead bulb in the She was expeellhg a Child? he made her Come hack herei lo

have it here; so it would be native born, eligible for the presi-

dency—if not the father, the son. The child was born dead.
“Sit there,” he gaid, indicating one Qf the {W0 Ieatherette 'El Pl‘€'Sl(l€i‘lt6 SQ mUfIé' '[h€ p6Opl8 said, 'TlT6 little president IS

chairs. "Wait, I will wipe it.” He took a rag from the drawer of dead-' Here» ml’ shiitt dhhuttdh ml’ 5hirt~”
atable. “The street is unpaved; there is always dust. . . .” He 8F0ahed/ Sat dd Hit i5 3 Cipher ih the Cells What Ohe

He was qui¢|<|y Sober, appa||ed by the house as She must may become. El Cacique was made general on the battlefield

see it: cramped parlor with pictures cut out of ”Buenhogar” ih the War With the L0PeZi5ta5~ Did YOU i<h0W he eduid hot
by his sister and taped crookedly to the walls, the hens roosting read?”
on the sills, the cock in a cage on top of the refrigerator. He ”i\i0~”
excused himselfto go backtothe kitchen forabottle ofaguardi- “He had he‘/er heeh t0 5Ch00i- We are a5hamed Oi him
ente from which he swigged twice, thinking: how have I lived h0W- We tumble hi5 5tatUe5 Over ih the 8ra55-H

so long this way and never noticed? “He was a tyrant,” she said. She had read a book. “He put
She waited, becoming sober. He seemed gone a long time. innocent people in chains.”

parlor.
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“Hah! Villainy in a pure form one admires, as one admires The watchman arrived, blowing a whistle. She went to the
a frog for its frogness. El Cacique put a thousand innocent window, saw a figure drop from the roof above the bedroom
people in chains, and I haven't the spirit even to raise my voice into the street, where it was grabbed by the watchman and a
to Chula the washing woman. Hah! You would think,” he man who had come out of the house opposite.
said, turning to her and putting a hand on her breast, “that “Ah, there, for once he has served his purpose,” called the
such a man as Ordoez would not please a woman. But the woman across the way. ”There, there, they have caught him.
truth is he has always done so. Hah! I have slept in this misera- What is he? Young or old?”
ble house, in this miserable bed for seventeen years, Warsaw. “Young,” called the watchman. “Un puro muchachito.”
I will die here doubtless. Ulloa wrote, about the poet Robledo, “Shame! A shame to his mother!”
‘He died in want. . . .’ " He lay back on the pillow. “And the Osterizer, and Don Roque’s pants?”

She laughed at him. “Can you take off your blouse for me?” ”He will have dropped them over the back wall of the
he asked. She obeyed. He got up to take off his shirt and pants. Hurtados. When Don Rafa went round there, he ran this way.“There is a story told of El Cacique," he said. “He used t0 Look, here! He has taken the pants to one suit and the coatwear a broad Panama hat with his uniform, instead of a visor to another! The peer hebe; if he'd getteh away, he Wouldn't
cap; and one of his lieutenants said to him once, ‘Ah mi Gen- have had a Suit, er Den Roque either/'
eral, it i5 the hat, the hat that hrihgS YOU lUCl<-' “Ah ho, my ”The police, Madame, have the police been called?” saidman,’ said El Cacique, ‘it is I, I, who bring luck to the hat.’ " the watchman,

Ottltohol tool< ott hi5 5hltt and Paht5» to55od them lhto 3 “Si, si, Alfredo has gone to Lino's to call. The second time
Comet and la!’ dOWh a8alh- “And What Wlll theY 533’ Qt this week. It is the second time this week. What shall we doOttllohelt Hah! /H9 tilled lh W3ht»' thoY Wlll 5<'=1Y- 'Pohte do for a night of peace. Oiga! Have you a firm hold my man?"
Otdonez hedled in Want‘, H ”Yes, yes,” said the watchman. ”| have him here by the

There Came a Sudden Sound Over the” heads’ a Sllppmg of wrists and by the ankle. One lifts the ankle thus, and thetiles. She sat up: “What was that!”
subject cannot. . . He lifted the leg higher in the air, and“It is the cocks. The street lamp shines in the window and the boy who had been balancing one foot’ Suddenly

they think lt ls the dawn”, wrenched free and vanished down the street.“No, no. . . someone running, on the roof. . .

“Paco did you hear!” His SiSter,S Voice in the patio “There Ordonez, who had ]USt gotten his shoes on, stumbled to the
is a thief!” window to witness the flight.

”Ma|dital" He pulled on pants again and Opened the I/Aye la puta!" HG Sat dOWn On the b€(3l l1Ead l
dooh hands. “Aye la puta madre! What have we got here? What have

“He was in the Villamarin’s kitchen and took the Osterizer!” We got here? A thlot Who Cahhot 5t93l PtoPetlY/ and 3 Watch‘the Sister Ched_ man who cannot watch properly! Aye, aye, aye . . . what can
'/Where is he how?" Qrdoez 5hOuted_ one expect in such a country!" He lay back on the bed and
“He is on the roof!” came shouts from the street. There Pulled the Co‘/9T5 o‘/or hl!'h- ltWa5 hoatlYtlaWh- HAVE?’ mY dear

was a pounding on the roof above the bedroom and another W<'="5aW/ mY dear Wat5aW/ You must torgh/9 me - - - thl5pounding Oh the from (100,; //He is Oh yOur roof, Ordoezl ridiculous event . . . you must forgive me. I find myself inca-
He must come down in your patio, You must let U5 in!” pacitated by this ridiculous . . . this ridiculous event. . . .”

“N0, n()!" frgm the gtreetl “He Q|'Q55 Q\/gr by Way Qf the Sl1€ b€g8 IO l8Ugl1. Sl'1€ sat at tl'i€ tOOt Of tl1€ l3€-Ed and bent
Villamarin’s! Maldita watchman, who is never where he can be ovot hi5 l<hoo5/ laU8hlh8-
of service. Always he is smoking in the widow Benitez’s door- He fell asleep, moaning—“Aye, aye, aye, this ridiculous
way! Aye, but the wretch has been at the Ochoa’s also! event. . . She slept also, curled up at the bottom of the bed.
Hideputa! He has taken a watch off the night table and Don An hour later, while the sister was still at mass, she found her
Roque’s pants off the chair!” way out and, at the Calle Quinta bridge, took a taxi home.

CHAIM RACOW

Grandfather, it was not for us
to be a hunter or drunkard.
Proud of the pain of the waterpails
I walked beside you from the well.

—M1'1ton Kessler
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HISTORY

Lurching stops and starts, the scrape of wheel
on rail, the pullman bound for Veracruz
from God’s own city, Mexico. You feel
it in the jungle air, this life you choose
to be done with, drinking hot beer
carries between cars in a galvanize
talking with two young teachers, o

a porter
d pail,
ne the daughter

of a minister in Scotland, the other frail
with longing for Bermuda, ringed in boney white.
“Americans! You have no history!’ !

Their old world chatter flicks the yellow light
bulbs like moths drawn to their mystery.
No sleep this night; the window holds my head.
Orizaba rising with the Aztec dead

THE CLOCK ABOVE THE KI
SAYS ONE

—]ames Longdon

TCHEN DOOR

The devil is, if you write an excellent poem
I om glad, you know, but when your sullen, milky
Tongue hung, last year, following me, I drank . . .

Needed. Come back.—The new dull waitress comes
Out of the kitchen, sets down soup
Hamburgers, beers, she is feeding t

, salad,
he academics,

Her lipstick smeared, on the checkered tablecloth.
She lacks the cockney temper of Doris, who quit.
We lack the music mankind yearns asleep for.

The devil is, I want you to love me
Here in the Corner Tavern, while I tell you
About Poetry.—We wipe our mouths with paper napkins,
We’re spitting blood, We’re coughing, we’re killing time,
We’re eating lunch. Keats was dead when he was your age,
When he was my age, Mozart.

—Alicia Ostriker
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AFTER THE ACCIDENT

Horses graze in the bedroom.
They gnaw at the grass

sprouting in the windowsills,
and pull moss from the blackened doorjambs.

As they wander through the dining room,
their hooves spark against nails
jutting out of charred floorboards
and it begins again:
the uninvited guest, laughter
bursting into ame
around the footsteps of the children.

—Gary Young

SOYUZ

The world tunes in from surreptitious cars

and otherwise lights up, and looks above

for the dead cobalt to resume its hum of love
and readmit the tardy ghosts of stars.

Those capsules touch invisibly tonight,
where all is night, and everyone admires
such contact, thinking: “Hold out like those wires
that carry heat, those pipes that carry light!”
for the whole world is watching; and the cobalt still
refrains from interference; and a playing
world demands a ticket on an aeroplane,
to break away from orbit, from the pill
that doesn’t break, from the permanent eclipse,

and I sit like a dead lump of earth as the keeper of the ships

—Mark Crispin Miller



IONAH

Ionah asleep
in the whale’s belly

curled like a shrimp
behind the slow heart

the lungs filled
and emptied

ribs overhead
rode through the sea.

What had frightened at first
was now familiar

the wash of brine
and fish flowing by

the eddies of weeds;
the pressure of membranes;

the way things looked in the deep
green light.

Accustomed, he hoped
at the last to stay

and prayed to God "

to change him into a fish.

God answered
4 ‘fish! s

and the whale heaved
and threw him up

eye open
onto the white beach

the white air burning
the gills the skin

Ionah awake
in the eye of God.

—Robert Holland
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HOW I FAILED SIGNAL SCHOOL

I tuned between channels, searching for the right mix
of garble and sense. Then I turned the dial past all
human wavelengths. The teletype clicked, paused, and clicked.
It printed definite things—-—the French word for banana,
Portuguese for pineapple, a line of F’s—but nothing
worth big trouble. The sargeant explained, as he tore
the sheet off, that eventually, if never relieved
to eat or urinate or sleep, I’d get a big message.
Perhaps my discharge, signed by a star—but in code
so personal the cryptograph would choke on it. Meanwhile,
a unit was moving back and forth, signalling positions,
questions, and requests on a narrow band in five-letter
groups to a broken strand in the Net. Men were random
on the map. They weren’t listening for the faint tap
of the universe, goddamn different drumming, though
more lost than me.—And more stupid, I said. But no.
lust far enough from dinners and bunks to make them goals,
and my static almost like a message, the same little faith
in a different channel. Better we turned a tin ear.

—Hichard Cecil



POEM

In this print of Diirer’s hanging on the wall
The knight and horse are old but very strong;
The lines run down his face, his body clothed
Completely in thick armor that he loves.
His friend, a dog, runs gladly at his heel,
And they’ll crush skulls before the day is gone.
Behind him loom monsters and monstrosities
That he’s absorbed, or beaten, either way.

And Death arrives. His face sits on his sleeve,
An hour glass in his hand. The knight-
Is not afraid. No doubt he knows his way.
And there, see, on a hill, the furthest thing
Away, already passed, but visible, stand
The towers of a town where peace might be.

—Leon Stokesbury
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l Reviews

Books
Poems in Persons: An Introduction to the Psychoanalysis of affect Holland's style itself: on one page alone “perhaps” appearsLiterature, by Norman N. Holland, Norton, 182 pp., $2.95. four times and “possibly” once. Moreover, Holland uses the theoriesDemocracy and Poetry, by Robert Penn Warren, Harvard UI1i- and terminology of several psychologists, so that we have acacophonyversity Press, 102 pp., $5.95. of Freud, Erikson, Waeldner, and Lichtenstein just to begin with.

The overall result seems reductive and simplistic. The complexitiesThe underlying assumption of Norman Holland's Poems in Persons of human personality and behavior are reduced to an initial organizingis the truth of psychoanalytic thought. Thus if, like me, one views configuration, a single style, an identity theme ”with which a personFreudian theories as less than conclusively proved—and in fact open comes into the world." Likewise, the “writer's demiurge, his daimonto serious question—this initial response necessarily vitiates the and Muse" is reduced to a "preferred psychological solution.”effectiveness of Holland's book. This is unfortunate because Holland The second chapter addresses a different, but related problem: thehimself obviously possesses a supple and subtle mind: he wields his reactions of readers to a poem. Explanations of_ readers’ responsescumbersome Freudian sword with surprising grace. in terms oftheir identity themes naturally raise the same issues as above.,

/1In Poems in Persons Holland, who has been called modern criti- But even if one does not agree that people are so unified, simple, andcism’s most enlightened practitioner of the psychoanalytic approach uncontradictory, Holland's demonstration of how two readers’ per-to literature," provides a provocative and polemical approach t0 that sonalities are reflected in their grasp of a single poem will prove fasci-subject. The first chapter, in which he attempts to reveal the relation nating both for poetry readers and literature teachers. However, whenbetween H.D.’s (Hilda Dolittle) poetic style and total personality or he attempts to show how these individual and highly idiosyncraticidentity, is the least successful part of the book. By his own admission, readings become communal and public, the problems with his under-Holland relies almost solely on H. D.’s account of her analysis, Tribute lying assumptions are thrown into relief.to Freud, an essay which Holland calls ”a unique source of insight” lf, as Holland claims, it is impossible to be ”objective" about a pieceand ”an extraordinary document." But Holland is begging the ques- of literature (or anything else for that matter), ifwe must see everythingtion by basing his argument on a text which itself assumes his system through the lenses of our identity themes, then we are doomed to fallof explanation.
into a slough of subjectivity.Holland calls the essay a “series of free associations," but H. D. Just as Holland in effect reduces every verbal artifact into a psycho-was, after all, a highly conscious writer here—and not even especially logical epiphenomenon, or spasm, so his suggestions for poetry readerscandid or forthcoming. She omits material about her contemporary and teachers reduce criticism to psychologizing, to a kind of winnow-lite and adult 5€XUalitY; “interestingly,” (in Holland'sunderstatement), ing of psychological generalities and peculiarities. He flatly statesshe doesn't even mention the fact that her husband took a mistress and that “one does not read critically by resisting personal and emotionaltheir marriage broke up. Holland insists nevertheless that “with a little tendencies to distort.” He further suggests that teachers can best comepersistence, a little reading between the lines, one can unscramble to understand their students’ literary objections “by listening for theher reminiscences to give an absolutely unparalleled picture of the difficulties they are meeting in matching their defensive patterns”infantile forces that engendered a poet's life pattern, including the fact to the poem.

of her writing, and indeed, the very style of her writing.” In other Holland denies that he is suggesting that literature classes becomeW0Td5» Holland l5 taking a 5elt"C°n5Cl0U5 Piece Qt Wtltlng and treating encounter groups or therapy sessions. lt is difficult, nevertheless, toit like a Rorschach—but whose? see how this approach to literature can avoid turning poems into inkThe persistence, reading between the lines, and unscrambling blots, and criticism into confession. Holland throws up an unpleasantt>@C0n1e tnCFea5ln8lY dl5tUFbln8- l‘l°lland'5 Freudian lnteTPT9tatl0n5 anti-elitist strawman by insisting that literature “need not be a privateare 50 tree, $0 Ptoteani 50 @lU5l\/9, that at One Point Freud bt’-'C0m@5 sanctum where mandarins and scholiasts generate statements aboutH.D.'S father—and $0 d0eS she! The never-ending p0SSibl8 C0mbina- statements about statements about literature, abstractions piled upontions resulting from transference, blocking, repression, etc., eventually terminologies leaning on metaphors based on dicta precariously held
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up by still other abstractions.” The irony here is that not only will this (usually anti-heroes) drifting in a society marked by despair, aimless-

description strike most serious students of literature and criticism as ness, violence, and amorality.

empty rhetorical flush, but Holland's own approach can quite easily Happily, our poetry does more than diagnose, more than bring us

be paraphrased as identity themes on identity themes on identity the bad news that the drift of American history istoward the abolition

themes. The only advantage one might conceivably grant him is that of self. Poetry itself is a dynamic affirmation and image of the self. For

his approach, being totally relativistic, is perforce more “democratic.” Warren the value of poetry goes much deeper than the old “instruct

ln Democracy and Poetry, Robert Penn Warren also addresses the or delight” notion-—at least in the superficial sense of simple moraliz-

problem of the “elitism” of poetry, but his defense is that poetry is ing or hedonistic aestheticism. The poem or work of art stands as a

itself a democratizing force that affects all of us (even non-readers) model of the organized self, of the achieving self, indeed, of the

to the extent that it fosters individualism. Warren uses the word ideal self. The work of art, in Warren’s own moving words, “nods

“poetry” in the broad sense of “making”—for all art, in other words. mysteriously at us, at the deepest personal inward sense.” Because

One of Warren's principal points is that American poetry is diag- Warren considers poetry as vital, central to the human condition (both

nostic: it documents the dwindling of our conception of the self. ln a of the artist and appreciator), his comments on poetry are far from

sweeping historical survey, he demonstrates that the Jeffersonian and academic or even merely aesthetic. He convincingly argues that at its

Emersonian dream of the responsible self, of independent selves best technology promises us the secular millenium of redemption

exercising their franchise in the light of reason, had faded even by from the realm of necessity-—butthatithas no answertowhatwe will be

Civil War days. Of the post-Civil War writers Twain had the surest free for. It is poetry that answers this “ultimate” question. By being

sense of the decline in faith in the individual and democracy: Con- a sovereign antidote for passivity and fragmentation, poetry wakes us

necticut Yankee is full of dire forebodings about democracy in general up to our own life-—our reality and potential.

and modern industrial technological democracy in particular. In fact, In a period when our ex-President can observe, “The Arts, you know,

Twain's final nihilistic theme was that all is illusion, nothing is real— they’re Jews, they're left wing-—in other words, stay away,” Warren's

an idea thatobviously undercuts all hope for a democracy ofsignificant plea for a reaffirmation of the value of art in our daily lives may sound

selves. as unrealistic as reasoning with a wolf. But easy despair is a sign of

Likewise, Dreiser's characters possess only fictive selves—fictive our times and in itself a reflection of our diminished sense of self.

because they lack the relationship to real community necessary for a Although Warren’s book stresses the diagnostic as well as the

true self. Cowperwood, the egomaniacal protagonist of The Financier politically and socially therapeutic values of art, he makes it clear at

and The Titan, ends up the victim of illusion: having no sense of all times that these are secondary aspects. Holland seems to have

the selves of others, he destroys his own chance for genuine selfhood. stretched Pope's dictum that “the proper study of mankind is man”

As Cowperwood is the prince of dreams, so Clyde, the pathetic pro- to mean that the proper study of poetry is the study of people. Warren

tagonist of An American Tragedy, is the slave of dreams: his whole tells us that whatever else poetry is or provides, its primary function

life is the shadowy pursuit of his fictive selves. is quite simply to be poetry.

Twentieth century American literature almost specializes in the

lonely, maimed hero alienated from community and therefore unable Reviewed by Bonnie Lyons

to achieve a true self. And since World War ll, we have heroes 
Perspective
Civility and Its Discontents

by Stephen J. Whiteld

The Ordeal of Civility: Freud, Marx, Levi-Strauss, and the Jewish of religion was broken, the effects were strong enough to alter the

Struggle with Modernity, by John Murray Cuddihy, Basic Books, shape of modern intellectual history.

263 pp., $11.95. The Street, by Mordecai Richler, The New Marx and Freud were among those who freed themselves of ances-

Republic Book Company, 128 pp., $6.95. Reading Myself and tral faith; their emancipation from the ghetto has also had an impact

Others, by Philip Roth, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 270 pp., well beyond their disciples and their exegetes. The socialist’s in-

$8.95. fluence has been the more prepossessing because his thought was

translated into political power, and not only in the West but in the

Driven into an exile of two millennia, prevented from owning land East, where the fire of his polemic and the ice of his analysis help

or from joining guilds, confined to certain streets or to certain villages, govern the regimes of over a billion people. More than anyone who

despised as Christ-killers and rendered sinister in legend and literature, is not now alive, Marx has set the terms in which politics on a global

murdered by mobs often organized by priests and police, deprived of scale has been conducted and in which it is likely to proceed for the

the right of collective self-defense, deprived of sovereignty in a land remainder of the century. And only by comparison to him does the

of their own, deprived of common laws and even of a common influence of Freud—limited as it is by geography and class—seem

vernacular, the Jews nevertheless refused to disappear. In Raul Hil- less compelling. But for many middle class Westerners, and especially

berg's formulation, medieval Europe first told them, you cannot live Americans, it is now virtually impossible to make a slip of the tongue

among us as Jews, and tried to convert them. Then they were told, or pen, to forget a name or a face, to repeat last night's dream or read

you cannot live among us, and were expelled from France, from the latest novel, to quarrel with a parent or a friend, to begin or end

England, from Spain and from other parts of Europe. Finally, Nazi a love affair or a marriage, without imagining, however fleetingly,

Europe told them, you Cannot live, and exterminated over a million how Freud would have assessed it. To make themselves legitimate,

Jewish children during the Holocaust. Yet still the Jews survived, the leaders of about half the planet deny the authority of any trans-

whether by the will of God, by fidelity to an ancient faith, by the cendental Jurisdiction over human beings and describe themselves as

persistence of external hostility, by guile, or by luck. In a way, they the heirs of Marxian socialism. In the other half, important segments

even flourished: in contrast to the degradation of their surroundings, have accepted what Philip Rieff has called the “triumph of the

they created an interior universe so abundant in its complexity, so therapeutic,” the end of the archetypal dominion of religious and

devoted to the unravelling of metaphysical and ethical mystery, and economic man, to be replaced by psychological man. More than

so committed to the interpretation of books that, even after the spell Darwin or Einstein, more than Weber or Keynes, Karl Marx and
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Knowledge and Politics, by Roberto Mangabeira Unger, The Free Various aspects of liberalism have been subjected to severe criticism,
Press, 336 pp., $12.95. but because this criticism has been partial, it has failed to uproot the

deeper, largely implicit ideas. It is the task of providing a total criticism
Perhaps it is the very notion of truth itself that has undone us. For, that Unger has set for himself.

however we conceive it, truth seems to stand over us, as well as over It should be made perfectly clear that by "liberalism” Unger does
against us, dwarfing us not merely into insignificance, but even into not mean anything so simple or superficial as a particular political
nullity. We demand a knowledge that is certain, perfect, absolute: a doctrine of the “left,” or "left-center.” In fact he is addressing assump-
knowledge in which we can feel secure. Yet such knowledge, such tions that lie behind these terms themselves, and the Constituent
truth, asphyxiates Our humanity; What We give up along the way is the Assembly of revolutionary France in which they have their origin.
ability to entertain ideas without succumbing to them. Surely it is Liberalism isatheory of self, a theory of. society, and underlying these,
a fatal sin of pride to misconstrue any idea as transcending human a theory of knowledge.
concerns and human limitations. Surely knowledge must remain sub- Liberal psychology asserts that knowledge is acquired through
ordinate to the moral matrix within which it is conceived. Put an- combinations of elementary sensations and analysis, and that the
other way——we cannot expect to find a concept of justice which will whole self is a function of such analytically ascertainable elements.
not derive from the passion forjustice that motivates the search. It separates understanding and desire (reason and emotion) and

It is one of the many ironies of intellectual history that the thinkers assumes that desires are by definition arbitrary (i.e., have no sanction
of the Enlightenment, who themselves were so concerned to ”dis— outside of themselves). Unger argues persuasively that no adequate
establish” absolutist dogmas, should have bequeathed us other, more theory of the self can be built upon these assumptions; that, for ex-
subtle dogmas. These are not, of course, dogmas of doctrine, but ample, they make it impossible to account for the continuity of the
rather dogmas of assumption, of perspective. Even the idea of science self through time, for common humanity, or for individuality. Ob-
(as distinct from the practice) derives much of its attractiveness from viously, there is no way of justifying anything that could be called
the implicit absoluteness of its perspective. For scientific knowledge a “moral vision” with such terms.
appears to claim that if we can only be “objective” enough, if we can Unger’s analysis of liberal political theory points to parallel diffi-
only strip our language of its ghostly clutter, and if we will adhere culties. A sharp distinction between rules and values is assumed.
strictly to the canons of experimental verification, we will at last Values are simply what any individual wants for himself, and rules
arrive at a knowledge that is as irrefutable as the word of God. are prescribed ways in which such an individual will be allowed to"

It is this same craving for absolute certainty and objectivity that go about getting what he wants (the rule of law, and not of men).
gives force to the complex set of assumptions, also derived from the Because liberal doctrine repudiates the theory of essential values, and
Enlightenment, that Unger calls “liberalism." What Unger means because of the strict dichotomy of rules and values, there is no way
by this term is much more than an ideology, or spray of ideologies. of arriving at a theory of societal good. Relativism reigns by default.
It is what he calls a “deep structure" of our culture, that combines Men are free to pursue what our constitution so evasively calls their
a fundamental way of looking at things—the very phrasing of the ques- “happiness,” but no theory of human goals is possible. In other words,
tions we think it important to ask—and a form of social existence. the liberal idea of freedom is entirely negative—freedom from, but
So pervasive are the "liberal” assumptions that it is extremely difficult to what? Democracy becomes a kind of numbers game, and society,
to grasp, analyze, and—this seems the right word—exorcize them. instead of having anything that could be called a path, simply follows

Perspective . . . continued

Sigmund Freud fit the definition of genius that one critic has pro- therapy and of theory, and the Christendom whose citadel had been
posed: their readers grow up inside their work without ever realizing Rome would never again be the same. Central to both theory and
its circumference. therapy is the complex based upon the Oedipus myth, which is also

That both thinkers were born Jews is the spark of John Murray triggered by a social insult on the road: the king's actual father
Cuddihy’s combustible book. Its method is the “sociology of knowl- Laius is killed after an altercation in which, as Oedipus reports to
edge,” the inquiry into the historical origins and contours of ideas, Jocasta, “the herald in front and the old man himself/Threatened
a method developed by yet another Germanic Jew, Karl Mannheim. to thrust me rudely from the path . . . .”
The Ordeal of Civility can be summarized with almost seductive Cuddihy also emphasizes that vengeance assumed the form of solv-
simplicity; it is, as Richard King has observed, written by an ex- ing riddles through verbal exposure, explicitly revealing what polite
Catholic about ex-Jews unable to adapt to the “Protestant Etiquette.” society tried to hide. When Freud's teacher Jean Martin Charcot
After the Enlightenment many Jews in Central and Eastern Europe explained that in cases involving certain neurotic symptoms of female
abandoned the intricate network of personal relations that had bound patients, the explanation was always sexual (“toujours la chose
them in their ghettos and shtet/ach (the villages of Eastern Europe) génita/e”), Freud was “almost paralyzed with amazement and said
to claim the rights of legal equality offered by Western bourgeois so myself, ‘Well, but if he knows that, why does he never say so?’ ”
society. But after jettisoning the familiar nexus of tribe and tradition (Collected Papers, I). Social theory was thus fashioned to enunciate
to become deracinated citizens instead of Jews, they were not ac- what the Protestant Etiquette seemed to be deliberately disguising.
cepted as social equals, no matter how law-abiding, well-educated, Marx wanted the “invisible hand” of Adam Smith, a professor of
or wealthy. Only Gentiles could be genteel in a society which in the moral philosophy, to be made visible, wanted to perforate the belief
nineteenth century was still founded upon ascription as well as that capitalism was morallyjustifiable, wanted to show that the Euro-
achievement, and Jews lacked the status to pass the rites of civility pean economy of the nineteenth century masked exploitation and
even when granted the rights of citizenship. avarice. Freud wanted to show that beneath the surface of reason and

One consequential response to the modernizing force of the En- etiquette lurked a teeming, unconscious world of passion, aggression,
lightenment and to the exclusionary policy of the salons, Professor the death wish and the demonic secretly governing human conduct.
Cuddihy argues, was social theory. Unassimilable Jewish intellectuals Cuddihy suggests that the ”importunate ’Yid,’ released from ghetto
not only got mad; they got even. Freud's father once told him of an and shtetl, is the model . . . for Freud’s coarse, importunate ‘id.’ Both
anti-Semitic insult, in which a Gentile had knocked a new cap off are saddled with the problem of ‘passing’ from a latent existence
Jacob Freud's head onto the street and shouted at him, "Jew! Get ‘beyond the pale’ of Westen respectability into an open and mani-
off the pavement!” Jacob Freud had meekly picked his cap up, and fest relationship to Gentile society within Gentile society, from a

his young son contrasted such submissiveness with the Carthaginians state of unconsciousness to a state of consciousness." Social theory
with whom he identified, especially "the scene in which Hannibal's became, in its most forceful thrusts, a criticism of hypocrisy; with the
father, Hamilcar Barca, made this boy swear before the household authority of "honesty," Marx and Freud could condemn false con-
altar to take vengeance on the Romans” (The Interpretation of sciousness, idealization, rationalization. Psychoanalysis in particular,
Dreams). The psychiatrist's revenge would take the deceptive form of Cuddihy writes, was "an ideology, a compromise strategy, for living-
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a vector determined by the prevailing preponderance of arbitrary cendent value upon reality, conceived as distinct, will be tyrannical.
individual d6Sir6S- What is needed, then, is a union of transcendence and immanence:

ln all these areas liberalism has been criticized and refuted before. the values will emerge, or evolve out of human society, but they will
But because each refutation was only partial, these refutations have be of transcendent authority.

remained without appreciable effect upon the way liberalism is em- Unger is aware that his argument leads into an antinomy of its own.

bodied in our society and its institutions, and in our habits of mind. What will provide the authority of transcendence to the evolving

Yet the antinomies of liberalism, as Unger views them, are not merely values of this organic society? What will guide individuals to discover

abstract; they are encountered in the flesh, as it were, in our society, their mutual "whither"? There is only one possible answer: God.

as obstacles to growth and progress. God is the only conceivable union of immanence and trans-

What then, are the alternatives to liberalism?The socialist ideologies, cendence. God's existence cannot, Unger acknowledges, be proved

including Marxism, are in some ways more consistent. But all of or demonstrated. Either you see (or hear) God, or you do not, until

them, because they are largely contaminated by liberal assumptions, such time as He chooses to manifest Himself unequivocally.

collapse under similar antinomies. Social democracies resemble ad- And so Unger’s analysis of the ideas that bind, and blind us, begun

vanced cases of the disease of liberal capitalism and the welfare state. in a solid framework of legal theory (Unger iS 8 DF0l85SOf Of l8W at

Marxist states at least have an ideal structure to aim for. But because Harvard), ends in a coy theology of the missing term. It would be most

that ideal structure itself embodies the psychology and political unfortunate, however, if those who expect Unger’s concluding
assumptions of liberalism, the Marxist states tend to resemble our sentence—“Speak, God"—to remain as unheeded as always, refuse

own, with a planning office replacing the “free play of social and this work the interest and attention it deserves. Unger brings the

economic forces.” issue—and it is a critical issue—to a sharp point. It should be obvious

Unger’s approach is to deny the validity of the distinctions, or that the emerging global society cannot continue to make do with a

dichotomies of liberalism. Instead, he offers a theory of “organic legal and institutional framework based upon rusty utilitarianism,
groups," and the theory of the “union of immanence and trans- Lockean sensationalism, and The Wealth of Nations. And Unger is

eerrdenee/' surely right when he argues that the so-called “challenge” of Marxism

The theory of organic groups argues that values are created in time is primarily a revision of the same set of ideas, despite its Hegelian

(in History) from within groups of freely associating individuals. In structure. What we need is indeed something new, and the courage

such groups, each individual expresses himself in freedom, and joins to begin dismantling. The theories of organic groups and the union

with others who share his desires and values. Since each individual's of transcendence and immanence are suggestive, if not entirely clear

participation in the group will be voluntary, a result of his recognition or persuasive. The deus ex machina of the conclusion can be safely

ofa harmony of interest, none will be subordinate to others. The groups left to each reader to do with as he pleases. It should on no account
so formed will in turn interrelate with other groups, associate, and prevent a serious study of Unger’s critique.
form a larger consensus. it appears that a commune might be an

example of the kind of group Unger has in mind, at least at the primary Reviewed by Grant Lyons

level.
For a value to be a value, and not simply a desire, it must partake

of "transcendence." On the other hand, the imposition of a trans- 
Perspective . . . continued

the-Diaspora: the price of Emancipation—repression and sublimation champions of Christian morality would sense the danger of the “Jewish

—W35 I0 be Paid, and Paid in lull, but C0"5Cl0U5lY» and Without ad0Pt- science” to their announced need for restraint and tact.)
ing any of the illusory ideologies that the Gentile needed to console But however arresting Qoddihi/'5 loeal insights are, however shrewd

himself with for the renunciations exacted by civilized life.” In their his account of the genesis of psychoanalysis appears, The Ordeal of
desire to undermine the pretensions of the bourgeoisie in their board Civility is, given the particularity of its focus, rather lopsided in its

rooms and bedrooms, to show that the economic order and the mental interpretive scheme. lt is true that the Freudian movement was the

order were based upon greed and lust, Marx and Freud committed target of anti-Semitic feeling which partly checked the influence it

the very crime that the genteel had charged all along: Jews are otherwise merited, that its founder was consciously aJew, and that he

guilty of bad manners and bad taste. They threatened the delicate therefore considered himself relatively free to criticize the repres-

web ofcivilization thatChristians had fabricated and tried to strengthen siveness of Western mores because of his marginal status. But he was

against the beast within, the beast that these Jewish “scientific” hardly the sort of Ostjude (Eastern Jew), the young man from the
intellectuals were so remorselessly describing. provinces who might have been stunned by the contrast between the

This is Cuddihy/S theme’ foiiowed by Variations haphazaidiy Strung Gemeinschaft of the village and the Gesellschaft of the metropolis.

out. His argument is most persuasive when it incorporates psycho- Fieudis iaihiiy moved to Viehha ih i860’ when he was four‘ There
analysis; and it is interesting that Philip Roth based so much of his he grew up’ was educated’ ii‘/ed (except briey ih Paris)’ and piae‘
latest novel, My Life as a Man, on “the idea of the psychoanalytic heed i3f5YChiatTY Until The N_aZi invasion of 1938_ ”Qn these facts

session, wherein pile driving right on through the barriers of good aiOhe' Rebeii Aiiei has whiten’ hot ie Speak of the ieiaxed Way
taste and discretion isconsidered Cenirai ioineiask at hand/,Cuddihy,S Freud alludes to traditional Jewish life and practices in the anecdotal
thesis neaiiy coaiesces in his Chapter on Wiiheim Reich baieiy material from it that he occasionally draws upon, it is hard to see

identifiable as a Jew but an errant disciple of both Freud and Marx. It how he eeiiiei have been obsessed with the uheeuih Shieii leW/
was ReiCh»5 intention to puncture the acharaciei armor,» which he before all other intellectual or emotional considerations.”

claimed was responsible for both political and sexual repression, by Nor is the link with Marx, whose work is given far more cursory
peeling away the layers of the social animal: “On the surface he treatment, indissolubly forged. The chapters on Freud are based upon
carries the artificial mask of self-control, of compulsive insincere such seminal books as The Interpretation of Dreams, but no equivalent
politeness and artificial sociality. . . . The second layer is the artifact effort is expended on Capital or The Communist Manifesto orthe now-
of the sex-negating culture. . . . The third and deepest [layer], repre- celebrated early manuscripts on alienation. To advance his thesis,

senting the biological nucleus of the human structure, is unconscious Cuddihy has to pull some very emaciated rabbits out of his hat: the
and dreaded.” Reich's work was to influence Norman Mailer, Paul first article Marx ever published, in 1843, on Prussian censorship,
Goodman and the impresario of encounter groups, Frederick S. Perls; plus “On the Jewish Question” (1844), an assault on the propriety of
its aim was to corrode that armor of “artificial sociality,” to restore property in which the faults of capitalist Jews are attributed to
the primacy of the natural man and woman that the Protestant Eti- capitalism itself. Cuddihy’s analysis of Marx might be compared to a

quette had stifled. (It is therefore not incomprehensible that the study of the artistry of James Joyce that cites only Pomes Penyeach.
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Irreverent Pilgrims. Melville, Browne and Mark Twain in the are “the three most important literary works to result from American
Holy Land, by Franklin Walker, University of Washington Press, visits to the Holy Land during the nineteenth century” needs qualifi-
234 pp., $9.95. cation. Browne and Melville reached a limited audience, and even

Twain's popular work was outshone by William Thomson's The Land
Crusaders and pilgrims were the earliest Western travelers to the and the Book (1859),whose salesin 19th century America were second

Moslem Middle East, and Franklin Walker’sIrreverent Pilgrims shows only to the Bible's. Thomson and Edward Robinson and William
how durable those models have been. The titles of the three books Bartlett may have been ”unliterary,” but they were deeply influential.
he treats give the game away: John Ross Browne's Yusef; or, the ”Sacred geography” remained the norm, despite the "irreverent pil-
/ourney of the Frangi: A Crusade in the East (1853); Herman Melville's grims.” The iconoclast might struggle and fret and mock, but he could
Clarel: A Poem and Pilgrimage in the Holy Land (1876); and Mark not escape the idea that Palestine had been holy land for two thou-
Twain's The Innocents Abroad, or The New Pilgrim’s Progress (1869). sand years, and would remain so for most. The Innocents Abroad,
Each of these 19th century American Protestants, of course, transposes though widely read, was atypical, and did not divert the mainstream,
the inherited tradition. Browne's “Crusade” is “against the Mists of while Browne and Melville were “important” only to a narrow literary
Fancy.” Melville’s pilgrimage is undertaken by faithless pilgrims, community.
and Twain's by decrepit, intolerant and hypocritical ones w_ho are Mediterranean “tourism” began in the 1840's with steam packets
contrasted unfavorably with the ”genuine piety” of blackguards and and tours from England, and Walker establishes that his subjects were
sinners such as himself and his cronies (p. 196). Still, the choice of beyond question tourists, with all the limitations of perspective that
subtitles is significant: the writers were associating themselves with term implies. The three of them together spent only about eighty days
the forms they knew their readership would instantly connect with the in Palestine (pp. 4-7). Twain came on the luxury cruise of the Quaker
area. The old militant spirit died especially hard in Mark Twain. No City, the vanguard of a post-Civil War boom in American tourism
Arab-lover anyway, Twain was excited by the Crusader Godfrey de (pp. 163, 166). He was hurried, ill, scorched, irritable--today's sum-
Bouillon’s sword, preserved in Jerusalem: “I can never forget old mer tourist will recognize the syndrome—and Walker's comment on
Godfrey's sword, now. l tried it on a Moslem, and clove him in twain the results desen/es more than the parenthesis he gives it:
like a doughnut” (p. 186). “In twain" is good. The point is not that
the remark is intended humorously, but what Twain felt constituted . . . after a sick day in Damascus he pronounced the inhabi-
a joke. It is also interesting to be reminded that the Melville family ranrsre be"rne u8lle5r/Wlekedestleoklng Vrllalnslna‘/e ever
motto ”Denique Coelum” (“Heaven at last!") was the cry of the See"/_” and he _lumP_ed_e_ll Turks and Areb5 togetner 35
Crusaders despicable. (During his visitto the Levant, Mark Twain made

Walker's book has four parts: an introduction, three chapters on httle attempt to dlshhgulsh among ArabS’.Turk5’ and levl/S’
much less to recognize a Druze, a Maronite, or a Bedouin.

erewheehd twe eeeh eh Mehhlle ehd T\’_ve'h' Chapter Ohe' “Travel As with most visitors new to the area, he had little chance
in Syria in the Victorian Age, IS a useful introductory sketch, though or kn0W|edge to make Such digtinctions.) (p.175)
one must bear in mind that it limits itself to American involvement.

The much Older European and e5PeCl3llY English rTadlri0n5 are alm05t During his week in Jerusalem he could not find time to visit the Dome
l3e)’0nd rr5 ken» e><CePr rel’ Writers Suen 35 l<rn8lal<e and Larnarrlne of the Rock, then newly opened to Christian visitors (p. 184). Walker
who influenced the /\n"'erlCan5- And Well<er'5 Claim rnar n15 5ubleCr5 assures us that Eastman did not introduce the Kodak until 1880, nor 

Perspective . . . continued

Nor does Cuddihy confront the problem of Marx's own remoteness sciousness of the West than Africans or aborigines (and thus the killing
from his Jewish origins, for unlike Freud, a member of the fraternal of peoples of color was both more removed and more casual). And
lodge of B’nai B’rith, Marx was baptized as a youth and made no effort as with Freud’s actual cosmopolitanism, Cuddihy’s interpretation
to identify himselfwith thejewish people either in its ancient grandeur collides with stubborn fact: even in the kingdom of Poland, which
or in its contemporary vulnerability. And despite its subtitle, The in the eighteenth century had the continent's highest percentage of
Ordeal of Civility includes only ten pages on Claude Lévi-Strauss, a rural Jewry, more Jews lived in cities than did Christians; and two-
rabbi’s grandson but no product of a shtetl. Cuddihy may have thirds of Polish Jewry were listed in the census as urban. These were
originally been toying with the idea of making Brazilian lndians into not peasants whose hegira to cities signalled entry into the modern
Lévi-Strauss’s ersatz Jews, the stick with which to beat the ethnocentric world; most Jews were already there.
Gentiles; if so, Cuddihy fortunately dropped the idea. Perhaps the Part W brings the reader into the courtrooms of Contemporary
subtitle was a way of cashing in on the vogue of structural anthro- America, especiany the rambunctious Chicago conspiracy tria| of

pelegy leuseh SOh_teg' for example’ ehhhed her essay eh he feuhder 1969 and the New York Black Panthers conspiracy trial the following
Hlhe ehthrepeleglslf eS_ heron)’ ler theeuther makes he ease for year. Was the Bill of Rights to be construed as protecting the de-
Levhetreussls lhelusleh 'h the deslgh of he argumehh fendants’ fullest freedom of expression, however disruptive of legal

The Ordeal of Civility is promised as the fragment of a larger work, niceties? The Supreme Court’s answer, as summarized by Cuddihy,
and the two final sections hint at the possible direction of Cuddihy’s turned out to be no: "Legal rights . . . are not absolute but relative to
further interests. Part Ill is an attempt to insert the ambiguous position social rites of decorum; one can forfeit the former by nonperformance
of the ex-Jewish intelligentsia into the wider framework of world of the latter.” Here the author slightly misinterprets the meaning of
modernization, to include Jews among those people—normally Justice Hugo Black's opinion; more accurately stated, it is for the sake
associated with the Third World—who have passed through the of legal rights that there must be orderinthe court. Moreover, Cuddihy
crucibles of industrialization and urbanization. The history of emanci- makes too much of these two politically-symbolic trials, since it was
pated Jewry is thus depicted as “delayed modernization.” But while his ill luck not to have foreseen that they were apparently the last of
common elements can be found in the encounter between Jews and their kind. Subsequently defendants as disparate as Angela Davis and
Gentiles and between whites and peoples of color, and while Jewish Daniel Ellsberg in California, Philip Berrigan in Harrisburg, and the
intellectuals were also often torn between the shame of ”backward- Vietnam Veterans Against the War in Gainesville did not cry that their
ness” and reverence for a dignified and consoling tradition, the rights were infringed upon iftheatricality and a cultivated outrageous-
peculiarities of Diaspora history are more striking. Cuddihy is forced ness did not characterize their defense; none of them, incidentally,
to minimize, for example, the effects of imperialism, long the political was convicted. Also somewhat askew is the author's perception of
face of modernization and still a psychological factor; there is no the Chicago trial largely in terms of German Jews (Judge Julius Hoff-
systematic equivalent in the history of European Jewry. Having cre- man) vs. Ostjuden (Abbie Hoffman). Defendant Hoffman did taunt
ated the faith, the book, and even the Savior from which Christianity Judge Hoffman for being a social climber, an allrightnik; but even
itself emerged, Jews were necessarily less peripheral to the con- radicalism’s court jester made that only one weapon in his arsenal,
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American Express the travelers check until I891, but the mental I'll say. Melville was a tourist, but he was not a chauvinist.
features Of Tourism were already recognizable. Compared IO the major The same contrast emerges in the Qontext Qf “romance v5, reality,”
English travel-writers of the century—Lane, Kinglake, Warburton, which Walker perceives as the common theme of the three writers.
Burton, Col. Churchill, Lady Duff-Gordon, Doughty and others— The real and the ideal constitute the commonest polarity in literature,
the Americans appearvery superficial indeed. For Europeans the Near and naturally bulk large in travel-writing about exotic or tradition-
East had been a logical extension of the Grand Tour since the early rich lands. Eliot Warburton’s The Crescent and the Cross (I844) is

eighteenth century; for Americans it remained exotic, outré, irrevoca- subtitled “Romance and Realities of Eastern Travel,” and I think
bly “other.” Like most of us when confronted with the new and strange, Walker neglects his influence on the philistines. Browne writes that
Browne, Melville and Twain reached for homely comparisons. The he is crusading "against the Mists of Fancy,” while Twain in a letter
Black Sea reminded Melville of Lake George, as every body of water identified expectation vs. actuality as his dominant motif. Both men
in Péilelle recalled Lake T8l108 I0 Twain. /\88aS, Prince Of TFOY, use earlier “romantic” writers as foils, and play off the anticipations
setting out with his father and household gods—his cultural baggage— resulting from literary distortion against the experience itself. Walker
on his back, is no bad emblem of the traveler, especially the tourist. first tries to fit Melville into this scheme—”he had had trouble recon-

Yet tourism did not suppress the individuality of these travelers. ciling illusion and reality" (p. I32)-—but later admits that “He seems
If anything it is the literary form that seems to impose itself on each to have been bothered little if at all by disappointments over the state
writer. Nowhere in Melville's poem (orjournal) do we find the rampant of the Holy Sites, having expected no more than what he found”
philistinism of Browne and Twain, who freely employed what Walker (p, 223),
CallS "Old 5Outl1W85l” lWmOr (pp. 83, I69), and what one of their Melville, then, stands apart from the other two in important ways.
own characters might label ”crackerbarrel cornball frontiershit,” as He is the only one of the three whose observations have the hard edge
a basic part of their narrative strategies. Yusef and The Innocents that persuades us that we are not seeing Palestine through a veil of
Abroad are attempts to preserve Palestinian wine in the bottle of preconceived attitudes or literary genre, the only one who was even
American regional humor; in both books uncomplimentary epithets, interested in history, the only one to resist the blandishments of
wild exaggeration and burlesque hilarity substitute for real knowledge “sacred geography.” Yet Walker’s treatment of him is unsatisfactory.
or understanding. Browne styles himselfthe "Honorary General of the Melville's vision was poetic but his expressive forte was not, and
Bobtailed Militia,” compar€S the Jordan to a backwoods creek in Walker's failure to judge Clarel as a poem is a sin of omission. He
America, and blandly undertakes to promote a more liberal outlook on mentions in passing that Melville’s travel experiences “became in-
“the customs and prejudices of the uncivilized world” (p. 83). Twain candescent in his verse" (p. I38), and that his “voice” there is “some-
gives Palestinian places California names, likens the Arabs to Digger times , . . more effective than provided by the prose of Moby-Dick”
Indians, and acts as spokeman for the “American Vandal,” the term (p, I37), without ever coming to grips with the quality of the verse,
WhiCh which is tortuous in the extreme. Except for his use of tetrameter,

Melville seems to have close affinities with those eighteenth-century
b‘35lde5C'lb95lh@ '0Vln8/ lndependemi free and ea5YCl"'a'aC- didactic poets at whom Johnson and Boswell laughed. He draws our
terofthatclassoftravelingAmericanswho arenotelaborate- attention to the ,,g|uey track and Streaky Ha“ / Of some Sman S|Ug

ly educated, cultivated, and refined, and gilded and filigreed . . ,, . . ,, .

with the met-fable ofthe rst Societ ( 202)‘ or torpid snail, and invites us to Behold how through the crucial
g y p pass / Slips unabased the humble ass.” Actually these are light mo- 

Perspective . . . continued

and none of the other seven defendants used it. They preferred to officer and a gentleman”; and last year one state legislature con-
define the Ku/turkampf in actuarial terms—youth versus age—and not sidered a bill that would legalize prostitution, provided the women
through the internal politics of the American Jewish community. Nor were “of good character."
does Cuddihy mention, since it does not help his thesis, that the Cuddihy’s book will satisfy readers whose taste is romantic—the
trial’s most noted indecorous breach of language, the “barnyard writing is exuberant, flashy and personal to the point of idiosyncrasy—
epithet,” was uttered by David Dellinger, a non-young non-Jew. rather than classical—the argument lacks balance, proportion and co-

Little in the remainder of the book seems to bear directly upon the hesiveness. Though The Ordeal of Civility does not sustain its inten-
central thesis—for example, Cuddihy’s chapter on contemporary tions, the execution of its thesis is never ponderous. The book does

American intellectual life. Here Jews were generally excluded from not pretend to be stamped with utterly disinterested and incontro-
the most prestigious (as well as some of the most provincial) aca- vertible authority, yet it is disturbing for another reason: Cuddihy
demic circles until well into the twentieth century, and pockets of falls into the trap of reductionism. Nowhere does he assure readers
resistance remained until the Holocaust made anti-Semitism dis- that the delineation of the genesis of ideas does not in itself under-
reputable. Four decades ago Columbia University’s Department of mine the validity of those ideas. Once the terms are understood, two
English hired its first Jew, Lionel Trilling, as “an experiment,” be- plus two equals four, even if the first human being to realize that
cause Jews were doubted to have the innate sensitivity to understand might have been a Greek, or a neurotic, or a sports fan. Insights into
and explicate the most serious literature. For several years Oscar capitalism or madness are of course much more imprecise and likely
Handlin was not appointed to Harvard’s Department of History for to be implicated in the special conditions of time and place and
more directly patriotic reasons, and there are less famous cases of individual temperament, but that is why the sociologist of knowledge
Jews being considered culturally and socially unfit as custodians of should address himself to the issue of whether socialism or psycho-
the Western academic tradition. All this is presumably relevant to analytic theory or structural anthropology are anything more than
Cuddihy’s purposes but goes unmentioned in his book, which fails alewish response to socialdiscrimination. Inthe past decade American
to calibrate the changes in toleration since Marx and Freud. The culture has been afflicted bydogmatists who haveclaimed certain kinds
New York world of publishing books and magazines reputedly of knowledge to be hermetic, who have scoffed at the effortto transmit
places little emphasis on breeding; not even the Ivy League insists or examine certain kinds of experience. “Don’t criticize what you
upon the forms of deference such as baptism which the salons of can't understand” (not “don't” but “can’t") was what Bob Dylan
Berlin and Vienna and the German university system once required. once sang to mothers and fathers throughout the land, and his cry
“Once Jewish boys were hit over the head with rocks,” Mordecai was adopted by others: by some black nationalists who wanted
Richler has written, “today they're pelted with fellowships.” Nor does whites, no matter how well-informed or wise, to remain mute while
Cuddihy acknowledge that none of the axial principles of American a presumably monolithic Afro-American community expressed its

society encourages the rigid definitions of gentleman (and lady) that will; by political lip readers, usually on the left, who divided literature
barred Jews in Europe. The conviction of Army dermatologist Howard into" two parts—problem or solution; and by some feminists, who
Levy, for example, was briefly overturned because an appeals court would have denounced the Last Supper because it was a stag dinner
could not find an acceptable definition of "conduct unbecoming an and who foreclosed the hope of male empathy for the plight of women.
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ments among the cumbersome echoes of Milton, Dante and 5hake- of the hollowness beneath the rhetorical socialist shibboleths of a

speare. Clarel, with 18,000 lines, is longer than Paradise Lost, the particular developing nation, Algeria. Denounced are bureaucratic

Iliad or the Aeneid, and it is steadily pessimistic, hopeless, finally inefficiency and corruption in general, the incompetence of one

nihilistic. It has many interesting passages, but they seem weighted Bulgarian doctor he worked with and the brutality of another in

with twenty centuries of stony sleep. Query: a long poem that affirms particular. In the course of his narrative, Young excoriates the cruel

nothing is doomed to failure. machismo of Algerian men, the ignorance in which women are kept,

Franklin Walker, Professor Emeritus of English at Mills College, and all this literally ad nau5eum—some scenes of deliveries would be

Oakland, is a published authority on western American literature, X-rated in any movie.

and he not only read but traveled to prepare for this volume, He Young’s exasperated wit often recalls the literary tradition of

mentions Lebanon and Israel but not Syria; judging by his evident novelists—Forster, Waugh, Newton, Burgess-—in which marvelous fun

familiarity with the Jordan valley and Mar Saba monastery, he also is made both of Third World situations and of the Western protagonists

visited the occupied West Bank of Jordan. Apart from some lapses who presume to set right what is awry, usually in terms of Western

into the mechanical academic style the text is well-written, though liberal values. But here's the rub, because the book's message will

the return of Melville and Browne for a paragraph each at the end of be repudiated by the Algerians as insulting and because it will feed

the chapter on The Innocents Abroad is an odd closure. I found the those who, for whatever motive, are glad to see the Third World

ending—an evocation of Arab dancing to a ditty Browne played— disparaged. But to such considerations Young is properly indifferent.

evasive of the real importance of his study. Our modern attitudes All that he asks is that human dignity be attended to, irrespective

towards the Middle East are partly conditioned by the reports of earlier of ideological content.

visitors such as these, and most or all of the current isues are inherent A Westerner sympathetic to Third World aspirations for authenticity

in their books. irreverent Pilgrims is not escapist reading. and modernization can, of course, apologize. When the French

settlers with all their talents left Algeria in I962, they left a significant

Reviewed by Richard W. Bevis void in trained personnel, administrators, doctors and the rest. Such

an apologia, however, smacks of the excuses Young came to despise.

Mothers are still massacred on delivery tables because of abysmal

incompetence and indifference. One hopes that the day will come

The Private Life of Islam, by Ian Young, Liveright, 308 pp., when this genuine account ofa year of appalled dedication in a hope-

$3_g5_ less situation can be read in Algeria with concerned equanimity and

also self-recognition. Then we might be able to speak of the true fruition

On an immediate level, Ian Young’s book is honest, readable, of a revolution whose seeds were planted during eight brave and

disturbing. He tells of his experience in Berber Kabylia on the outskirts violent years. In any case, disregarding future developments as well

of Algiers where conditions are primitive and traditions are strong. as niceties and the etiquette of toleration, our world would be a sadder

Here he spent I970 satisfying a practical requirement towards his place than it now is if the Youngs did not indignantly bear witness to

degree in medicine as a volunteer in the maternity section of a public the truth.

hospital. His memoir, written as “revenge” against an intolerable

situation, and its perpetrators, is cast in ironic fury, and reveals much Reviewed by David C. Cordon

Perspective . . . continued

In the wake of such absolutism, it would have been valuable for a can Novel, which has been unjustly dismissed and neglected. Richler

scholar who has made no secret of his Catholic upbringing to have has a wider repertory of sympathies than Roth has so far demon-

ventilated his study of Jewish intellectuals by suggesting the wider strated; the most abundant evidence of Richler's talent is St. Urbain’s

applicability of their ideas. No historian of ideas can be expected Horseman. Nevertheless he will probably be best remembered for

to master the knowledge required to separate the living truths from an earlier novel, The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz, the latest in a

the other components of these ideologies, but Cuddihy should have line of books extending from Abraham Cahan’s The Rise of David

been more sensitive to the implications of describing the universal Levinsky through Nathanael West's A Cool Mi/lion and Budd Schul-

claims of social theory as merely the expression of particular Jewish berg’s What Makes Sammy Run that constitutes the Algeresque

interests. But since he sees only one thing (Cuddihy is the kind of theme, which is also the Jewish literary theme, of making it. Both

scholar, to continue the Joycean analogy, who might interpret Richler and Roth are the grandsons of immigrants, grew up in working

Ulysses as a critique of Christian-Jewish intermarriage), his reduc- class Jewish neighborhoods (Richler in Montreal, Roth in Newark),

tionism limits the value of his own book. and write most effectively about Jews. (Because both are satirists

That is a pity, for there is something to his case. Within our culture, of deadly skill, because their humor is tinged with a mean streak,

Jews have been conspicuous members of the wild bunch that has they have been accused, very foolishly, of hating Jews.) Both are

made war, however playfully, upon puritanism; against the barriers immune to the appeals of patriotism and display a political orientation

of Cuddihy’s Protestant Esthetic, the reification of taste, some Jewish that could be characterized as residual leftism. (Of all immigrant

writers have been willing to come across as “pushy,” among them communities, the Jews were the last to forsake the illusions of the

Mordecai Richler and Philip Roth. Both have written freely about Soviet dream, though both novelists are anti-totalitarian, with the

la chose génitale, though only—as starlets tell interviewers who in- Holocaust shadowing their work.) Both can be grisly in their ridicule,

quire about their availability for nude scenes—if and when it is especially when nursing the wounds of Jewish history; and thus their

“artistically necessary.” Both have minds well-stocked with the flotsam work tends to amplify Cuddihy’s studies in creativity.

and jetsam of popular culture, especially radio, movies and sports The two collections under review are not especially imposing,

(hockey for Richler, baseballfor Roth). Not very sophisticated formally, however. Richler's is the slighter, a series of ten sketches that mix

both are virtuosi of language. Richler prefers the epigram, the put- fiction and reminiscence about growing up in Montreal. His grand-

down, the quick stab of wit, though he can also write some marvel- father was a scholar, a translator of the Zohar (The Book of Splendor);

lously lapidary paragraphs. And contrary to popular belief, Roth’s most his father sold scrap. Richler himself grew up with ghetto kids, some

important organ is his ear, which has picked up all the bizarre varieties of whom became Stalinists, some of whom became Zionists, most of

and nuances of American speech and set them down with stunning whom “were scruffy and spiteful, with an eye on the main chance.”

fidelity. His is also the more antic imagination: Roth is a go-for-broke Nearly everyone feared the Canadian Protestants: “It was, we felt,

wildcatter who can do almost everything with the language but refine their country, and given sufficient liquor who knew when they would

it; far from depleting this national resource of the word, he leaves us make trouble?” Richler has spent most of his adulthood in London;

all the richer. He has contrived two masterpieces of comic fiction: but “no matter how long I continue to live abroad, I do feel forever

Portnoy’s Complaint, which everyone has read, and The Great Ameri- rooted in Montreal’s St. Urbain Street. That was my time, my place,
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The Breast of the Earth, by Kofi Awoonor, Anchor Press, 387 essence will be its own true personality.” The Breast of the Earth
pp., $15.00. presents a brilliant, comprehensive vision of the quest for identity,

a vision informed by a fine understanding of interrelations between
An internationally respected Ghanian poet and writer, Kofi Awoon- real problems and creative potentials. Awoonor's survey should be

or brings both erudition and common sense to the task of surveying read by anyone who wishes to enlarge his understanding of cultural
the history, culture, and literature of Africa south of the Sahara. The change in the modern world.
survey that seeks to mediate between the old and the new in Africa
is a tremendous undertaking. Instead of attempting to make an ex- Reviewed by jerry W. Ward
haustive analysis, Awoonor has wisely chosen to let his sensibility,
his engaged concern, play over the vast information to be covered.
It is the sensitive, human involvement with the subject matter that
makes The Breast of the Earth a rich and rewarding book. Iourney to the Trenches: The Life of Isaac Rosenberg, 1890-1918,

Awoonor has divided his survey into three parts: Africa and her by Ioseph Cohen, Basic Books, 224 pp., $12.50.
external contacts, Traditional Africa, and Contemporary Africa. Part
I is a succinct historical overview of sub-Saharan Africa, linking pre- In this age of the anti-hero, Isaac Rosenberg "speaks" to us. He
colonial history with the impact of Islamic and European penetrations. perfectly fits Leo Rosten’s explanation of the Yiddish terms shlemiel
Part II consists of essays on the philosophical structures underlying and shlimazel: the shlemiel is a man always spilling his soup—down
traditional societies, on art, music, and languages, and on dramatic, the back of the shlimazel. Throughout his short life, Rosenberg was a
narrative, and lyric forms in oral literature. The final section covers social misfit, congenitally maladjusted, a born loser. The strength of
literature in such languages as Xhosa, Hausa and Swahili, aspects of Joseph Cohen's biography is that it manages to tell the story of Rosen-
the Negritude movement in Francophone Africa, English language berg’s life with “deep and abiding feeling”—while avoiding both
poetry, and the contemporary estate of drama and other art forms. sentimentality and facile ironic distance.
Awoonor includes a brief bibliography which could introduce non- Through artful arrangement of his material—the book begins with
specialists to the fascinating study of African cultures and literatures. Rosenberg’s death in the trenches in I918 and jumps back to the life

The African continent occupies a unique position in twentieth cen- of his father Dovber (later Barnett) Rosenberg—Cohen vividly cap-
tury cultural evolution. It has a rich heritage that can be exploited in tures the ever-multiplying ironies and contrasts of Rosenberg’s life.
the creation of modern art, but that heritage must be rediscovered At the age of 26, Rosenberg’s father fled Russia to avoid conscription
in the process of recovering from the colonial interregnum. Redis- into the Russian Army; at 27 Isaac Rosenberg was killed in action on
covery cannot be a “pristine cultural journey into the past,” nor can the Western Front, an English Army volunteer and also a volunteer
the thrust into the future be a flight fueled by European assumptions. for extra duty in the action that killed him. All this volunteering would
Like its politics, the culture of Africa must be a synthesis of tradition seem to indicate that Rosenberg believed in combat heroics, yet just
and the knowledge gained from contacts with other sectors of global the opposite is true. Opposed to killing, farfrom patriotic, the physically
society. The continent, Awoonor tells us in his preface, ”plods on, frail Rosenbergjoined the armylargely because”enlistmentseemed the
seeking . . . ways of growth and survival. And in this search, it adapts, only consistent solution to his gloomy assessment of his predicament”
adopts, changes, borrows, discards, and continues to build what in as a poet, painter, and (non) wage earner. What could be more sadly

Perspective . . . continued

and I have elected myself to get it right.” Here, however modestly, would be stranger even than a man turning into an insect. No one
the ethic of honesty resurfaces; and The Street is recalled without would believe it, Kafka least of all.”
nostalgia and without sentimentality. Nevertheless these pieces are Also included in Reading Myself and Others is a New York Times
little m0"e than 3 W3tm'UP tor the C0mlC ChF3Ct@FiZatl0h5 that are op-ed article that helps illumine the ordeal of civility. In I969 the
m0r€' fully im/€St€d in hi5 r\0v€lS- Newark City Council refused to vote the funds necessary to keep the

Uniike Riehierr Roth provides vinuaiiv no information about his public library alive; the riot-devastated city had other priorities.
life (private life, as it used to be called). Reading Myself and Others Rotn» whose Neon‘/et53t|0h, l have been t0ld, hits hevet heeh 35
is however a self-absorbed work, the tangential essays of a writer still rerlned _as 't_ snould be’ was eloquent as well as lndlgnantt Hslnee
unsure of how to energize his formidable talent. What is conveyed my ramlly dld not own many books’ or naye tne money tor a enlld to
is a restlessness foreign to the less erratic Richler, who is unlikely buy tneml lt was good to know tnat solely by ylrtue or my munlelbalto Commit the kinds of mistakes (Our Gang, The Breast) in vvhieh citizenship I had access to any book I wanted. . . . Why I had to care
Roth hasindulged. Having achieved earlyliteraryfame, Roth zigzagged tor tne books l borrowed» return tbem unsearred and on tlrnei was
from an esthetic of moral seriousness to writing out of “the sheer because tney Werehlt m|h9_ illhhe, tl"I€y were everybody’s. That idea
pleasure of exploring the anarchic and the unsocialized," as though bad as muen to do wltn elylllzlng me as any l was eyer to Come ubon
William Dean Howells had suddenly decided to pledge Deke. This ln tne books tnemselyes-'_' For Rotn that bublle llbrary “was a klnd
collection of interviews, self-interviews, replies to critics, political or exaotlng nayen to wnlen a blty youngster wllllngly went tor nlssquibs and iiterarv appreciations is therefore an invitation to svmoa_ lesson in restraint and his training in self-control." Roth's essay not
thize more retrospectively with his intentions. More importantly, Roth only recalls a eertaln trlurnbnr tor tne sake or Culture and enaraetehgives Us a piece of his mind; and few of the essavs diminish the im_ over environment but is a document that supports Cuddihy’s version
pression of his remarkably facile and lively intelligence. Though his of Dlasbora nlstory as well- Compared to Eurober tne transaetlon
well-known essays on American and on American Jewish fiction are between Genule and lew oyer nere nas been tar less demandlng» tarreprinted’ Roth saves his most memorabie piece tor the end: ///I less fraught with suspicion, much thinner in symbolic significance.
Aivvavs Wanted You to Admire My Fasting; on Looking at Kafka/» it is On matters of religion at least, here everyone is nicer. But the assimila-
an exquisite reverie in which Kafka cheats lethal tuberculosis long tlon or lews lnto tne eulture and soelety or North Amerlea_tne sturt
enough to have immigrated to New Jersey and to have taught Roth in ot Rotnls and Rlenlerls tletlon_ls stlll bolgnant and raselnatlngiHebrew sehoo|_ The new coda vvouid have meant that the Kafka stilltinged with mystery. The chauvinism ofMordecai Richler’sfatheris
whose manuscripts were preserved against the intentions of the dvine therefore understandable if not forgivable. Told that his son had just
author would not have existed, with no "Metamorphosis," no Trial, no bubllsned a noyelr tne serab dealer asked: //ls lt about lews or about
Castle to have made K the most important letter in the alphabet of ordlnary beoble?”
modern anxiety. There would have been no Kafka, Roth writes: ”That Stephen /. Whitfield
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predictable than his death on All Fools’ Day in 1918? Even after his Despite the disagreements most recent critics have had with

death, the dybbuks pursued him; his remains suffered the same ab- Bradley’s interpretations, few have gone about the task of trying to

surdities he experienced while alive. Because of the intensity of the develop new and realistic alternative systems for discussing character

combat, his body remained unburied for several days; then it was in the plays. Most have remained content to react against Bradley.

temporarily interred with the remains of several other English soldiers; Professor Barroll, however, presents us with a magnificent work of

finally officially located and identified, it was reinterred in Balleul creative criticism that is quite likely to provide a new and fruitful

Road East Cemetery—probably in the wrong grave, under one of the basis for future discussions of Shakespeare's creation of character.

crosses adjacent to his "official resting place.” In fact, both the background and critical approach Barroll uses for

His life was no less ironic, no less absurd-—tragicomic even in com- his discussion are useful in understanding any writer of Shakespeare’s

parison with that of his luckless father. Dovber, born into a moderately age, Artificial Persons is not just another piece of criticism—it is a

well-established family of rabbis and scholars, enjoyed a warm family scholarly triumph that should easily prove a great resource of infor-

life at home, and while disappointed in his marriage and financial mation and ideas for countless othercritics.

situation in later years, he could fall back on strengths gained in youth: In his opening section, Barroll examines those approaches to

deep feeling i0r nature and i0r lUdai5n1- l5aaC, in C0ntra5t, Was bOrn problems of character in Shakespeare that have been used over the

into a family troubled by chronic poverty and marital discord. Cir- years—particularly Freudian psychology, rhetoric, and humors theory

cumstances reached a nadir in 1899 when Isaac was nine years old. —and rejects them all as inadequate to an understanding of what

While Dovber was in the United States trying to arrange for the family Shakespeare was trying to depict in his characters. Barroll does not

to emigrate from England, Hacha, Isaac's mother, who was in the discount their usefulness as forms of labeling or as methods of retro-

last stages of pregnancy, was told that the oldest daughter was going spective analysis; he does question their validity as systems whereby

blind from glaucoma. Unable to leave England and probably sensing we might adequately account for the artistic creation of complex

that the chance to emigrate would never come again, Hacha gave characters.

birth to a sixth and last child—alone and penniless. The poverty and In place of the old systems, Barroll suggests the catechism as the

emotional turmoil at home matched the squalor and clamor of the one unifying factor among all levels of Shakespeare's audience that

Jewish Quarter of London, which was similar to the Lower East Side would have provided analysis of human character: . . the value of

of New York. the catechisms lies in their implicit suggestions as to the ideal, for

Leaving school at fourteen to work as an apprentice in a dingy en- these concepts of personality ‘perfection’ allow us to infer elementary

graving firm, Isaac Rosenberg nonetheless maintained his early structures of imperfection, the youthful foundations upon which the

interest in poetry and art. Seven years later, his life finally took two dramatist, in his maturity, would form his own sophistications, his

positive turns: he met sensitive, intellectual friends of his own age sense of the ‘complex character.’ ”

and class, and with the patronage of three Jewish women, entered What the young William Shakespeare would have learned from his

Slade School of art, long his dream. catechism, among other things, was an appreciation of character as

But Rosenberg’s life was not so easily turned around. Both as a man the relationship of the individual with God. Barroll expands upon

and poet-artist he remained essentially solitary. Socially awkward, this idea, thus freeing himself from any charges that he might be

forgetful, bumbling——he even managed to alienate his most imponant ”allegorizing” Shakespeare. Rather, he uses the orientation of any

patron by sending her a blotchy letter—-he watched other young men individual character to a transcendental ideal, not specifically

from similar working class Jewish backgrounds advance socially and Christian, as the central factor in discussing character. While the true

artistically while he remained outside the mainstream. As a painter ideal remains God, the shift in terminology helps him to avoid an

Rosenberg fit neither the traditional, formal Royal Academy nor the approach which might be too narrow.

self-consciously modern and revolutionary Slade School, and even When the impulse of prelapsarian man to love God and to desire

today he is difficultto classify asapoet——neither Georgian nor modern- the Good represented by the divinity was corrupted in Adam’s fall,

ist. Coming more and more to see himself as a poet rather than a mankind became subject to diversion of its affections. The Ten

painter, Rosenberg received almost no recognition for his writing and Commandments, according to the Renaissance understanding, were

paid for the two small pamphlets of poems published during his intended to reorient man towards his original transcendental ideal

lifetime: Nightand Day and Youth. through the exercise of love and obedience that would restore the

The final irony is that at the same time that the war ended his primal order. Each of the four basic types of tragic characters which

career, it also marked the beginning ofhis poetic maturity.While much Barroll discusses, however, has been turned aside from the pursuit

of his earlier poetry is marred by excesses of emotion (especially of this true ideal by a form of self-love, that is, love for the body and

sentimentality and self-pity) and of language (particularly vague ab- for the things of this world rather than love of the ideal. And since

StraCtiOnS), the War D0emS reveal "rnartial” \/irtue5I leanneSS, tOugh— the affections, or love, were seen as involved in all of man’s actions,

ness,discipline. this improper orientation became a means by which Shakespeare

Rosenberg will probably be remembered for a handful of late could depict various character types.

poems, such as “August 1914.” A poem like "Break of Day in the Shakespeare’s four types of tragic characters are identified as

Trenches” with its tight control, bittersweet tone, and most of all, Material Men, Lovers, Tragic Actors, and Villains.Two caveats must be

striking imagery—"queer sardonic rat” with ”cosmopolitan sympa- placed here, however. First, the labels are not exclusive tothetragedies.

thies”-—underscores the loss to poetry caused by his early and absurd Many of these types can be found, as Barroll illustrates in his com-

death: a "gifted clown,” he mightwell have developed into awise fool. mentary, in the other plays as well. Secondly, the label cannot always

be said to bring with it the normal connotations. No one should react

Reviewed by Bonnie Lyons violently to the suggestion that Hamlet might be a Villain before seeing

exactly what Barroll means.

Shakespeare's Material Men are all sober minded individuals who

see themselves as very moral. But they are more likely to be immoral,

Artificial Persons; The Formation of Character iii the Tragedies or amoral, because they recognize no ultimate judge. They hold no

of shakespeare, by ]_ Leeds Barroll, University of South Carolina ideal and define themselves largely in terms of what they possess.

Press, 257 pp_,$14_95_ Shylock.is Barroll’s chief example of a material man, though the

number includes Ulysses, Prince John of Lancaster, Malvolio, Angelo,

Whenever discussions of Shakespeare can be turned from specula- and Isabella. The Material Men are formalists, relying on strict legalism

tions about his life and genius, or mere generalizations about his work, and adhering to the literal and the objective. They are dedicated to

the focus most naturally shifts to problems of character, particularly this WOrld and t0 thernSelveS. Their ideal, to the eXtent that they

the characters in the tragedies. Because the tragedies are the zenith have One, i5 a rnaterial rather than a tranSCendental One and they are

of Shakespeare's art, more analysis has been directed towards them likely to pursue it by whatever means possible, including hypocrisy

and their characters than towards any of the other plays. And since and irnD05tUre-

the opening decade of this century, the locus for discussion of the Romeo, Othello,Troilus, Hal, Hotspur, Hector, Macbeth, and Cassio

tragedies has been A. C. Bradley's Shakespearean Tragedy. are in the group that Barroll calls Lovers. Another, perhaps more apt
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term for them is aspirers. These men are not transcendentalists—they The Darker Vision of the Renaissance: Beyond the Fields of
are pseudotranscendentalists who have set up Idols to replace the Reason, ed, by Robert S, Kinsman, University of California Press,
Ideal of God. These idols are usually the women with whom most of 330 pp., $14.00.
the Lovers are matched. There are two traits that most of the Lovers
hold in common. First is an interest in some kind of warfare. The other A5 a diversified attempt to explore the social and psychological
is another occupation by means of which Shakespeare triangulates aspects of the Renaissance—stil| an obscure and misunderstood era
their affections and attention. Othello, who serves Barroll as the chief degplle all of the energy and words expended on it—the nine essays
example of a Lover, becomes so obsessed with Desdemona’s "infi- of The Darker Vision of the Renaissance range in their attention
delity” that he becomes diverted from his former single-mindedness from theology to renaissance psychology to politics to music to
about soldierhood. literature. Each of the essays is centered around an attempt to come

The Coheept Qt ld0l3tFY Whleh I5 t0Uhd lh the L0‘/er5 I5 3 5tePle Qt to terms with a particular manifestation of the irrational during the
the l0Ve Felatl0h5hll3 that I5 teuhd lh the Sehhet 5edUehee5 and Whteh Renaissance. It must be understood from the outset, however, that the
beC0me5 the math leke lh m3hY e0medle5- But lh the tt5'8edle5 the irrational here generally means a rejection ofthe rational and scientific
idolatry is more central and more serious. The Lover ties his identity as means Oi perceiving the ieaiiiies of human Qxigtg-nCQ_ Although
of self in with the self of another whom he has elevated to the level much Of the discussion is couched in modern psychological termg,
of the Ideal. Hamlet shows most of the characteristics of the Lover, no one Shouid a55ume that the-Se Scholars have devoted themgelveg
Pe'tleulaTlY lh hl5 tehdeheY to 3lm05tdeltY th05e he l0Ve5- Yet Hamlet'5 exclusively to a discussion of neurosis and psychosis in the fourteenth
greatness as a character may well be that he is not suited to such easy through Sevenieenih eeniuiiee
labeling and is later to be identified in part with the Tragic Actors and A5 a Whoie rhe5e e55ay5 are aimed at Speeialigtg; the Scholarly
in part With the Villain5- refusal to translate and the limited nature of much of the material dealt

Those characters who See themselves, in the 5tOiC traCliIl0n, 85 with, make the essays difficult for the generalist. However, for any
being self-sufficient are identified by Barroll as the Tragic Actor5- reader genuinely interested in the Renaissance, the essays are accessi-
Not wishing to merge with any ideal Outside Of the Self, a5 th05e Wh0 ble and worth the effort. The book is rich in suggestions and in informa-
accept the Christian-Platonic concept would, these characters show a tion that can lead to new ways of understanding the mind of the
willingness to abandon roles that are not consistent with their con- Renaissance
ception of the self. Included in this group are lulius Caesar, Richard Lynn White's essay on “Death and the Devil” places its emphasis on
"/ Lear» BFUtU5i Fal5tetf/ HectOr/ L3dY Macbeth, and C0Tl0l8hU5- H8m- the irrationality and psychosis of the Renaissance, which he calls "the
let too shows Tragic Actor potential. most psychically disturbed era in European history.” Evidence of this

It will be noticed that the Tragic Actors are predominantly kings psychic disturbance can be found, he avers, in the development of
who "come on stage already equipped with the potentially unrealistic the (jgrnplex death imagery of Christianity which came about as a
sense of self Which, in Other Shakespearean CharaCter5, ha5 IO be result of the increased death rates between I300 and I650, and in
rendered to the audience by more subtle mechanical means.” Tragic the attjtudeg t()ward5 witchcraft, The acute anxiety of the age de-
Actors do not aspire to anything outside of themselves. Hence, it is manded gcapegoats, which were provided by the witch hunts, while
difficult to depict them in terms of externals that are either to be causing an increased need to revolt against the established order,
possessed, as in the case of the Material Men, or to be merged with, especially the church
as with the Lovers. The Tragic Actors, whose heritage goes back to
the Terentian braggart soldier and the prideful tyrants of the cycle
plays, do. not conceive of man’s existence as a Theatrum Mundi.’For Hon’ Since by the early thirteenth Century it was epidemic’
the Ttagle Actor role becemes teahtyl and the greater the V'g_Ot especially in the culturally advanced areas of northern Italy
With Whleh the tele I5 PlaYedr the Steetet 't5 realltY- 5'm'leTlY, tne and southern France. At that point Innocent lll joined the
Tragic Actor insists on decorum in an attempt to fashion the world mob, and the heretics were wiped out with fire, sword, and
according to the way he experiences it. The Tragic Actor can thus be raCl<- Like the Wlteh and the Wlteh-hunter Wh0 emerged 35
seen as struggling to maintain a sense of self that can be independent the WPPIY Of bdmable heretle5_dWlhdled» beth the hetetle5
of the transcendental. Unlike the Material Men, however, they are andthe'_teXeCuttOnet5 were copmg W'ththe Same unendU'a'
unable to maintain such a posture for long. ble tenS'On5'

lust as all of Shakespeare's Lovers are not fashioned from the
model of Romeo, so, to call a character, in Barroll'S terminology, Contemptus mundi, seen by most critics and historians as a natural
a Villain is not necessarily to pronounce an ethical judgment. The result of the teachings of Christ regarding the things of this world, is
Villains, who are more frequently marked by a sense Of humOr than viewed by Donald R. Howard in ”Renaissance World-Alienation” as
the other types of tragic characters, are closely associated in their a reaction to the great vigor for life which most of us view as the
attitudes with the Material Men but are different in that they possess greatest grace of the Renaissance. As with most of the types of irra-
strong transcendental imaginations. “In their quests for the absolute, tionality discussed, contemptus mundi did not deny reason, nor was
they seek satisfaction from someone whom they ultimately have put it a complete abandonment of the senses. Rather, it was a view of life
on the transcendental plane but who will not give them back some that saw the reason as corrupted by the Fall of Man and thus not to be
symbolic status to make that relationship concrete and thus real. trusted as the sole guide to salvation.
Robbed of this feeling, they are cast adrift, seeking identity in them- Lauro Martines concentrates on the idea of the gentleman in
selves by adopting role after role.” The ViIlains—Iago, Edmund, renaissance Italy, especially as he is found in /I Libro del Cortegiano,
Cassius, Aaron the Moor, and Richard Ill—pr0vide Barroll with his which “lays before us not only a search for perfection but a quest for
most perceptive and exciting analysis of motivation in the book. To identity. What is more, its fantasies, irresolutions, and structural
some extent Hamlet and Shylock are to be counted among the Vil— looseness betray a crisis of identity.” The gentleman, as understood
lains. With such fascinating, and at times enigmatic, characters there by Castiglione and his contemporaries, was isolated from society.
is little wonder that the final group should also prove the most in- In fact, the gentleman and the exile were opposite sides of the same
teresting. political and social position. As a part of the entourage of the Prince,

So erudite and useful a book is indeed rare. Barroll does not try to the gentleman was no more a part of the real society, from which he
cover old material with the pretense of original thought. He has an helped to isolate the Prince, than was the exile who had left that
exciting approach that cannot be ignored, an approach that refuses society physically. “The courtier is too mannered (he is a too perfect
easy answers in favour of a new, more useful, more apt system of work of art) and the prince istoo corruptible. Having no essential con-
classification and analysis. I have no doubt that I shall be making con- tact with the vital forces in Italian society, neither is able to draw from
stant reference to Barroll in the future. Such thought-provoking them any gupport or vigor,”
criticism can never be read only once. One of the most fascinating of the essays is "Hermetism as a

Renaissance World View” by John Burke. Burke disagrees with the
popular view, derived chiefly from Jakob Burckhardt’s Civilization

Reviewed by /ames Swinnen of the Renaissance in Italy, that Hermetism was a philosophical

But heresy itself seems to have fed on the growing aliena-
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anomaly. Actually, contends Burke, Hermetism, the Cabala, and the sent not only the glittering facade and magnificent achievements, but
Magus represented an important philosophical trend whose influence the dark reality and motivating fears as well. Only when we are free
was significant enough to elicit reactions from Luther and Aquinas. of exclusively pastoral and utopian attitudes towardsthis or any period
Burke’s brief history of Hermetism and discussion of its relation- of history Can we fully understand and deal with it.
ships with renaissance thinkers is highly suggestive as to further in-
fluences of the school of Trismegistus. Reviewed by /<'ime5 5Wi""e"

Kees Bolle’s study of “Structures of Renaissance Mysticism” sees

Nicholas Cusanus as a pivotal figure in renaissance mysticism, just
as he is in so much of renaissance thought. Mysticism is irrational only ‘The Transformations of Sin; Studies in Donne, Herbert, Vaughan
to the degree that we perceive the pursuit of union with God to be and T1-31191-ne, by Patrick Grant, University Qf Maggaghugetts
beyond rational processes. The key to mysticism is what Bolle terms Press, 249 pp" $15_()0_

“deprovincialization,” by which he means the aim of the mystic to
“reveal a new, universal vision and indeed break through the limits Although no age is ever justifiably characterized by simplistic tags
of a closed world.” and monochromatic portraits, such simplicity is particularly misleading

paui 5e||in'5 //The Hidden God/I a Study of Reformation doctrine when dealing with the Renaissance. Along with the middle ages, how-
as it is found in various works of English literature, presents an im- e‘/eii the Rehai553hee i5 Peih3P5 m05i iiequehih’ the Ohleei Oi ih05e
poriani View of Lutheran and Ca|\/inisiic ineoiogy of God; oversimplifications that mislead more than they enlighten. One par-

ticularly damnable example is the notion, happily dying out, that the
God is doubiiess great and good and just, but from a Subieo Renaissance represents a sudden turnabout in the cultural direction of
tive point of view it is impossible to fathom his ways. Gone medieval Europe Which Piopeiied We5ieih man WiiiY'hiiiY ihie the
forever is the psychological comfort of being able to discern modern age.

Wiih Ceiiaihiy the L0id'5 ihiehiiehi e5PeeiaiiY in Paiiieiiiai Using an approach to defining religious and social attitudes that
in5ia"Ce5- he borrows from E. R. Dodd's The Greeks and the Irrational, Professor

Grant examines the difficulty of the movement of Anglican devotional
According to such an understanding of God, Everyman is an ana- thought and poetry,asmall buttellingindex of theintellectualclimate,
chronism, demonstrating a relationship between man and God's ways away from the “guilt culture” stridency of Augustinian theology to the
that is, in its anthropocentrism, of a much earlier age. Luther's con- more latitudinarian, worldly, “rational” beliefs of the Cambridge
cept of the hidden God, whose workings appear irrational to man Platonists and later seventeenth century thinkers. The basic terms
because he is not privy to the greater scheme of which they are a part, involved in the study which Grant borrows from Dodds are “guilt
can be found extensively in Marlowe’s Faustus as well as in Hamlet, culture,” which signifies a reliance upon internal moral restraint
Lear, Jonson's “On My First Sonnet," and “Lycidas." Sellin also coupled with a strong sense of inherited guilt and of family duty,
shows that Donne's Holy Sonnets l and 5 (“As due by many titles I centering on the father; “shame culture,”which signifiesadependence
resigne” and “If poysonous mineralls, and if that tree”) represent an upon external moral restraint to control individual members of so-
essentially Lutheran-Calvinistic position, although he does not claim ciety; and “enlightenment,” a term for which Grant does not offer
this as a fixed position for Donne. a clear definition. At times the term appears to be interchangeable with

An area which we do not normally consider to be one subject to the shame culture. At any rate, Grant uses both enlightenment and shame
irrational is music, yet Gilbert Reaney suggests in “The Irrational culture as antitheses to guilt culture. However, references to shame
and Late Medieval Music” that much of the confusion and irrationality culture disappear early in the introductory chapter and enlightenment
in music in the fourteenth century, a period of great change and apparently comes to mean, by the end of the chapter on Vaughan, the
progress in music, was a result of the shift from triple to duple meter belief that reason, not faith, is the key to salvation by attaining “to
as the basis for musical notation. The resultant stress caused by this archetypal and eternal truth by its own light.”
shift can be heard in the intricacy and beauty of the motet. But Aside from the objection that the specific definition of one of
Reaney’s account of the controversy and difficulties involved in the Grant's main terms remains ambiguous for most of his study,
shift suggests not so much irrationality as pandemonium. The real his use of an anthropological framework to discuss metaphysical
irrationality lay in the debate over whether or not duple meter were poetry results in a laudable, intelligent, carefully presented work that
natural, and hence rational. Unfortunately, the debate tends to get is particularly valuable in helping to determine the extent to which
lost amid the account of written notation. Donne, Herbert, Vaughan and Traherne do in fact representa “school,”

Marc Bensimon’s “Modes of Perception of Reality in the Renais- and in defining, to the best extentpossible in such awork, the theologi-
sance” sees the Renaissance perception of reality as essentially schizo- cal underpinnings of each poet’s work. The reliance upon anthropology
phrenic or dualistic. This holds true whether one is examining the does admittedly have the same assets and liabilities as would a de-
thought of Nicholas Cusanus and its similar representation in the paint- pendence upon psychology. The categorization of actions and attitudes
ings of Bosch, or the ideas of Marsilio Ficino, whose systematic becomes, at times, too simple, failing to look for real, as opposed to
approach to reality is almost the direct opposite of Cusanus’s vague perceived, or even convenient, causes. Thus, Lord Herbert of Cher-
continual pursuit ofa hidden God. ln general, Bensimon’s thesis is that bury’s denunciation of priesthood as the seat of corruption becomes
the search for correspondence and the emphasis on bifurcation are a reaction against the paternalistic nature of Catholicism’s guilt
symptomatic of the age. culture. Such reductionism can be especially misleading to the un-

Finally, Kinsman himself presents a brief history of the Renaissance tutored. Grant does acknowledge that his use of anthropology may at
attitude towards madness and what we moderns generally understand times lead to over-simplification, but the lapses are few and do not
as “irrational.” Kinsman’s study focuses on the changing social and do serious harm to the overall value of his book.
medical attitudes towards madness as they are reflected in the slowly Grant's organizational principles allow him to include particularly
improving conditions at Bedlam, and in literary and medical accounts valuable discussions of the "fall theology" that informs the work of
of irrational behaviour. Part of the shift in attitude reflects the distinc- each of his four poets: Franciscan spirituality with a strongly
tion made between the fool as stuItus—the philosophical or Christian Augustinian bias for Donne; Juan de Valdes for Herbert; Vaughan's
fool as represented by Erasmus—and that of the fool as stupidus, or much discussed Hermeticism; and lrenaean theology for Traherne.
socially sub-normal. Whilethe former gradually disappeared following Additionally, Grant demonstrates two particularly laudable traits in
the Reformation, the latter came increasingly under the observation of his approch to the material. First, he resists the temptation to devote
physicians and others who were trained in the new science. The shift most of his attention to Donne. Although Donne is by no means
also involves the growing distinction between the “harmlessly men- snubbed or denigrated, Grant actually devotes the greatest part of his
tally defective and the dangerously ill.” attention to Herbert. Secondly, Grant only rarely allows himself the

If we are to free ourselves of the romantic notions about the pleasure of an explication. Most of the explication is to be found in
Renaissance, more books of the calibre and direction of The Darker the Chapters on Herbert and Vaughan, and even these explications
Vision of the Renaissance will be needed. From these will hopefully are used only as necessary parts of the full discussion ofthetheological,
come a complete and mature picture of the age, one which will pre- philosophical, and intellectual background that establishes a com-
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complexity of Michelangelo's painterly technique. Steinberg discusses painter of the age and one of the greatest of all time.” While in England,

a phenomenon which he terms "non-alignments,” which forms the Trumbull painted from memory the first of his full-length portraits of

basis of the composition and heightens our appreciation of MicheI- George Washington. He soon returned home, but then was quickto go

angelo’s technical skill with spatial and formal elements. The balance back to Europe. Much as he admired Europe, however, he wrote: "I
implicit in both paintings documents not onlythe artistic and religious think I shall return to America a better citizen with a better and a

concerns of Michelangelo, but seems to point toa stage of heightened happier mind than I left it.” He was neither the first nor the last

development in Michelangelo’s paintings, perhaps obvious to early American to discover his identity while abroad.

(seventeenth century) commentators on the works, but aspects which In Paris he visited Jefferson and spent a long time with him visiting

have only been recovered in modern times. the artistic and architectural sights. Their relationship, as Jaffe points
Steinberg’s narrative is easily read and his documentation alone is a out, “was warm and mutually admiring.” Both viewed European

valuable expansion on the subject. The figures allow us to trace society as decadent and saw civilization, “constantly moving west-
pictorially and historically the developments and sources for the ward, as finally having crossed the Atlantic to settle in America.”
paintings and the sixty-four plates (twenty-four in color) cover almost In his most celebrated painting, “The Declaration of Independence,”
every aspect of the paintings. The price of the book is $45.00. I do feel Trumbull places Jefferson tall at the center of the group presenting
this is too much. It is one of the sadder facts of inflation that such well the document to John Hancock. This painting, often criticized for being
done books must necessarily be out of the price range of the ordinary a cliche, is, in Jaffe’s words, "not grand, but it achieves grandeur. There
book buyer as well as even many libraries. Several of the works is not another like it in the world. The very immobility of the figures
produced over the last decade are still taking up space in book shops and the airlessness of the room suggest the frozen instant in which
and warehouses. Michelangelo the Painter by Valerio Mariani was had been born the new state, to be led not by the caprice or ambitions
originally $75.00. It is possible to have Tolnay’s five volumes for ofa monarch, but by the sweetdictates of republican reason.”
$100.00. The monumntal Sistine Chapel costs $200.00. Soon it may be Jaffe’s volume, as will be gathered from such scattered quotations,
possible, with reduced air fares, to make the trip to Italy cheaper than is far from a dry-as-dust pedestrian tract. While she has probed all
buying the necessary books. sources and given us the definitive study of an important American

painter, she writes with sensitivity and critical acumen, never enlarging
Reviewed by Van Foley Trumbull beyond reality nor succumbing to the whims of the debunk-

ing school of historiography. This work will surely find a place in every
art library everywhere.

John Trumbull: Patriot-Artist of the American Revolution, by
Irma B. Jaffe, New York Graphic Society, 346 pp., $29.50. Reviewed by C. /. McI\laspy

Before the price (even in this heyday of inflation) fends off potential
buyers, it should be noted that this is a coffee-table picture book, with BeetboVerl—A Documentary Study, ed- by H- c- Robbins Landon,
205 black-and-white illustrations and I6 superb color plates, the sort tY- by Riohafd Wadleigh and Eugene Hartzell, Collier Books,
of volume one displays with some pride. It is, moreover, a major work 216 PP-, 121 i1lllStl‘atioI1S,$5-95-
of scholarship, worthy of the distinguished art historian who collab-
orated four years go with Rudolf Wittkower to give us Baroque Art: tloW Would You like to Write a biograbh)’ oi l-udWi8 Van Beethoven?
The lesuit Contribution (reviewed here in \/ol. 3, No. 3, pp. 297-299). Thi5 book 8i\’e5 You all the nialor doeumenti blu5 all the mo5t int"

Nor is this merely another Bicentennial affair, as though to trot out Dortant Paintings and drawings of him from his period. Even if you

some minor figure and exploit the current market for neochauvinism. donit Want to undertake Such a broleet» thi5 book Will intere5t You
Nowhere does Dr. Jaffe suggest that Trumbull rivals his giant European beCau5e it bro‘/ide5 the ba5ie tool5 oi the biographer, and Will enable
contemporaries—Goya, Turner, Delacroix, Géricault, to mention only You to eorne to Your oWn e5tirnation oi the eornPo5er'5 eharaCter-
a few. Trumbull’s more modest niche in art history is more compara- What We knoW otl-3eethoVen’5 lite i5 brimarilYtroni Tha)’er'5 biography,
ble to that of his contemporary in music, William Billings, who hardly still considered definitive in most areas. George Marek’s recent study
threatens to dethrone Beethoven, but is i|'np()rtant_ of the life is also valuable for its new theories about the identity of the

To say this of Trumbull (or of Billings, for that matter), is not to be- ”imrnortal beloved” and tor it5 neW anal)’5e5 oi the eornbo5er'5
Iittlethe stature of painter (or composer). The great men of the Revolu- neuro5e5~ But it i5 u5etul to have available What these famous bi-
tion were aware of their pioneer status, but could assert patriotically, o8rabher5 had to Work With» the original doeument5- ll C Robbin5
as John Adams wrote his wife Abigail; /‘My sons Ought to Study Landon has gathered together all the major sources for a life of
mathematics and philosophy, geography, natural history, and nayal Beethoven—his letters, letters of his friends about him, and the diaries

architecture, navigation, commerce, and agriculture, in order to give and reeord5 the)’ kept ot their nnutual eon)/er5ation5 and Private im-
their children the right to study painting, poetry, music, architecture, bre55ion5- The5e doeuntent5 are Connected With lu5t enough editorial
statuary, tapestry, and porcelain.” One wonders what Adams would Cornmentar)’ about author5 and date5 to alloW the reader to ludge
say today were he reincarnated in our still utilitarian society, domi- thern aeeuratel)’- For the 8eneral reader the rnost intere5tin8 a5beet5
nated as always by commerce of these documents are the many different sides of Beethoven's

Trumbull himself belonged to no uncouth circle, nor was he the sole eharaeter that hi5 eonternborarie5 de5eribe~
American painter of the generation that produced Jefferson, Franklin, A Frau Von Bernhard bro)/ide5 one ot the tir5t de5Cribtion5 We have

Hamilton, Washington or the Adamses. John Singleton Copley was of Beethoven soon after his initial successes in Vienna: "When he

there, as were Benjamin West and Gilbert Stuart. Further, Trumbull Came to u5, he u5ed to 5tiCl< hi5 head in the door and make Sure that
was a Harvard graduate, and we know that he visited Copley's house there Wa5 no one there Whom he di5liked- He Wa5 5rnall and Plain"
and even copied Copley’s portrait of The Rev. Edward Holyoke. In looking With an ugl)’ red, boCk'rnarked taee- Hi5 hair Wa5 quite dark
the Harvard library he had found and used European books on and hung almo5t 5ha88ilY around hi5 taee- Hi5 elothe5 Were Ver)’
art and had, as Jaffe points out, "learned to venerate both Raphael Commonblaeei not dittering Sreatl)’ from the ta5hion ot tho5e da)’5,
and Rubens before he had seen a painting by either of them/' |-le was particularly in our circles. Moreover, he spoke in a strong dialect and
always a systematic learner in a rather common manner. In general his whole being did not give

When the Revolutionary War broke out, in fact, Trumbull used his the irnore55ion oi an)’ bartieular Cultivation; in taet, he Wa5 Unn1annet-

book learning of military tactics, rising to the rank of colonel by the l)’ in both 8e5ture and demeanour- He Was Ver)’ haught)’-H So mueh
age of twenty-one. His most significant contribution to the American tor the legend about the 5Weet'tenibered» denioeratie Beethoven-
RevoIution,however, bore some relation to anotherart: with Thaddeus Ferdinand Rie5'5 de5CriPtion ot hint later in lite eXernPlitie5 the
Kosciuzko he helped strengthen “the Gibraltar of America”—the na5tine55 he Wa5 5o Capable oi? "Beethoven Wa5 5ornetirne5 eX-

fortifications associated with Ticonderoga tremely violent. One day we were dining at the Swan; the waiter
In I780 he set out for Europe, where he studied with Benjamin brought hirn the Wrong di5h- Beethoven had 5eareel)’ Said a teW

West, in association with Gilbert Stuart, whose friendship was to Choiee Word5 about it, Whieh the Waiter had an5Wered PerhaP5 not
endure. Later, in fact, he would call Stuart ”the greatest portrait quite 5o oolitel)’ a5 he Should have, When Beethoven laid hold oi the
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dish . . . and flung it at the waiter’s head. The poor fellow still had on novella from the short story on the one hand and from the novel on
his arm a large number of plates containing various dishes . . . and the other.
could do nothing to help himself; the sauce ran down his face.” In the “My theory,” she writes, “rests on the assumption that each narrative
glorious choral finale of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, Schiller’s form has its own developmental methods, its own manner of develop-
"Ode to Joy” sings of the brotherhood of man and the wonder of all ing or giving shape to its fictional material.” This means, for example,
mankind. The composer himself seems to have loved mankind, but that the novel's selectivity differs from the short story's because “the
hated most people, especially those of the lower orders. novel’s narrative task is elaboration, whereas the short story’s is limi-

But the suffering, isoiated Beethoven a|so appears in these doed_ tation.” The novella’s techniques of selection differ from those of the

ments. In the famous Heiligenstadt testament he bewails his deafness hpvei ahd the shert ster)’/ i-eipewitz says» //pecatise its harrative
pathetically: “For me there can be no recreation in the society of purpose is cpmpressiph- - - The hp‘/eiia peth limits arici extehds
others, no intelligent conversation, no mutual exchange of ideas; only its material tp produce Ha Behericali)’ distihet etteet? the detipie
as mdeh as is required by the rnost pressing needs can | yehtdre into effect of intensity and expansion.” The novella’s “closely associated

society. I am obliged to live like an outcast. If I venture into the com- cluster pr themes” keeps the same materials cphstahtl)’ ih rpctisi
pany of men, i am oyereome by a burning terrory inasmueh as | tear interrelating the themes and “permitting the novella to achieve an

to find myself in the danger of allowing my condition to be noticed ihtehsive ahd cehstaht techs Oh the suplect-H The plpt gives lithe
. . . But what a humiliation when someone standing next to me could ettect” pt a limited area peihg expiered ihtehsiVelY/ arid the aetieri
hear from the distance the sound of a flute whereas I heard nothing. His geherall)’ Compressed h)’ meahs er a repetitive strtieture-H ih this
Qr, someone eouid hear the shepherd singing’ and that a|so | did not way, the author reworks and redevelops themes and situations he has

hear. Such experiences brought me near to despair, it would have alread)’ develeperii
needed little for me to put an end to my life. It was art only which held While i would preter to see greater theoretical precisiph ih Lethe‘
me baekrrr can one eonneet these two Beethoyensg The sources pre_ witzis attempt to fill the gaping hole of novella criticism (most of it

sent on one hand a man yearning for simple human companionship, tp date has peeh appailihgl)’ ihaclequatel» i applaud her hahdlihg pt
and on the other an arrogant hoor who often ioathed peopie and Was the intricately structured novellas of Clemens Brentano, Gottfried
rude to many of his friends None of the hioeraphers so far have Keller, Adalbert Stifter, Conrad Ferdinand Meyer, Gerhard Hauptmann,
adeqtiateiy expiained these eontiiets in the Composer/s strange, Theodor Storm, Prosper Merimee, and Herman Melville—all 19th

twisted personality, although this volume presents evidence of both century practitioners pt the gehrer some Oi Whom were iheOriZer5
sides_and seyerai possihie others as well. In each of her discussions, Leibowitz provides a fresh insight

The eoiieetion ends with seyerai moving descriptions of the eom_ into structure which yields a deeper understanding of the forces in

poser's death, among them his personal physician's: “The fatal day cphrlict ih these harrati‘/es
drew nearer. My professional obligations as a physician, so gratifying “Theme-complexes” and “repetitive structures” of 20th century
and yet at times so grievous, demanded that I draw my suffering novellas occupy the attention ofthe finalchapters of Leibowitz’s book.
friend's attention to it, so that he could meet his civil and religious With delicate sensitivity, she probes the structured depths of meaning
obligations. With the tenderest considerations, I wrote the words of in lames’s The Bench of Desolation, Mannis Der Tod in Venedig,
admonition on a sheet of paper. . . . Beethoven read the writing with Gide's La Symphonie Pastorale, Siloneis The Fox and the Camellias,
unparalleled composure, slowly and pensively, his face as though West's Miss Lonelyhearts, and Sparkis The Go-Away Bird.
transfigured; he gave me his hand gravely and warmly, and said ‘Let Despite the obviously sensitive readings of a number of works to
the priest come.’ Then he became quiet and thoughtful and nodded to which Leibowitz’s theory has led her, I still question the validity of
me kindly, ’I will see you again soon.’ Shortly thereafter, Beethoven the theory itself. The distinction she makes between novella and
performed his devotions with meek submission and turned to the novel, for instance, does not take into account the discussion of
friends standing about him with the words, ’Plaudite amici, finita est romance and novel with which she began. How, for example, does
comoedia!’ A few hours later he lost consciousnesss, lapsed into a Melville's Bartleby (a novella) differ in narrative purpose from Haw-
coma and the death rattle began in his throat.” Thus ended the life of thorne's The Scarlet Letter, which probes and reprobes a single situa-
a great composer—and a testy misanthrope. tion, focuses on a single set of relationships, and holds in delicate

balance the impulses toward intensification and expansion.
Reviewed by /ohn L. DiGaetani Further Leibowitz does not take into account such genre studies as

Sheldon Sacksis Fiction and the Shape of Belief in which some kinds
of novel-length works are relabeled apologues and satires so that the

Narrative Purpose in the Novella by liioiih Leibowitz’ Mouton’ term novel may be preserved for a more precisely defined group of
137 pp" $550‘ fictions. Does not Sacks also use the criterion of narrative purpose

to establish his distinctions?
To Ahieiieah ears’ the ieiih hovella maveiiike a oiaeoioahl hoie Finally, how is one to define the “narrative purpose” of an intensive

oi eohluaioh" Fveivohe khovvs vvhai a hovel is aho Where lo iiho ohe' and extended story that is an integral part of a series or cycle of stories
Everyone has read short stories in Playboy or The New Yorker (or the _rer example, ,,-rhe Deed” in Dub,’-Here ,,/tn Oder er Verbena” in

New Orleans Review). But if you asked a friend what good novellas The Unvenqur-Shed er Haaritebyn in The Piazza Teresa Deee rte re|e_

he had read recently, you would be met with a blank stare or startled tron to other Sterree in the eyete atter ire narrative purpose?

eves‘ Groundbreaking studies will always be met by such questions. One
ih Naliaiive Purpose ih ihe Novella’ looiih Leioovviiz has iakeh a has to wait for later architects and landscapers, for concrete pourers

giant Step iovvaio removing the Siaiiie iiohi those eves aho the hiahk and bricklayers, to establish solidly the day-to-day critical usefulness of
iioih those stares‘ any blueprint for further discussion. I am grateful to Judith Leibowitz

In her introduction, she points out that the generic distinction be- fer breaking new ereurtdt
tween romance (Hawthorne’s coveted term) and novel preoccupied
American critics while European (especially German) genre critics Reviewed by Ferresrlrrerem
concerned themselves with distinguishing among shorter fictional
forms. The English term novel is translated romanzo in Italian, roman
in French, and Roman in German. The English language, having no On Writing Well, by William Zinsser, Harper & Row, 151 pp.,
term (as yet) for the genre Leibowitz is dealing with, sometimes $6.95.
resorts to such terms as short novel, novelette, or long short story.
Europeans, on the other hand, have for many years specified those Good writing makes good reading and Zinsser’s excellent guide
fictional works by the generic term Novelle (German), nouvelle to clear writing, based on his writing course at Yale, is just that. It

(French), and novella (Italian). should be absorbed by beginning nonfiction writers; it can refresh
Leibowitz argues that the genre of the novella (an anglicization of veterans.

the Italian term) can best be established by considering the “narrative
purpose” of a piece of fiction. Her book attempts to distinguish the Reviewed by Carol Reuss, S.P.
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Who Is Angelinai’, by Al Young, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, and rites of individuality. Individuality is a necessary first condition for
280 pp., $7.95. meaningful social functioning.

Who Is Angelina? is a rare novel. Here art and propaganda, superb
Al Young's Who Is Angelina? is a remarkable novel. Young has writingandintelligentcritiqueexistin nearperfectequilibrium.Youngis

accomplished something that is uncommon in the making of the oneofa sma|lnumberofAmerican writerswhocan deal adequatelywith
contemporary novel. Many of our writers follow a deadly pattern; questions of identity and psychology in a multi-racial society, who can
having written a very fine, even brilliant, first novel, they grind out handle the paradox ofthe twainthat never meets butalways manages to
a series of imitative, second or third rate books. Young manages to intersect. Al Young has created a masterpiece and a richly rewarding
give the pattern a neat twist. His first novel Snakes, briefly discussed experience.
in John O’Brien’s interview with Young (New Orleans Review,
Summer I973), was a competent experiment. His second novel Reviewed by lerry W. Ward
Who Is Angelina? surpasses the first in every sense.

In the interview with O'Brien, Young, who was born in Ocean
Springs, Mississippi, said: “Almost all of my writing proceeds from how l got oval“ New and Selected Poems» hY Carohrh M- Rodgers’
a tradition of the spoken word rather than the written. In my writing Doubleday» 81 PP-i $5-95-
I strive for oral appeal.” Perhaps the gift of the South to the American
novel is the spoken word, an acute sensitivity to the important func- These poerns are testarnents to experlenees that readers who are
tions of speech in narrative. Beyond subject matter, it is the weight of nelther poets nor staunch Chrlstlans Wlll orooahlY never have one
language and its ability to suggest mood, character and values that has to be touched by rare ooerle lnsanltY or possessed or Very deep
capture our imaginations. Much of the appeal in Who Is Angelina? ralth to eoneludei as Carolyn Rodgers does ln Hrlvlng Water/I
does come from Young's mastery of the nuances of American speech
and of speech as it might be modified by exposure to foreign lan- lthmk :i?i:‘i$l.meSii
guages. Yet, the strength and real appeal of this novel is Young's God has hes rial/izri Sn
ability to tell a good story. For he understands that story isthe governing i arn his iittie piaek siirn ink pen_

center of successful, sustained narrative.

Who l5 /‘tngellnar lends ltselr to easY sornrnarV- Arter College and Most of us do not image out the meaning of our lives in quite that
a few years of cultural saturation in Berkeley, Angelina Green, an Way, put the tact Miss Rodgers does is an unsettiine eornment on the
intelligent and sensitive woman, faces a crisis of identity. She goes to Condition of rnodern sensipiiityr The fashionapie poetry of our aee
Mexico to set “foot back in the world on her own tentative terms.” swings between two poiest on the one hand, aiienation frorn nature’
Terms are never wholly one’s own. Angelina has a torrid affair with trorn the Seifr from ianeuaee ta morbid yearning toward death); on
5YlYe5rer Perndexrer Buchanan lwatuslli a W°rldlY Wlse rnan who ls the other, extreme anxiety about the possibility of human endurance,
lover and rhentor- He tutors Angellna lh sorne or the WaYs or the about the higher abstractions of mind and spirit, about the deep
World ror Whleh nelther the UnlVersltY or Mlehlgan nor the Berkeley structures of existence (an unfulfilled questing for life). We have con-
scene have prepared her. The Mexican idyl is disrupted when Angelina ditioned ourseiyes to aeeept’ perhaps to ernpraee’ the range between
must suddenly return to the States, to the bedside of her father who aiienation and anxiety, put We are not readiiy prepared for poetry
is almost murdered by robbers in Detroit. This crisis necessitates a that finds resoiution in reiieion and evokes feehnes that have not
return I0 r°°r5r but a5 Angelina dl5C°Yer5 r°°t5 do not eonstlttlre been with us since the Sea of Faith was truly at the full. We are not
home. With the blessings of her father, she goes back to Berkeley and quite prepared to aeeept sueh writing as poetry, hut to reieet it is to

Unresolved orohlerns She stlll rntlst deal Wlth desolatlon Hand lg‘ commitan error. For Carolyn Rodgerswrites black poetryofa very high
norance and fear and sadness and being alone." She achieves a partial order’ a poetry grounded in distriputiye autobiography
inner peace through transcendental meditation and resumes a mean- A product ot Chioaeois farnous OBAC Writeris Workshop, Caroiyn
ingful relationship with a former lover, Curtis Benton. Angelina Rodgers has struggled through p()ern5 in Paper Soul (1968) and
hnds no easy answers ror dl-leslons or ldentlty' At the end or the Songs ofa Black Bird (1969) to get over. Getting over refers either to
novel she has aedhlred the ernolrleal Wlsdorn that Wlll enable her outwitting one’s opponents or to attaining a sense of spiritual fulfill-
to eohtlnoe a healthY ddest- ment. Getting over for Carolyn Rodgers has involved the anxious quest

one or the three eolgraphs or the novel ls taken from Robert BlY's for a language and a subject matter in which to express feelings about
-sleepers lolnlng Hands’ and l doote rt ln oart- love, revolution, religion, and simpler acts of daily life. She has dis-

covered the subject matter. It is her experiencing of life, her honest,
The farther a woman goes out on the end of an arm the more black, feminine experiencing of life. Thus, her poetry is mainly narra-
power she has. That power is for good and power for evil. It is tive, flowing from the need to share bits of autobiography. The pieces
al5° Power Over Weather, Q‘/er Plant 8r°Wrn/ and P0“/er to of autobiography she elects to write are distributive, because the gen-
cause transformations. Girls in the Middle West often decide erai patterns tit iiyes other than her own_ For exanipier the eom_

to Stay at t"e.°e"ter 9‘ the cross’ Where they will be Sale‘ That panion poems “JESUS WAS CRUCIFIED, or It Must Be Deep (an epicstrange passive quality in so many American women comes ,, ,, , .from that decision. pome) and IT IS DEEP (dont never forget the bridge that you
crossed over on)” are about the generation gap between mother and

Wh daughter, but they are also about the tenacity ofauthentic love.
h O 5 nee ma" euhg exp Ores Wat appehe W eh a Woman ”The Children of Their Sin (an exorcise)" is obstensibly about sitting

refuses to have her identity defined by facile assumptions about gender next to a white rnan on a pus out the poem is reaiiy a recounting

and race‘ Ahgellhals Story ls one or Splrltual growth’ the achve of how one comes to recognize causal relations between the rich and
realization of personhood that results from leaving the center. As the poor the oppressed and the oppressor how one eornesro reaiize

haglographers lemlhd Us hme and agallh the Odyssey or Salhthood ls first cause and assign ultimate responsibility. In the same poem shehellified. To bessure, Angelina IS no saint, nor is it the spirituality granted has to deai with another ievei of hurnan reaction she sat next to the
by divine providence that she seeks. It IS rather a balance between the
mysterious forces within one’s being and the confusing imperatives
(historical and immediate) of society that Angelina struggles to achieve. the brother who

Al Young has accomplished a most difficult task, for he has written gat down beside me |eeked
convincingly, without moralizing, about the plight of a contemporary mean and hungry, poor and damply cold.
black woman in American society. It is true that Angelina belongs to the
so-called middle class, and her vision of postures adopted by black and Here, as in most of the poems in this volume, Miss Rodgers is grappling
white Americans and by Third World peoples is determined by class with fundamental problems of existence; wishing to ground her
bias. The aesthetic distance Young establishes in the novel permits us to r poetry in what is concrete, recognizing there are human universals
be sympathetic with Angelina's perspective even ifwe do not agree with such as breathing and thinking and doing things with, for, and to
her analytic premises. The novel is a powerful statement on the rights other people, she constantly confronts the problem of saying how those

white man because
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universals are given specific shapes by the racial considerations of and when the revolution came
American society. Without reaching quick conclusions about whether the mlht3ht5 sald
the kind of poetry Carolyn Rodgers writes is good or bad, one wants hlggers Wake up
to note that she gives more careful attention than some of her con- you gotto comb yo ha"
temporaries to the problems of writing about the puzzle. of triple the natuéalhwalé hf Ik f h? h

th f I 3|"! IGC Ul'C O SS8)/OY83.SOl'iUff...
CO C O Sl'l€SS— 8 awareness O Glg ema 8, BC , ITIGFICBD. and they just kept on going to Church

Miss Rodgers is quite rightly concerned about the impact a book such Slttlh Oh theY l<hee5 and PtaYlh8
as how igot ovah will have. "When a book is finally published," she and tlthlhg and hulldthg and hUYlh8

wrote in her author's note, “an author is very likely to have changed and
his style and his mind.” And she adds in the following paragraph:
"Still, a person does not wish to offer apologies for where she or he And when the revomtion came, the militants Said, /Niggers
was. For certainly where one has been makes where one is more mean- Wake up_ You got to comb yo nan the natUra| way_" And
ingful.” It is clear that she has been in the front ranks of what has the ghurch fQ||-(5 gay, “Qh, yeah? 5hQ 'nuff _” And they
inaccurately been called militant poetry. It is clear that she is trans- just kept on going to church, gitting on they knees and pray-
forming her poetic consciousness to deal more intensely with the role ing and tithing and building and buying.
of religious belief in black psychohistory and her own existence.
how i got ovah is a fascinating documentation of what the transform- A Stahza 5° aUt°thatltiallY ttahsetlhahle lhto Straight PT05e ml5hFe5
ing reveals aboutCarolyn Rodgers, about changing attitudes within the 35 Wtltteh p°ettY- The use Qt “Y0/' ”5h° 'hUtt/' and Hglttlh” C3U5e5

Black Experience, about changing values in American society. As Wohdet that ”8°th8/' ”PtaYlh” Qt the dtepplhg Qt /'8” th the Dre"
necessary and as Wnoiesome as | find this kind of revemion, as one gressive present tense is not consistent. It is the absence of careful
poet reading another, I worry very much that Carolyn Rodgers flound- attehtleh to P|'050dle tUhetl0h5 that lead5 Ohe to 5U5Peet C3'0tYh
ers in her anxious questfora |anguage_ Rodgers’ great strength lies in oral not written performance. It is a

She has discovered the but the language because technical problem that she IS still in‘ the process of getting over.
f th h_ b k f ’ f One hopes that in her next book she Will have got over with the same

many O e poems m t '5 O0 we ar mOr_e_e ectwe as Scores _Or depth of feeling for language that she presently has in depth of feeling
performance than as poems, as pieces of writing that should be dis- for life
tinguishable from prose. What is the difference between the first
stanza of ”and when the revolution came” Reviewed by /erry W. Ward
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I 1Notes on Contributors
JEFFREY BAILEY has interviewed Christopher Isherwood, peared in numerous magazines, including Wormwood
James Leo Herlihy and Maya Angelou for The Advocate, Review, New York Quarterly, Southern Poetry Review,
California Quarterly and Neworld. He writes poetry and Rolling Stone and New Voices.
fiction, and is awaiting publication of his novel, Lonely
Watches of the Sky. ROSEMARY DANIELL’s collection of poetry, A Sexual

Tour of the Deep South, received widespread critical
RICHARD W. BEVIS is an associate professor of English at interest. Her poems also appear in many periodicals and
the University of British Columbia. His work on travel an anthology, We Become New: Poems of Contemporary
through the Middle East includes Biblioteca Cisorientalia: American Women. She was the winner of the NOR Poetry
Checklist ofEarly English Travel Books on the Middle East Award for Vol. 3, and has been Director of the Georgia
and “The Strangers: Through Algeria Today” (NOR: 5,1). Poetry-in-the-Schools program and a National Endowment

grant recipient.
RICHARD CECIL has poetry appearing and forthcoming in
Poetry, Ark River Review, Carolina Quarterly, Poetry Now BARBARA DE LA CUESTA has recently published fiction
and American Poetry Review. in Texas Quarterly, and has had a play performed by the

American Theater Company in New York.
LEWIS CHESSER directs the Wesley Foundation at the
University of Arkansas. An M.F.A. candidate, he occasion- IOHN L. DIGAETANI, an instructor in English at the
ally participates in the University’s poetry writing pro- University of New Orleans, reviews books for the Library
gram. Iournal. He is at work on a study of Richard Wagner.

MICHAEL COLLIER is a student at Connecticut College, VAN FOLEY teaches English to Vietnamese adults in New
where he took part in the Connecticut Poetry Circuit. The Orleans.
Red Fox Review, Iam To-day and Poetry have published
his work, ELLEN GILCHRIST writes poetry and fiction, is a student

in the M.F.A. program at the University of Arkansas, and
BILLY COLLINS edits The Midatlantic Review and lec- serves as a contributing editor of The Courier in New
tures at Lehman College (CUNY). His poems have ap- Orleans. Her playA Season of Dreams, based on Eudora
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Welty’s short stories, has been produced on stage and “Breakthrough Series,” and a children’s book on the Battle
8d11C&ti0I1&l t8l6ViSi0I1- of New Orleans due out from Iulian Messner.

ROGER GILLIS, S.]. is currently studying theology at the EVERETTE MADDOX is Poet-in-Residence at Xavier Uni-
Iesuit School of Theology at Berkeley, where his area versity in New Orleans. The New Yorker, The Paris
major is American culture and religion. This article is part Review, Southern Poetry Review and Carolina Quarterly
of a larger study on American film and religion. are among the magazines which have featured his work.

His poems may also be found in his recently published
DAVID C. GORDON is Professor of History at the American pamphlet, The 13 Original PQ9m5_
University of Beirut and the author of Self-Determination
and Histori’ in the Third World. C. I. McNASPY, former fine-arts editor of America, peri-

patetic scholar and author of several books, is currently
BRUCE HENRICKSEN, a faculty member in the English bovkreview editor for the NOR-
Department at Loyola, has contributed reviews to the NOR,
short stories to several little magazines, and articles to ED METZ tree'ienoes in stiii PhotogrePhY» grephio design
Papers in Language and Literature and Renaissance Quar- and tiini Prodnotion His Work is teetnred at iineges
reply, Gallery in New Orleans and a one-man show at Loyola

University.
BROOKE HOPKINS is an assistant professor of English at
the University of Utah. His essay on Merton was first MARK CRISPIN MILLER is Working towards his Ph~D- in
delivered as a talk at the Abbey of the Holy Trinity, English at Iohns Hopkins University, White supervising
Huntsville, Utah. He is working on a study of Autobiog- the tiini Progrenis there-Fiini QiiorteriY1 Modern Longiioge
raphy:Augustine, Rousseau and Words]/VOrth_ NOIGS, StLldl'6S and SOLltl"l€I‘1'l Review l1aV6 pub-

lished his reviews, articles and poems.

FORREST INGRAM, former editor of the NOR, has re-
eentiy been appointed Chairmen of the Department of WILLIAM MILLS teaches at Louisiana State University in
English at Roosevelt University in Chicago. He is the Baton Rouge His hooks inohide Wotoh for the Fox (Poetry),
author of Representative Short Story Cycles of the Twenti- iKnoW o Piooe (tiotionl and n oritioei study, The Stiiiness
etb Ceritory_ in Moving Things: The World of Howard Nemerov.

MILTON KESSLER is a member of the faculty of State
University of New York at Binghamton. His most recent ANAIS NIN has attamed a long-delayed place of honor In

contemporary letters through the impetus of her renowned
diary and five-volume roman fleuve, Cities of the Interior.
Born and reared in France, of Spanish and French-Danish

IAMES LANGDON works on the New Orleans Times- parentage, her lyrical insight into the human condition
Picayune as a copy editor. He has contributed fiction and has touched the emotional and intellectual lives of people
poetry to such diverse journals as Pulse, Voices Interna- around the world, people who are linked to her (and to
tional, Chicago Review and Rip Off Review of Western each other) by an abiding belief in the reality of imagina-
Culture. His volume of poetry, Breeding in Captivity, is tion and the possibility of a benevolent and evolving self.
making the rounds.

book of poems is Sailing Too Far.

DIANE O’DONNELL writes and teaches women’s poetry at
R. P. LAWRY is now an associate professor of law at Case the Community Free School in Boulder, Colorado, where
Western Reserve University, after having practiced law in she is “trying to learn to adjust to living in the West after
Pittsburg. He has had poems published in several periodi- six happy years in the South.” Her work may be found in
cals, and is looking for a publisher for a book of liturgical Butter and Brass (Women’s Poetry Collective, ]ackson-
poems,After Temporary Prisons. ville, F lorida) and Chomo-Uri [University of Massachu-

setts, Amherst).
BONNIE LYONS teaches at Boston University, but will
soori be e member of the English Department at the ALICIA OSTRIKER’s poetry is featured in such journals as

University of Texas She reviews books for Congress Arts in Society, Shenandoah andAmerican PoetryReview.
Monthly, and has written articles for American Literature, She is 3 Professor in the English Department at Rutgers
Contemporary Literature, The Explicotor, and Studies in University and the author of Songs end Onoe More Ont of
American Iewish Literature. Her book on Henry Roth is Dorkness rind other Poems-
forthcoming from Cooper Square Publishers.

CAROL REUSS, S. P., an NOR associate editor, has taught
GRANT LYONS is a freelance writer whose varied work, journalism at St. Mary-of-the-Woods College, the Univer-
including essays, stories and reviews, has appeared in sity of Iowa and Loyola University. She has edited such
Redbook, Northwest Review, Louisiana History, the Bos- diverse publications as Tooling Er Production, Metlflax,
ton Globe and Congress Monthly. He has short fiction soon Canticle and Iowa Iournalist, and is a member of Kappa Tau
to be published in the University of Missouri Press’ Alpha [the national journalism scholarship society), the
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Association for Education in Journalism, the International JAMES SWINNEN regularly reviews books for the NOR.
Communication Association and Women in Journalism.
Her wide-ranging interests, reflected in her teaching activ- JERRY W. WARD serves as advisory editor to Obsidian
ities and many articles, include mass persuasion tech- and Black Box. He is completing work on his Ph.D. at the
niques, first amendment law, women’s magazines, busi- Univerity of Virginia.
ness and technical writing and religion. We wish her well
in her new position as a journalism faculty member at the JAMES WHITEHEAD, 8 PF0f9$$0T Of English at the UI1iV9I‘-
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. sity of Arkansas, is the author of Domains, a book of

poetry, and Joiner, a novel. His poems grace the pages of
KEVIN RODDY is former English professor Currently irjecentilsisues ofPoetryNow,Southern Review andSouthern

living in the Bay Area. Oetry ewe“/'

STEPHEN J. WHITFIELD is a member of Brandeis Univer-
OTTO R- SALASSI Participates iI1th9 M-F-A PTOSFQIT1 at sity’s American Studies Department. His work includes
the University of ATkaT15a5- His Short Story “RR” '~"1PP9a1‘9d Scott Nearing: Apostle ofAmerican Radicalism and “The
in Railroad, ed. by James Alan MacPhearson and Miller 19503; The Era of NO Hard Feelings" (South Atlantic

QuarterJy)_

MARTHA BENNETT STILES has published Work in a MILLER WILLIAMS has been awarded the 1976 Prix de

variety of periodicals, including Virginia Quarieriy Re_ Rome for Literature by the American Academy of Arts and
View’ Esquire, Michigan Quarieriy Review, the New York Letters. His most recent book 1s Halfway to Hoxiez New

Times and Stereo Review. She has written five children’s and Selected Poems-
booksi and is now Working on a novei Mr. Williams, now teaching creative writing at the

University of Arkansas, was co-founder and original editor
of the NOR. He resigned his position over a censorship

LEON STOKESBURY ls a graduate asslstant m the Ph'D' issue which has been resolved. We welcome him back to
program at the University of Arkansas. His work may be our pages
found in numerous journals and anthologies, and his first

b°°k °f P09“, Often 1'“ Different Landscapes’ will S°°“ be AUSTIN WILSON’s poetry and fiction have been included
published by the University of Texas Press‘ in Green River Review, Poem, Wind, Mississippi Review

and Intro 7. A Poet-in-Residence in South Carolina’s
JOHN STONE is a cardiologist at Emory University School Poets-in-the-Schools program and winner of the 1974

of Medicine and Grady Memorial Hospital in Atlanta. Academy ofAmerican Poets prize,he will soon be teaching
Borestone Mountain’s Best Poems of 1974 features one of at Millsaps College in Jackson, Mississippi.
his poems; his work has been collected in a volume, The
Smell of Matches; and publications such as The American GARY YOUNG edits Greenhouse Review in Santa Cruz,
Scholar, New York Quarterly and Poetry Northwest have California. Choomia, Momentum and Montana Gothic are

included his poetry. among the magazines in which his poetry has appeared.
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